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We present an Õ(m + n1.5)-time randomized algorithm for maximum cardinality bipartite
matching and related problems (e.g. transshipment, negative-weight shortest paths, and op-
timal transport) on m-edge, n-node graphs. For maximum cardinality bipartite matching on
moderately dense graphs, i.e. m = Ω(n1.5), our algorithm runs in time nearly linear in the input
size and constitutes the first improvement over the classic O(m

√
n)-time [Dinic 1970; Hopcroft-

Karp 1971; Karzanov 1973] and Õ(nω)-time algorithms [Ibarra-Moran 1981; Mucha-Sankowski
2004] (where currently ω ≈ 2.373). On sparser graphs, i.e. when m = n9/8+δ for any constant
δ > 0, our result improves upon the recent advances of [Madry 2013] and [Liu-Sidford 2020b,
2020a] which achieve an Õ(m4/3+o(1)) runtime.

We obtain these results by combining and advancing recent lines of research in interior
point methods (IPMs) and dynamic graph algorithms. First, we simplify and improve the
IPM of [v.d.Brand-Lee-Sidford-Song 2020], providing a general primal-dual IPM framework and
new sampling-based techniques for handling infeasibility induced by approximate linear system
solvers. Second, we provide a simple sublinear-time algorithm for detecting and sampling high-
energy edges in electric flows on expanders and show that when combined with recent advances
in dynamic expander decompositions, this yields efficient data structures for maintaining the
iterates of both [v.d.Brand et al.] and our new IPMs. Combining this general machinery yields
a simpler Õ(n

√
m) time algorithm for matching based on the logarithmic barrier function, and

our state-of-the-art Õ(m + n1.5) time algorithm for matching based on the [Lee-Sidford 2014]
barrier (as regularized in [v.d.Brand et al.]).
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1 Introduction

Themaximum-cardinality bipartite matching problem is to compute a matching of maximum size
in an m-edge n-vertex bipartite graph G = (V,E). This problem is one of the most fundamental
and well-studied problems in combinatorial optimization, theoretical computer science, and
operations research. It naturally encompasses a variety of practical assignment questions and
is closely related to a wide range of prominent optimization problems, e.g. optimal transport,
shortest path with negative edge-lengths, minimum mean-cycle, etc.

Beyond these many applications, this problem has long served as a barrier towards effi-
cient optimization and a proving ground for new algorithmic techniques. Though numerous
combinatorial and continuous approaches have been proposed for the problem, improving upon
the classic time complexities of O(m

√
n) [HK73, Din70, Kar73] and O(nω) [IM81, MS04]1 has

proven to be notoriously difficult. Since the early 80s, these complexities have only been im-
proved by polylogarithmic factors (see, e.g., [Sch03]) until a breakthrough result of Madry
[Mad13] showed that faster algorithms could be achieved when the graph is moderately sparse.
In particular, Madry [Mad13] showed that the problem could be solved in Õ(m10/7) and a line
of research [Mad16, LS19, CMSV17, LS20b, AMV20] led to the recent Õ(m4/3+o(1))-time al-
gorithm [LS20a].2 Nevertheless, for moderately dense graphs, i.e. m ≥ n1.5+δ for any constant
δ > 0, the O(min(m

√
n, nω)) runtime bound has remained unimproved for decades.

The more general problem of minimum-cost perfect bipartite b-matching, where an edge can
be used multiple times and the goal is to minimize the total edge costs in order to match every
node v for b(v) times, for given non-negative integers b(v), has been even more resistant to
progress. An Õ(m

√
n) runtime for this problem with arbitrary polynomially bounded integer

costs and b was achieved only somewhat recently by [LS14]. Improving this runtime by even a
small polynomial factor for moderately dense graphs, is a major open problem (see Table 2).

The minimum-cost perfect bipartite b-matching problem can encode a host of problems
ranging from transshipment, to negative-weight shortest paths, to maximum-weight bipartite
matching. Even more recently, the problem has been popularized in machine learning through
its encapsulation of the optimal transport problem [BJKS18, Qua19, LHJ19, AWR17]. There
has been progress on these problems in a variety of settings (see Section 1.1 and Section 8
and the included Table 1 through Table 5), including recent improvements for sparse-graphs
[CMSV17, AMV20], and nearly linear time algorithms for computing (1 + ε) approximate so-
lutions for maximum-cardinality/weight matching [HK73, Din70, Kar73, GT89, GT91, DP14]
and undirected transshipment [She17, ASZ20, Li20]. However, obtaining nearly linear time
algorithms for solving these problems to high-precision for any density regime has been elusive.

1.1 Our Results

In this paper, we show that maximum cardinality bipartite matching, and more broadly minimum-
cost perfect bipartite b-matching, can be solved in Õ(m + n1.5) time. Tables 1 and 2 compare
these results with previous ones. Compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms for maximum-
cardinality matching our bound is the fastest whenever m = n9/8+δ for any constant δ > 0,
ignoring polylogarithmic factors. Our bound is the first (non-fast-matrix multiplication based)
improvement in decades for the case of dense graphs. More importantly, our bound is nearly
linear when m ≥ n1.5. This constitutes the first near-optimal runtime in any density regime for
the bipartite matching problem.

1ω is the matrix multiplication exponent and currently ω ≈ 2.373 [Gal14, Wil12]
2For simplicity, in the introduction we use Õ(·) to hide polylogn and sometimes polylog(W ), whereW typically

denotes the largest absolute value used for specifying any value in the problem. In the rest of the paper, we
define Õ (in Section 2) to hide polylog(n) and poly log logW (but not polylog(W )). Further, throughout the
introduction when we state runtimes for an algorithm, the algorithm may be randomized and these runtimes may
only old w.h.p.
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Year Authors References Time (Õ(·))
Sparse Dense

1969-1973 Hopcroft, Karp, Dinic, Karzanov [HK73, Din70, Kar73] m
√
n

1981, 2004 Ibarra, Moran, Mucha, Sankowski [IM81, MS04] nω

2013 Madry [Mad13] m10/7

2020 Liu, Sidford [LS20b] m11/8+o(1)

2020 Liu, Sidford [LS20a] m4/3+o(1)

2020 This paper m+ n1.5

Table 1: The summary of the results for the max-cardinality bipartite matching problem.
For a more comprehensive list, see [DP14].

Year Authors References Time (Õ(·))
1972 Edmonds and Karp [EK72] mn

2008 Daitch, Spielman [DS08] m3/2

2014 Lee, Sidford [LS14] m
√
n

2020 This paper m+ n1.5

Table 2: The summary of the results for themin-cost perfect bipartite b-matching problem
(equivalently, transshipment) for polynomially bounded integer costs and b. For a more
comprehensive list, see Chapters 12 and 21 in [Sch03]. Note that there have been further
runtime improvements to this problem (not included in the table) under the assumption that
‖b‖1 = O(m), see [CMSV17]. Recently, a state-of-the-art runtime of Õ(m4/3+o(1)) was achieved
by [AMV20] under this assumption.

As a consequence, by careful application of standard reductions, we show that we can solve
a host of problems within the same time complexity. These problems are those that can be
described as or reduced to the following transshipment problem. Given b ∈ Rn, c ∈ Rm, and
matrix A ∈ {0, 1,−1}m×n where each row of A consists of two nonzero entries, one being 1 and
the other being −1, we want to find x ∈ Rm≥0 that achieves the following objective:

min
A>x=b, x≥0

c>x. (1)

Viewed as a graph problem, we are given a directed graph G = (V,E), a demand function
b : V → R and a cost function c : E → R. This problem is then to compute a transshipment
f : E → R≥0 that minimizes ∑uv∈E f(uv)c(uv), where a transshipment is a flow f : E → R≥0
such that for every node v, ∑

uv∈E
f(uv)−

∑
vw∈E

f(vw) = b(v). (2)

The main result of this paper is the following Theorem 1.1 providing our runtime for solving
the transshipment problem.

Theorem 1.1. The transshipment problem can be solved to ε-additive accuracy in Õ((m +
n1.5) log2(‖b‖∞‖c‖∞/ε)) time. For the integral case, where all entries in b, c, and x are integers,
the problem can be solved exactly in Õ((m+ n1.5) log2(‖b‖∞‖c‖∞)) time.

Leveraging Theorem 1.1 we obtain the following results.

1. A maximum-cardinality bipartite matching can be computed in Õ(m+ n1.5) time, where
Õ hides poly log(n) factors.
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Year Authors References Time (Õ(·))
1972 Edmonds, Karp [EK72] n3

2014 Lee, Sidford [LS14] n2.5

2017-19 Altschuler, Weed, Rigollet [AWR17] n2W 2/ε2

2018-19 Lin, Ho, Jordan [LHJ19] n2.5W 0.5/ε

2018 Quanrud / Blanchet, Jambulapati, Kent, Sidford [Qua19, BJKS18] n2W/ε

2020 This paper n2

Table 3: The summary of the results for the optimal transport problem.

2. The minimum-cost perfect bipartite b-matching on graph G = (V,E), with integer edge
costs in [−W,W ] and non-negative integer b(v) ≤ W for all v ∈ V , can be computed in
Õ((m+ n1.5) log2(W )) time.

3. The Õ((m + n1.5) log2(W )) time complexity also holds for maximum-weight bipartite
matching, negative-weight shortest paths, uncapaciated min-cost flow, vertex-capacitated
min-cost s-t flow, minimum mean cost cycle, and deterministic Markov decision processes
(here, W denotes the largest absolute value used for specifying any value in the problem).

4. The optimal transport problem can be solved to ε-additive accuracy in Õ(n2 log2(W/ε))
time.

We have already discussed the first two results. Below we briefly discuss some additional
results. See Section 8.6 for the details of all results.

Single-source shortest paths with negative weights and minimum weight bipartite
perfect matching. Due to Gabow and Tarjan’s algorithm from 1989 [GT89], this problem
can be solved in O(m

√
n log(nW )) time where W is the absolute maximum weight of an edge

in the graph. For sparse graphs, this has been improved to Õ(m10/7 logW ) [CMSV17] and
recently to Õ(m4/3+o(1) logW ) [AMV20]. Here, our algorithm obtains a running time of Õ((m+
n1.5) log2(W )), which again is near-linear for dense graphs and is the lowest known when m =
n9/8+δ for any constant δ > 0 and W is polynomially bounded. Tables 4 and 5 compare our
results with the previous ones.

Optimal Transport. Algorithms with ε-additive error received much attention from the
machine learning community since the introduction of the algorithm of Altschuler, Weed,
Rigollet [AWR17] (e.g. [BJKS18, Qua19, LHJ19]). The algorithm of [AWR17] runs in time
Õ(n2W 2/ε2), and [Qua19, LHJ19] runs in time Õ(n2W/ε). We improve these running times to
Õ(n2 log2(W/ε)). (Note that the problem size is Ω(n2).) Table 3 summarizes previous results.

1.2 Techniques

Here we provide a brief high-level overview of our approach (see Section 3 for a much more
detailed and formal overview which links to the main theorems of the paper).

Our results constitute a successful fusion and advancement of two distinct lines of research
on interior point methods (IPMs) for linear programming [Kar84, Ren88, Vai87, VA93, Ans96,
NT97, LS14, CLS19, LSZ19, LS19, Bra20, BLSS20, JSWZ20] and dynamic graph algorithms
[SW19, NSW17, CGL+20, BBG+20, NS17, Wul17]. This fusion was precipitated by a break-
through result of Spielman and Teng [ST04] in 2004 that Laplacian systems could be solved in
nearly linear time. As IPMs for linear programming essentially reduce all the problems con-
sidered in this paper to solving Laplacian systems in each iteration, one can hope for a faster
algorithm via a combination of fast linear system solvers and interior point methods. Via this
approach, Daitch and Spielman [DS08] showed in 2008 that minimum cost flow and other prob-
lems could be solved in Õ(m3/2) time. Additionally, along this line the results of Madry and
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others [Mad13, Mad16, LS19, CMSV17, LS20b, AMV20] all showed that a variety of problems
could be solved faster. However, as discussed, none of these results lead to improved runtimes
for computing maximum cardinality bipartite matching in significantly dense graphs.

More recently, the result of v.d.Brand, Lee, Sidford and Song [BLSS20], which in turn
was built on [LS14, CLS19, Bra20], led to new possibilities. These methods provide a ro-
bust IPM framework which allows one to solve many sub-problems required by each iteration
approximately, instead of doing so exactly as required by the previous interior point frame-
works. Combining this framework with sophisticated dynamic matrix data structures (e.g.,
[Vai89, San04, BNS19, LS15, CLS19, LSZ19, AKPS19, Bra20]) has led to the linear program-
ming algorithm of v.d.Brand et al. [BLSS20]. Unfortunately, this algorithm runs in time Õ(mn)
for graph problems, and this running time seems inherent to the data structures used. More-
over, solving sub-problems only approximately in each iteration leads to infeasible solutions,
which were handled by techniques which somewhat complicated and in certain cases inefficient
(as this work shows).

Correspondingly this paper makes two major advances. First we show that the data struc-
tures (from sparse recovery literature [GLPS10, KNPW11, HIKP12, Pag13, LNNT16, Kap17,
NS19, NSW19]) used by v.d.Brand et al. [BLSS20] can be replaced by more efficient data struc-
tures in the case of graph problems. These data structures are based on the dynamic expander
decomposition data structure developed in the series of works in [NS17, Wul17, NSW17, SW19,
CGL+20, BBG+20]. For an unweighted undirected graph G undergoing edge insertions and
deletions given as input, this data structure maintains a partition of edges in G into expanders.
This data structure was originally developed for the dynamic connectivity problem [NSW17,
Wul17, NS17], but has recently found applications elsewhere (e.g. [BBG+20, BGS20, GRST20]).
We can use this data structure to detect entries in the solution that change significantly be-
tween consecutive iterations of the robust interior point methods. It was known that this task
is a key bottleneck in efficiently implementing prior IPMs methods. Our data structures solve
this problem near optimally. We therefore hope that they may serve in obtaining even faster
algorithms in the future.

The above data structures allow us to solve the problem needed for each iteration (in par-
ticular, some linear system) approximately. It is still left open how to use this approximate
solution. The issue is that we might not get a feasible solution (we may get x such that Ax 6= b
when we try to solve the LP (1)). In [BLSS20], this was handled in a complicated way that
would at best give an Õ(n2) time complexity for the graph problems we consider. In this paper,
we simplify and further improve the method of [BLSS20] by sub-sampling entries of the afore-
mentioned approximate solution (and we show that such sampling can be computed efficiently
using the aforementioned dynamic expander decompositions). Because of the sparsity of the
sampled solution, we can efficiently measure the infeasibity (i.e. compute Ax− b) and then fix
it in a much simpler way than [BLSS20]. We actually provide a general framework and analysis
for these types of interior point methods that (i) when instantiated on the log barrier, with our
data structures, yields a Õ(n

√
m)-time algorithm (see Section 8.4) and (ii) when applied using

the more advanced barriers of [LS14] gives our fastest running time (see Section 8.5).
We believe that our result opens new doors for combining continuous and combinatorial tech-

niques for graph related problems. The recent IPM advances for maximum flow and bipartite
matching problems, e.g. [DS08, Mad13, LS14, Mad16, CMSV17, LS20b, LS20a, AMV20] all use
Laplacian system solvers [ST04] or more powerful smoothed-`p solver [KPSW19, AKPS19, AS20]
statically and ultimately spend almost linear work per iteration. In contrast, in addition to us-
ing such solvers, we leverage dynamic data-structures for maintaining expanders to implement
IPM iterations possibly in sublinear time. Our ultimate runtimes are then achieved by consid-
ering the amortized cost of these data structures. We hope this proof of concept of intertwining
continuous and combinatorial techniques opens the door to new algorithmic advances.

4



1.3 Organization

After the preliminaries and overview in Sections 2 and 3, we present our IPMs in Section 4.
Our main new data structure called “HeavyHitter” is in Section 5. In Section 6 we show
how this HeavyHitter data structure can be used to efficiently maintain an approximation
of the slack of the dual solution. Maintaining an approximation of the primal solution is
described in Section 7. In Section 8, we put everything together to obtain our Õ(n

√
m)-time and

Õ(m+ n1.5)-time algorithms for minimum cost perfect bipartite matching and other problems
such as minimum cost flow and shortest paths.

Some additional tools, required by our algorithms, are in Appendix A (constructing the
initial point for the IPM), Appendix B (maintaining leverage scores efficiently), and Appendix C
(handling the degeneracy of incidence matrices).
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2 Preliminaries

We write [n] for the interval {1, 2, ..., n}. For a set I ⊂ [n] we also use I as 0/1-vector with
Ii = 1 when i ∈ I and Ii = 0 otherwise. We write ei for the i-th standard unit vector. We
use Õ(·) notation to hide (log logW )O(1) and (logn)O(1) factors, where W typically denotes the
largest absolute value used for specifying any value in the problem (e.g. demands and edge
weights) and n denotes the number of nodes.

When we write with high probability (or w.h.p), we mean with probability 1 − nc for any
constant c > 0.

For x ∈ Rn, we use xi to denote the i-th coordinate of vector x if the symbol x is simple.
If the symbol is complicated, we use (x)i or [x]i to denote the i-th coordinate of vector x (e.g.
(δs)i).

We write 1condition for the indicator variable, which is 1 if the condition is true and 0
otherwise.
Diagonal Matrices Given a vector v ∈ Rd for some d, we write Diag(v) for the d×d diagonal
matrix with Diag(v)i,i = vi. For vectors x, s, s, x, xt, st, w, w,wt, τ, g we let X def= Diag(x),
S def= Diag(s), and define X, S, Xt, St, W, W, Wt, T, G analogously.
Matrix and Vector operations Given vectors u, v ∈ Rd for some d, we perform arithmetic
operations ·,+,−, /,

√
· element-wise. For example (u ·v)i = ui ·vi or (

√
v)i = √vi. For the inner

product we will write 〈u, v〉 and u>v instead. For a vector v ∈ Rd and a scalar α ∈ R we have
(αv)i = αvi and we extend this notation to other arithmetic operations, e.g. (v + α)i = vi + α.

For symmetric matrices A,B ∈ Rn×n we write A � B to indicate that x>Ax ≤ x>Bx
for all x ∈ Rn and define �, ≺, and � analogously. We let Sn×n>0 ⊆ Rn×n denote the set of
n × n symmetric positive definite matrices. We call any matrix (not necessarily symmetric)
non-degenerate if its rows are all non-zero and it has full column rank.

We use a ≈ε b to denote that exp(−ε)b ≤ a ≤ exp(ε)b entrywise and A ≈ε B to denote that
exp(−ε)B � A � exp(ε)B. Note that this notation implies a ≈ε b ≈δ c ⇒ a ≈ε+δ c, and a ≈ε b
⇒ ax ≈ε·x bx for x ≥ 0.

For any matrix A over reals, let nnz(A) denote the number of non-zero entries in A.
Leverage Scores and Projection Matrices For any non-degenerate matrix A ∈ Rm×n
we let P(A) def= A(A>A)−1A> denote the orthogonal projection matrix onto A’s image.
The definition extends to degenerate matrices via the Penrose-Pseudoinverse, i.e. P(A) =
A(A>A)†A>. Further, we let σ(A) ∈ Rm with σ(A)i

def= P(A)i,i denote A’s leverage scores
and let Σ(A) def= Diag(σ(A)), and we let τ(A) def= σ(A) + n

m
~1 denote A’s regularized leverage

scores and T(A) def= Diag(τ(A)). Finally, we let P(2)(A) def= P(A) ◦ P(A) (where ◦ denotes
entrywise product), and Λ(A) def= Σ(A)−P(2)(A).
Norms We write ‖ · ‖p for the `p-norm, i.e. ‖v‖p := (∑i |vi|p)1/p, ‖v‖∞ = maxi |vi| and
‖v‖0 being the number of non-zero entries of v. For a positive definite matrix M we define
‖v‖M =

√
v>Mv. For a vector τ we define ‖v‖τ := (∑i τiv

2
i )1/2 and ‖v‖τ+∞ := ‖v‖∞ +

40 log(4m/n)‖v‖τ , where m ≥ n are the dimensions of the constraint matrix of the linear
program (we define ‖v‖τ+∞ again in Definition 4.14).
Graph Matrices Given a directed graph G = (V,E), we define the (edge-vertex) incidence
matrix A ∈ {−1, 0, 1}E×V via Ae,u = −1, Ae,v = 1 for every edge e = (u, v) ∈ E. We typically
refer to the number of edges by m and the number of nodes by n, so the incidence matrix is
an m× n matrix, which is why we also allow indices Ai,j for i ∈ [m], j ∈ [n] by assuming some
order to the edges and nodes.

For edge weights w ∈ RE≥0 we define the Laplacian matrix as L = A>WA. For an unweighted
undirected simple graph the Laplacian matrix has Lu,v = −1 if {u, v} ∈ E and Lv,v = deg(v),
which is the same as the previous definition when assigning arbitrary directions to each edge.

6



Our algorithm must repeatedly solve Laplacian systems. These types of linear systems are
well studied [Vai91, ST03, ST04, KMP10, KMP11, KOSZ13, LS13, CKM+14, KLP+16, KS16]
and we use the following result for solving Laplacian systems (see e.g. Theorem 1.2 of [KS16]):

Lemma 2.1. There is a randomized procedure that given any n-vertex m-edge graph G with
incidence matrix A, diagonal non-negative weight matrix W, and vector b ∈ RV such that there
exists an x ∈ RV with (A>WA)x = b computes x ∈ RV with ‖x − x‖A>WA ≤ ε‖x‖A>WA in
Õ(m log ε−1) w.h.p.

Note that we can express the approximation error of Lemma 2.1 as some spectral approxi-
mation, i.e. that there exists some H ≈20ε A>WA such that Hx = b [BLSS20, Section 8].

Expanders We call an undirected graph G = (V,E) a φ-expander, if

φ ≤ min
∅6=S(V

|{{u, v} ∈ E | u ∈ S, v ∈ V \ S}|
min{∑v∈S deg(v),∑v∈V \S deg(v)} .

For an edge partition ⋃ti=1Ei = E, consider the set of subgraphs G1, ..., Gt, where Gi is induced
by Ei (with isolated vertices removed). We call this edge partition and the corresponding set
of subgraphs a φ-expander decomposition of G if each Gi is a φ-expander.

7



3 Overview

We start the overview by explaining how our new interior point method (IPM) works in Sec-
tion 3.1. A graph-algorithmic view of this IPM can be found in Section 3.2 and the full detail can
be found in Section 4. This new IPM reduces solving linear programs to efficiently performing
a number of computations approximately. To efficiently perform these computations for graph
problems and implement our IPM we provide new data structures, outlined in Section 3.3. Some
of these data structures are easy to obtain via known tools, e.g. Laplacian solvers, and some
constitute new contributions. In Section 3.4 we outline our main data structure contributions.
The details for these data structures are found in Sections 5 to 7.

3.1 Interior Point Method

Here we provide an overview of our new efficient sampling-based primal-dual IPMs given in Sec-
tion 4. Our method builds upon the recent IPM of v.d.Brand, Lee, Sidford, and Song [BLSS20]
and a host of recent IPM advances [CLS19, LS19, LSZ19, Bra20]. As with many of these recent
methods, given a non-degenerate A ∈ Rm×n and b ∈ Rn and c ∈ Rm, these IPMs are applied
to linear programs represented in the following primal (P ) and dual (D) form:

(P ) def= min
x∈Rm≥0:A>x=b

c>x and (D) def= max
y∈Rn,s∈Rm≥0:Ay+s=c

b>y . (3)

In the remainder of this subsection we explain, motivate, and compare our IPM for this general
formulation. For more information about how this IPM is applied in the case of matching
problems, see the next subsections.

Path following As is typical for primal-dual IPMs, both our IPM and the IPMs in [CLS19,
LSZ19, Bra20, BLSS20, JSWZ20] maintain primal x(i) ∈ Rm≥0 and dual slack s(i) ∈ Rm≥0 and
proceed for iterations i = 0, 1, . . . attempting to iteratively improve their quality. In each
iteration i, they attempt to compute (x(i), s(i)) so that

x(i)s(i) ≈ µ(i)τ(x(i), s(i)) (4)

for some path parameter µ(i) ∈ R≥0 and weight function τ(x(i), s(i)) ∈ Rm≥0. (Recall from
Section 2 that x(`)s(`) is an element-wise multiplication.)

The intuition behind this approach is that for many weight functions, e.g. any constant
positive vector, the set of primal-dual pairs (xµ, sµ) ∈ Rm≥ × Rm≥0, that are feasible, i.e. satisfy
A>xµ = b and Ay + s = c for some y ∈ Rn, and are µ-centered, i.e. xs = µτ(x, s), form
a continuous curve from solutions to (3), at limµ→0(xµ, sµ), to a type of center of the primal
and dual polytopes (in the case they are bounded), at limµ→∞(xµ, sµ). This curve is known as
the central path and consequently these methods can be viewed as maintaining approximately
centrality to approximately follow the central path.

Our methods follow a standard step-by-step approach (similar to [BLSS20]) to reduce solving
a linear program to efficiently following the central path, i.e. maintaining (4) for changing µ:
(i) modify the linear program to have trivial feasible centered initial points (ii) following the
path towards the interior (i.e. increase µ) (iii) show that the resulting points are on the central
path for the original linear program (iv) follow the path towards optimal points (i.e. decreasing
µ). (v) show that the resulting points are near optimal and can be rounded to exactly optimal
solutions (depending on the size of the weight function and the particular LP). See Appendix A
for how to perform steps (i), (iii), and (v).

Where the IPMs of [CLS19, LSZ19, Bra20, BLSS20, JSWZ20] and ours all differ is in what
weight function is used and how the central path is followed. There is a further complication in
some of these methods in that in some cases feasibility of x is not always maintained exactly.
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In some, linear systems can only be solved to high-precision, however this can be handled by
natural techniques, see e.g. [DS08, LS14]. Further, in [BLSS20], to allow for approximate linear
system solves in the iterations and thereby improve the iteration costs, feasibility of x was
maintained more crudely through complicated modifications to the steps. A key contributions
of this paper, is a simple sampling-based IPM that also maintains approximately feasible x to
further decrease the iteration costs of [BLSS20].
Weight function In this paper we provide a general IPM framework that we instantiate
with our sampling-based techniques on two different weight functions τ(x(i), s(i)). While there
are many possible weight functions we restrict our attention to τlog induced by the standard
logarithmic barrier and τLS a regularized variant of the weights induced by the Lee-Sidford
barrier function [LS19] (also used in [BLSS20]) defined as follows:

τlog(x(i), s(i)) def= ~1 and τLS(x(i), s(i)) = σ(x(i), s(i)) + n

m
~1

Above, σ(x(i), s(i)) ∈ Rm are leverage scores of A under a particular row re-weighting by x(i), and
s(i) as used in, e.g., [LS14, LS19, BLSS20] (see Definition 4.13 for formal definition). Roughly,
σ(x(i), s(i)) measures the importance of each row of A with respect to the current primal dual
pair x(i) and s(i) in a way that the induced central path is still continuous and can be followed
efficiently.

On the one hand, τlog is perhaps the simplest weight function one could imagine. The central
path it induces is the same as the one induced by penalizing approach the constraints of (P )
and (D) with a logarithmic barrier function, see (16). Starting with the seminal work of [Ren88]
there have been multiple Õ(

√
m) iteration IPMs induced by τlog. On the other hand, τLS is

closely related to the Lewis weight barrier or Lee-Sidford barrier given in [LS19] and its analysis
is more complex. However, in [BLSS20] it was shown that this weight function induces a Õ(

√
n)

iteration IPM. (See [LS19, BLSS20] for further explanation and motivation of τLS):
Though the bounds achieved by τLS in this paper are never worse than those achieved by

τlog (up to logarithmic factors), we consider both weight functions for multiple reasons. First,
the analysis of τlog in this paper is simpler than that for τlog and yet is sufficient to still obtain
Õ(n
√
m) = Õ(n2) time algorithms for the matching problems considered in this paper (and

consequently on a first read of this paper one might want to focus on the use of τlog). Second,
the analysis of the two weight functions is very similar and leverage much common algorithmic
and analytic machinery. Consequently, considering both barriers demonstrates the versatility
of our sampling-based IPM approach.
Centrality potentials To measure whether x(i)s(i) ≈ µ(i)τ(x(i), s(i)) (for τ ∈ {τlog, τLS})
and design our steps, as with previous IPM advances [LS19, CLS19, LSZ19, Bra20, BLSS20,
JSWZ20] we use the softmax potential function Φ : Rm → R defined for all vectors v by

Φ(v) def=
∑
i∈[n]

φ(vi) where φ(vi)
def= exp(λ(vi − 1)) + exp(−λ(vi − 1))

for some parameter λ. We then define the centrality measures or potentials as

Φ(x(i), s(i), µ(i)) def= Φ
(

x(i)s(i)

µ(i)τ(x(i), s(i))

)
where τ ∈ {τlog, τLS} depending on which weight function is used. Φ intuitively measure how
far x(i)s(i) is from µ(i)τ(x(i), s(i)), i.e. how far x(i) and s(i) are from being centered and having
(4) hold. Observe that Φ(v) is small when v = ~1 (thus x(i)s(i) = µ(i)τ(x(i), s(i))) and increases
very quickly as v deviates from ~1.

The centrality potential we consider has been leveraged extensively by previous IPM ad-
vances. In particular, Φ with τ = τlog was used in [CLS19, LSZ19, Bra20, JSWZ20] and Φ with
τ = τLS was used in [BLSS20]. Where our method differs from prior work is in how we design
our steps for controlling the value of this potential function a discussed in the next section.
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Improvement Step (Short Step) Given the choice of weight function τ ∈ {τlog, τLS} our
IPM follows the central path by taking improvement steps (called short steps) defined as follows:

x(i+1) = x(i) + ηxδ
(i)
x , s(i+1) = s(i) + ηsδ

(i)
s , and µ(i+1) = µ(i) + δ(i)

µ (5)

where ηx, ηs are constants depending on whether we use τlog or τLS, and δ(i+1)
x , δ(i+1)

s , and δ(i+1)
µ

are defined next (See Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 in Section 4 for the complete pseudocode
for the short-step method for τlog and τLS respectively.) Informally, these steps are defined as
approximate projected Newton steps of Φ in the appropriate norm. Formally, δ(i)

x and δ(i)
s are

given by the following equations

δ(i)
x = X(i)

g(i) −R(i)[X(i)(S(i))−1A(H(i))−1A>X(i)
g(i) + δ(i)

c ], (6)

δ(i)
s =A(H(i))−1A>X(i)

g(i). (7)

where the variables in (6) and (7) are described below.

(I) x(i), s(i) ∈ Rm are any entry-wise, multiplicative approximations of x(i) and s(i) and X(i) =
Diag(x(i)) and S(i) = Diag(s(i)). (See: Line 4 of Algorithm 2 and Line 4 of Algorithm 3.)

(II) g(i) ∈ Rm: This is an approximate steepest descent direction of Φ with respect to some
norm ‖·‖. Formally, for v(i) ∈ Rm which is an element-wise approximation of x(i)s(i)

µ(i)τ(x(i),s(i)) ,
we choose

g(i) = argmax
z∈Rm:‖z‖≤1

〈∇Φ(v(i)), z〉 (8)

for some norm ‖ · ‖ that depends on whether we use τlog or τLS. (See Lines 5-6 of Algo-
rithm 2 and Lines 5-6 of Algorithm 3.)

(III) H(i) ∈ Rn×n is any matrix such that H(i) ≈ A>X(i)(S(i))−1A. (See Line 8 of Algorithm 2
and Line 8 of Algorithm 3.)

(IV) R(i) ∈ Rm×m is a randomly selected PSD diagonal matrix chosen so that E[R(i)] = I,

A>X(i)(S(i))−1R(i)A ≈ A>X(i)(S(i))−1A,

and the second moments of δx are bounded. The number of non-zero entries in R(i) is
Õ(n+

√
m) when we use τlog and Õ(n+m/

√
n) when we use τLS. Intuitively R randomly

samples some rows of the matrix following it in (6) with overestimates of importance
measures of the row. (See Line 11 of Algorithm 2 and Line 11 of Algorithm 3.)

(V) δ(i)
c ∈ Rm: a “correction vector” which (as discussed more below), helps control the
infeasibility of x(i+1). For a parameter ηc of value ηc ≈ 1 (more precisely, ηc = 1 for τlog
and ηc = 1

1−1/O(logn) for τLS) this is defined as

δ(i)
c

def= ηcX
(i)(S(i))−1A(H(i))−1(A>x(i) − b). (9)

Flexibility of variables: Note that there is flexibility in choosing variables of the form �, i.e.
x(i), s(i), g(i) and H(i). Further, our algorithms have flexibility in the choice of R(i), we just
need too sample by overestimates. This flexibility gives us freedom in how we implement the
steps of this method and thereby simplifies the data-structure problem of maintaining them.
As in [BLSS20], this flexibility is key to our obtaining our runtimes.
Setting δ(i+1)

µ : As we discuss more below, if R(i) = I and δ(i)
c = 0 in (6), our short steps would

be almost the same as those in the IPMs in [CLS19, Bra20, BLSS20, JSWZ20]. For such IPMs,
it was shown in [CLS19, Bra20, JSWZ20] (respectively in [BLSS20]) that δ(i)

µ can be set to
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be roughly Õ(1/
√
m)µ(i) if we use τlog (respectively Õ(1/

√
n)µ(i) if we use τLS), leading to a

method with Õ(
√
m) (respectively Õ(

√
n)) iterations.

In this paper, we can adjust the analyses in [CLS19, Bra20, BLSS20, JSWZ20] to show that
our IPMs require the same number of iterations. In particular, we provide a general framework
for IPMs of this type (Section 4.1) and show that by carefully choosing the distribution for R(i)

(and restarting when necessary) we can preserve the typical convergence rates from [CLS19,
Bra20, BLSS20, JSWZ20] for using τlog and τLS while ensuring that the infeasibility of x is never
too large. Provided R(i) can be sampled efficiently, our new framework supports arbitrary crude
polylogarithmic multiplicative approximations of H(i) to A>X(i)(S(i))−1A, in contrast to the
high precision approximations required by [CLS19, Bra20, JSWZ20] and a more complicated
approximation required in [BLSS20]

Motivations and comparisons to previous IPMs The IPM in [BLSS20] and ours share
a common feature that they only approximately solve linear systems in each iteration, i.e. they
apply (H(i))−1 to a vector for H(i) ≈ A>X(i)(S(i))−1A. While [BLSS20] carefully modified the
steps to make them feasible in expectation, here we provide a new technique of simply sampling
from δx to essentially sparsify the change in x so that we always know the infeasibility and
therefore can better control it. In particular, the short steps in [BLSS20] are almost the same
as ours with R(i) = I and δ

(i)
c = 0 in (6). This means that we modify the previous short

steps in two ways. First, we sparsify the change in x(i) using a sparse random matrix R(i)

defined in (IV). Since E[R(i)] = I, in expectation the behavior of our IPM is similar to that in
[BLSS20]. However, since R(i) has Õ(n + m/

√
n) non-zero entries (and less for τlog), we can

quickly compute A>x(i+1) − b from A>x(i) − b by looking at Õ(n + m/
√
n) rows of A. This

information is very useful in fixing the feasibility of x(i+1) so that A>x(i+1) = b in the LP. In
particular, while [BLSS20] requires a complicated process to keep x(i+1) feasible, we only need
our second modification: a “correction vector” δ(i)

c . The idea is that we choose δ(i)
c so that

x(i+1) = x(i) + δ
(i)
x + δ

(i)
c would be feasible if we use H(i) = A>X(i)(S(i))−1A. Although we will

still have H(i) ≈ A>X(i)(S(i))−1A and so x(i+1) will be infeasible, the addition of δ(i)
c fixes some

of the previous induced infeasibility. This allows us to bypass the expensive infeasibility fixing
step in [BLSS20] which takes Õ(mn+n3) time, and improve the running time to Õ(mn+n2.5),
and even less when A is an incidence matrix.

To conclude, we advance the state-of-the-art for IPMs by providing new methods which
can tolerate crude approximate linear system solvers and gracefully handle the resulting loss
of infeasibility. Provided certain sampling can be performed efficiently, our methods improve
and simplifying aspects of [BLSS20]. This new IPM framework, together with our new data
structures (discussed next), allow τlog to be used to obtain an Õ(n

√
m)-time matching algorithm

and τLS to be used to obtain our Õ(m + n1.5)-time matching algorithm. We believe that this
framework is of independent interest and may find further applications.

3.2 A Graph-Algorithmic Perspective on our IPM

Here we provide an overview of the IPM discussed in Section 3.1, specialized to the graph
problems we consider, such as matching and min-cost flow. This subsection is intended to
provide further intuition on both our IPM and the data structures we develop for implementing
the IPM efficiently. For simplicity, we focus on our IPM with τlog in this subsection. In the case
of graph problems, typically the natural choice of A in the linear programming formulations
is the incidence matrix A ∈ {−1, 0, 1}E×V of a graph (see Section 2). The structure of this
matrix ultimately enables our methods to have the graph interpretation given in this section
and allows us to achieve more efficient data structures (as compared to the case of general
linear programs). This interpretation is discussed here and the data structures are discussed in
Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
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Note that incidence matrices are degenerate; the all-ones vector is always in the kernel and
therefore A is not full column rank (and A>A is not invertible). Consequently, the algorithms
in Section 3.1 do not immediately apply. This can be fixed by standard techniques (e.g. [DS08]).
In this paper we fix this issue by appending an identity block at the bottom of A (which can be
interpreted as adding self-loops to the input graph; see Appendix C). For simplicity, we ignore
this issue in this subsection.

Min-cost flow We focus on the uncapacited min-cost flow (a.k.a. transshipment) problem,
where the goal is the find the flow satisfying nodes’ demands (Eq. (2)). Other graph problems
can be solved by reducing to this problem (see Figure 2). For simplicity, we focus on computing
δ

(i)
x as in (6) and assume that ηx = ηs = 1. Below, entries of any n-dimensional (respectively
m-dimensional) vectors are associated with vertices (respectively edges). After i iterations of
our IPM, we have

• a flow x(i) ∈ Rm that is an approximation of a flow x(i) (we do not explicitly maintain
x(i) but it is useful for the analysis),

• an approximated slack variable s(i) ∈ Rm, and
• A>x(i) − b ∈ Rn called infeasibility (a reason for this will be clear later).

We would like to improve the cost of x(i) by augmenting it with flow x(i)g(i) ∈ Rm, for some
“gradient” vector g(i). This corresponds to the first term in (6) and gives us an intermediate
m-dimensional flow vector

ẋ(i+1) def= x(i) + x(i)g(i)

Let us oversimplify the situation by assuming that g(i) has Õ(n) non-zero entries, so that
computing x(i)g(i) is not a bottleneck in our runtime. We will come back to this issue later.

Infeasibility The main problem of ẋ(i+1) is that it might be infeasible, i.e. A>ẋ(i+1) 6= b.
The infeasibility A>ẋ(i+1) − b is due to (i) the infeasibility of x(i) (i.e. A>x(i) − b), and (ii) the
excess flow of x(i)g(i), which is (A>X(i)

g(i))v = ∑
uv∈E x

(i)
uvg

(i)
uv −

∑
vu∈E x

(i)
vug

(i)
vu on each vertex

v. This infeasibility would be fixed if we subtract ẋ(i+1) with some “correction” flow f
(i)
c that

satisfies, for every vertex v, the demand vector d(i) ∈ Rn where

d(i) def= A>ẋ(i+1) − b = A>X(i)
g(i) + (A>x(i) − b). (10)

Note that given sparse g(i) (as assumed above) and A>x(i) − b, we can compute the demand
vector d(i) in Õ(n) time.

Electrical flow A standard candidate for f (i)
c is an electrical flow on the input graph G(i)

with resistance r(i)
e = s

(i)
e /x

(i)
e on each edge e. In a close form, such electrical flow is

f (i)
c = X(i)(S(i))−1A(H(i))−1d(i),

where H(i) is the Laplacian of G(i). (Note that (H(i))−1 does not exist. This issue can be easily
fixed (e.g., Appendix C), so we ignore it for now.) Observe that f (i)

c is exactly the second term
of (6) (also see (9)) with R(i) = I and H(i) = H(i). Such f (i)

c can be computed in Õ(m) time
in every iteration via fast Laplacian solvers (Lemma 2.1).3 Since known IPMs require Ω(

√
n)

iterations, this leads to Õ(m
√
n) total time at best. This is too slow for our purpose. The main

contribution of this paper is a combination of new IPM and data structures that reduces the
time per iteration to Õ(n).

3We use a (1+ ε)-approximation Laplacian solver. Its runtime depends logarithmically on ε−1, so we can treat
it essentially as an exact algorithm.
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Spectral sparsifier A natural approach to avoid Õ(m) time per iteration is to approximate
f

(i)
c using a spectral approximation of H(i), denoted by H(i). In particular, consider a new
intermediate flow

ẍ(i+1) def= x(i) + x(i)g(i) − f (i)
c , where f

(i)
c

def= X(i)(S(i))−1A(H(i))−1d(i), (11)

Note that the definition of f (i)
c is exactly the second term of (6) with R(i) = I, and it differs

from f
(i)
c only in H(i). Given d ∈ Rn, computing (H(i))−1d ∈ Rn is straightforward: a spectral

sparsifier H(i) with (1+ε)-approximation ratio and Õ(n/ε2) edges can be maintained in Õ(n/ε2)
time per iteration (under the change of resistances), either using the leverage scores [BLSS20]
or the dynamic sparsifier algorithm of [BBG+20]. We then run a fast Laplacian solver on top
of such sparsifier to compute (H(i))−1d. This requires only Õ(n) time per iteration.

Difficulties There are at least two difficulties in implementing the above idea:

1. Infeasibility: An approximate electrical flow f
(i)
c might not satisfy the demand d(i), thus

does not fix the infeasibility of x(i).
2. Time: Computing f (i)

c ∈ Rm explicitly requires Ω(m) time even just to output the result.

Bounding infeasibility and random correction For the first issue, it turns out that while
we cannot keep each x(i) feasible, we can prove that the infeasibility remains small throughout.
As a result, we can bound the number of iterations as if every x(i) is feasible (e.g. Õ(

√
m)

iterations using τlog). To get around the second issue, we apply the correction flow f
(i+1)
c only

on Õ(n) carefully sampled and rescaled edges4; i.e. our new (final) flow is

x(i+1) def= x(i) + x(i)g(i) −R(i)f
(i)
c , (12)

for some random diagonal matrix R(i) ∈ Rm×m with Õ(n) non-zero entries; in other words,
x

(i+1)
e = x

(i)
e + x

(i)
e g

(i)
e −R(i)

e,e(f (i)
c )e for every edge e. Observe that (12) is equivalent to how we

define x(i+1) in our IPM ((5) and (6)). Since R(i) has Õ(n) non-zero entries4, we can compute
h(i) = R(i)f

(i)
c in Õ(n) time.5

Our sampled edges basically form an enhanced spectral sparsifier, A>R(i)A. For each edge
e, let p(i)

e be a probability that is proportional to the effective resistance of e and (f (i)
c )e.

With probability p(i)
e , we set R(i)

e,e = 1/p(i)
e and zero otherwise. Without (f (i)

c )e influencing the
probability, this graph would be a standard spectral sparsifier. Our enhanced spectral sparsifier
can be constructed in Õ(n) time using our new data structure based on the dynamic expander
decomposition data structure, called heavy hitter (discussed in Sections 3.4 and 5). Compared
to a standard spectral sparsifier, it provides some new properties (e.g. ‖Rfc‖∞ is small in some
sense and some moments are bounded) that allow us to bound the number of iterations to be the
same as when we do not have R(i). In other words, introducing R(i) does not create additional
issues (though it does change the analysis and make the guarantees probabilistic), and helps
speeding up the overall runtime.

Computing x(i+1), s(i+1) and A>x(i+1) − b Above, we show how to compute x(i+1) in Õ(n)
time under an oversimplifying assumption that g(i) is sparse. In reality, g(i) may be dense and we
cannot afford to compute x(i+1) explicitly. A more realistic assumption (although still simplified)

4If we use τLS, the number of edges becomes Õ(m/
√
n).

5Given d(i) ∈ Rn, we can compute (H(i))−1d(i) ∈ Rn using spectral sparsifiers and Laplacian solvers as
discussed earlier. We can then compute (R(i)f

(i)
c )uv = R(i)

uv,uv(x(i)/s(i))(h(i)
v − h(i)

u ) for every edge uv such that
Ruv,uv 6= 0.
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is that we can guarantee that the number of non-zero entries in g(i) − g(i−1) is Õ(
√
m).6 In

this case we cannot explicitly compute x(i)g(i), and thus x(i+1). Instead, we explicitly maintain
x(i+1) such that for each edge e, x(i+1)

e is within a constant factor of x(i+1)
e . This means that,

for any edge e, if `e(i) is the last iteration before iteration i that we set x(`e(i))
e = x

(`e(i))
e , and

|
∑i
t=`e(i) g

(t)
e | = Ω(1), then we have to set x(i)

e = x
(i)
e . Using the fact that g(i) is a unit vector,

we can show that we do not have to do this often; i.e. there are Õ(m) pairs of (i, e) such that
|
∑i
t=`e(i) g

(t)
e | = Ω(1). By exploiting the fact that g(i)−g(i−1) contains Õ(

√
m) non-zero entries,

we can efficiently detect entries of x(i) that need to be changed from x(i−1). Also by the same
fact, we can maintain d(i), thus R(i)f

(i)
c , in Õ(n) time per iteration. This implies that we can

computed x(i+1) in Õ(n+
√
m) = Õ(n) amortized time per iteration.

We are now left with computing s(i+1) and A>x(i+1)− b. Observe that δ(i)
s (Eq. (7)) appear

as part of δ(i)
x in (6); so, intuitively, s(i) can be computed in a similar way to x(i). Note that

although R(i) does not appear in (7), we can use our heavy hitter data structure (mentioned
earlier and discussed in Sections 3.4 and 5) to also detect edges e where s(i)

e is no longer a
good approximation of s(i)

e . That is, when j was the last iteration when we set s(j)
e = s

(i)
e then

we can use the heavy hitter data structure to detect when |s(i)
e − s(i)

e | = |s(i)
e − s(j)

e | grows too
large, because the difference s(i) − s(j) can be interpreted as some flow again. Finally, note
that A>x(i+1) − b = (A>x(i) − b) + A>X(i)

g(i) − A>R(i)f
(i)
c . The first term is given to us.

The last term can be computed quickly due to the sparsity of R(i)f
(i)
c . The middle term can

be maintained in Õ(
√
m) time by exploiting the fact that there are Õ(

√
m) non-zero entries in

g(i) − g(i−1).

3.3 Data Structures

As noted earlier, our IPMs are analyzed assuming that the constraint matrix A of the linear
program is non-degenerate (i.e. the matrix (A>A)−1 exists). If A is an incidence matrix, then
this is not satisfied. We fix this by appending an identity block at the bottom of A. For proving
and discussing the data structures we will, however, assume that A is just an incidence matrix
without this appended identity block, as it results in a simpler analysis.

Ultimately we would like to compute x(`) in the final iteration ` of the IPM. However, we
do not compute x(i) or s(i) in iterations i < ` because it would take to much time. Instead, we
implement efficient data structures to maintain the following information about (6) and (7) in
every iteration.

i Primal and Gradient Maintenance Maintain vectors g(i), A>X(i)
g(i) and x(i) ∈ Rm.

ii Dual Vectors Maintenance: Maintain vector s(i) ∈ Rm.
iii Row (edge) sampling: Maintain R(i).
iv Inverse Maintenance: Maintain (implicitly) (H(i))−1. Given w ∈ Rn, return (H(i))−1w.
v Leverage Scores Maintenance (τLS(x(i), s(i))): When using the faster Õ(

√
n)-iteration

IPM with potential τLS, we must maintain an approximation τLS(x(i), s(i)) of τLS(x(i), s(i)) =
σ(x(i), s(i)) + n/m, so we can maintain v(i) ≈ x(i)s(i)

µ(i)(τLSx(i),s(i)) which is needed for g(i) (in
(8)).

vi Infeasibility Maintenance: Maintain the n-dimensional vector (A>x(i) − b).
6The actual situations are slightly more complicated. If we use τlog, we can guarantee that we know some

t(i) ∈ R, for all i, such that
∑

i
‖g(i)− t(i)g(i−1)‖0 = Õ(m); i.e. we can obtain g(i) by rescaling g(i−1) and change

the values of amortized Õ(
√
m) non-zero entries. We will stick with the simplified version in this subsection. Note

further that if we use τLS, we can guarantee that entries of each g(i) can be divided into polylog(n) buckets where
entries in the same bucket are of the same value. For every i, we can describe the bucketing of g(i) by describing
polylog(n) entries in the buckets of g(i−1) that move to different buckets in the bucketing of g(i). Additionally,
each bucket of g(i) may take different values than its g(i−1) counterpart.
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The above values, except for g(i) (i) and (H(i))−1 (iv), are computed explicitly, meaning that
their values are maintained in the working memory in every iteration. The vector g(i) is main-
tained in an implicit form, and for (H(i))−1, we maintain a data structure that, given w ∈ Rn,
can quickly return (H(i))−1w.
Implementing the IPM via i-vi Below, we repeat (6), (7) and (9) to summarize how we
use our data structures to maintain the information in these equations.

δ(i)
x = X(i)

g(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i)

−R(i)︸︷︷︸
(iii)

X(i)︸︷︷︸
(i)

(S(i))−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii)

A (H(i))−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iv)

A>X(i)
g(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(i)

+ R(i)δ(i)
c︸ ︷︷ ︸

below

, and (6′)

δ(i)
s = A (H(i))−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

(iv)

A>X(i)
g(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(i)

. (7′)

R(i)δ(i)
c = ηc R(i)︸︷︷︸

(iii)

X(i)︸︷︷︸
(i)

(S(i))−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii)

A (H(i))−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iv)

(A>x(i) − b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(vi)

. (9′)

Here we see, that all information required to compute δx and δs is provided by the data structures
i-iv.
Constructing the data structures Next, we explain how to implement these data struc-
tures efficiently. Our main contribution with respect to the data structures are for i, ii, and iii
(primal, dual and gradient maintenance and row sampling). These data structures are outlined
in Section 3.4.

When A is an incidence matrix, maintaining the inverse implicitly (iv) can be done by
maintaining a sparse spectral approximation H(i) of the Laplacian A>X(i)(S(i))−1A and then
running an existing approximate Laplacian system solver [Vai91, ST03, ST04, KMP10, KMP11,
KOSZ13, LS13, CKM+14, KLP+16, KS16]. The spectral approximation H(i) can be maintained
using existing tools such as the dynamic spectral sparsifer data structure from [BBG+20] or
sampling from the leverage scores upper bounds.

Maintaining the leverage scores (v) is done via a data structure from [BLSS20] which reduces
leverage scores maintenance to dual slack maintenance (ii) with some overhead. The resulting
complexity for maintaining the leverage scores, when using our implementation of ii is analyzed
in Appendix B.

To maintain A>x(i) − b (vi), observe that A>x(i) − b = A>x(i−1) − b + A>δ(i−1)
x . Here

A>x(i−1) − b is known from the previous iteration and

A>δ(i−1)
x = A>X(i−1)

g(i−1) −A>R(i−1)[X(i−1)(S(i−1))−1A(H(i−1))−1A>X(i−1)
g(i−1) + δ(i−1)

c ]

can be computed efficiently because of the sparsity of R(i−1) and the fact that we know
A>X(i−1)

g(i−1) from gradient maintenance (i).
Time complexities The total time to maintain the data structures i, ii, iv, and vi over `
iterations is Õ(m + n`) when using the slower

√
m-iteration IPM, and Õ(m + (n + m/

√
n)`)

when using the faster
√
n-iteration IPM. The exception is for the leverage scores τLS(x(i), s(i))

(v) which is only needed for the
√
n-iteration IPM, where we need Õ(m + n` + `2m/n) time.

So, in total these data structures take Õ(n
√
m) time when we use τlog and Õ(m + n

√
n) time

using τLS.

3.4 Primal, Dual, and Gradient Maintenance and Sampling

We first describe how to maintain the approximation s(i) ≈ s(i), i.e. the data structure of ii.
Via a small modification we then obtain a data structure for iii. Finally, we describe a data
structure for i which allows us to maintain the gradient g and the primal solution x.
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Approximation of s (See Sections 5 and 6) In order to maintain an approximation
s(i) ≈ s(i) (i.e. a data structure for ii), we design a data structures for the following two
problems:

(D1): Maintain the exact vector s(i) ∈ Rm implicitly, such that any entry can be queried in O(1)
time.

(D2): Detect all indices j ∈ [m] for which the current s(i)
j is no longer a valid approximation of

s
(i)
j .

Task (D1) can be solved easily and we explain further below how to do it. Solving task (D2)
efficiently is one of our main contributions and proven in Section 5, though we also given an
outline in this section further below. Once we solve both tasks (D1) and (D2), we can combine
these data structures to maintain a valid approximation of s(i) as follows (details in Section 6):
Whenever some entry s(i)

j changed a lot so that s(i)
j is no longer a valid approximation, (which

is detected by (D2)) then we simply query the exact value via (D1) and update s(i)
j ← s

(i)
j . To

construct these data structure, observe that by (7′), we have

s(i+1) = s(i) + A (H(i))−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iv)

A>X(i)
g(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(i)

= s(i) + Ah(i). (7′)

Here the vector h(i) ∈ Rn can be computed efficiently, thanks to iv and i. So we are left with
the problem of maintaining

s(i+1) ≈ s(i+1) = s(init) + A
i∑

k=1
h(k).

Here we can maintain ∑i
k=1 h

(k) in O(n) time per iteration by simply adding the new h(i) to
the sum in each iteration. For any j one can then compute s(i+1)

j in O(1) time so we have a
data structure that solves (D1).

To get some intuition for (D2), assume we have some s(i) with s(i) ≈ s(i). Now if an entry
(δ(i)
s )j is small enough, then we have s(i)

j ≈ s
(i)
j + (δ(i)

s )j = s
(i+1)
j . This motivates why we want

to detect a set J ⊂ [m] containing all j where |(δ(i)
s )j | is large, and then update s(i) to s(i+1) by

setting s(i+1)
j ← s

(i+1)
j for j ∈ J . So for simplicity we start with the simple case where we only

need to detect entries of s(i+1) that changed by a lot within a single iteration of the IPM. That
is, we want to find every index j such that |(δ(i)

s )j | = |s(i+1)
j − s(i)

j | > εs
(i)
j for some ε ∈ (0, 1);

equivalently,
|(Ah(i))j | > εs

(i)
j . (13)

We assume that in each iteration we are given the vector h(i). Since A is an incidence matrix,
index j corresponds to some edge (u, v) and (13) is equivalent to

|h(i)
v − h(i)

u | > εs
(i)
(u,v) (14)

where s(i)
(u,v) := s

(i)
j . Assume by induction s(i−1)

j ≈ s
(i−1)
j for all j, so then finding all j’s where

sj is changed by a lot in iteration (i+ 1) reduces to the problem of finding all edges (u, v) such
that |(h(i)

v − h(i)
u )/s(i)

(u,v)| > ε′ for some ε′ = Θ(ε).
To get the intuition of why we can efficiently find all such edges, start with the simplified case

when the edges have uniform weights (i.e. s(i) = ~1). Since we only care about the differences
between entries in the vector h, we can shift h by any constant vector c ·~1 in O(n) time to make
h⊥d, where d is the vector of degrees of the nodes in the graph. For any edge j = (u, v) to have
|hu − hv| ≥ ε′, at least one of |hu| and |hv| has to be at least ε′/2. Thus, it suffices to check the
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adjacent edges of a node u only when |hu| is large, or equivalently h2
uε
′−2 is at least 1/4. Since

checking the adjacent edges of any u takes time deg(u), the time over all such nodes is bounded
by O(∑u deg(u)h2

uε
−2), which is O(h>Dhε−2) where D is the diagonal degree matrix. If the

graph G has conductance at least φ (i.e., G is a φ-expander), we can exploit the classic spectral
graph theory result of Cheeger’s inequality to bound the running time by O(h>Lhφ−2

G ε−2),
where L = A>A is the graph Laplacian (see Lemma 5.2). Here h>Lh = ‖Ah‖22 will be small
due to properties of our IPM, and thus this already gives us an efficient implementation if our
graph has large conductance φ = 1/ polylog(n).

To extend the above approach to the real setting where s is non-uniform and the graph is not
an expander, we only need to partition the edges of G so that these two properties hold in each
induced subgraph. For the non-uniform s part, we bucket the edges by their weights in s(i) into
edge sets E(i)

k = {(u, v) | s(i)(u, v) ∈ [2k, 2k+1)}, so edges in each bucket have roughly uniform s

weights. To get the large conductance condition, we further partition each E(i)
k into expander

subgraphs, i.e., E(i)
k,1, E

(i)
k,2, . . ., each inducing an (1/ polylog(n))-expander. Note that edges move

between buckets over the iterations as s(i) changes, so we need to maintain the expander de-
compositions in a dynamic setting. For this we employ the algorithm of [BBG+20] (building on
tools developed for dynamic minimum spanning tree [SW19, CGL+20, NSW17, NS17, Wul17],
especially [SW19]). Their dynamic algorithm can maintain our expander decomposition effi-
ciently (in polylog(n) time per weight update). With the dynamic expander decomposition,
we can essentially implement the method discussed above in each expander as follows. For
each expander subgraph, we constrain the vector h to the nodes of the expander. Then, we
translate h by the all-one vector so that h is orthogonal to the degree vector of the nodes in
the expander. To perform the translation on all expanders, we need the total size (in terms
of nodes) of the induced expanders to be small for the computation to be efficient. We indeed
get this property as the dynamic expander decomposition algorithm in [BBG+20] guarantees∑
q |V (E(i)

k,q)| = O(n logn). In total this will bound the running time in the ith iteration of the
IPM to be

Õ((ε′)−2‖(S(i))−1Ah(i)‖22 + n logW ),

where W is a bound on the ratio of largest to smallest entry in s. By properties of the IPM,
which bound the above norm, the total running time of our data structure over all Õ(

√
n)

iterations of the IPM becomes Õ(m+n1.5), or Õ(
√
mn) when using the slower Õ(

√
m) iteration

IPM.
In the above we only consider detecting entries of s(i) undergoing large changes in a single

iteration. In order to maintain s(i), we also need to detect entries of s(i) that change slowly
every iteration, but accumulate enough change across multiple iterations so our approximation
is no longer accurate enough. This can be handled via a reduction similar to the one performed
in [BLSS20], where we employ lazy update and batched iteration tracking. In particular, for
every k = 0, 1, . . . , d(logn)/2e, we use a copy of (D2) to check every 2k iterations of the IPM,
if some entry changes large enough over the past 2k iterations. This reduction only incurs a
polylog(n) factor overhead in running time comparing to the method that only detects large
single iteration changes, so the total running time is the same up to polylog factors.

Row Sampling (Details in Section 5) Another task is to solve data structure problem
iii which is about constructing the random matrix R(i). The desired distribution of R(i) is as
follows. For some large enough constant C > 0 let q ∈ Rm with

qj ≥
√
m((δ(i)

r )2
j/‖δr‖22 + 1/m) + C · σ((X(i))1/2(S(i))−1/2A)j polylogn

where δ(i)
r = X(i)(S(i))−1A(H(i))−1AX(i)

g(i) + δ(i)
c

then we have R(i)
j,j = (min(qi, 1))−1 with probability min(qi, 1) and 0 otherwise.
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This sampling task can be reduced to the two tasks of (i) sampling according to
√
m((δr)2

j/‖δr‖22
and (ii) sampling according to C · σ((X(i))1/2(S(i))−1/2A) polylogn. The latter can be imple-
mented easily as we have approximate leverage scores via data structure v. The former is
implemented in a similar way as data structure (D2) of the previous paragraph. Instead of find-
ing large entries of some vector (S(i))−1Ah(i) as in the previous paragraph (i.e. (13)), we now
want to sample the entries proportional to X(i)(S(i))−1Ah′(i) where h′(i) = (H(i))−1(AX(i)

g(i) +
A>x(i) − b).

This sampling can be constructed via a simple modification of the previous (D2) data struc-
ture. Where (D2) tries to find edges (u, v) with large |((S(i))−1Ah(i))(u,v)| by looking for nodes
v with large |h(i)

v |, we now similarly sample edges (u, v) proportional to (X(i)(S(i))−1Ah′(i))2
(u,v)

by sampling for each node v incident edges proportional to (h(i)
v )2.

Gradient Maintenance and Approximation of x (Section 7) For the primal solution x,
again we aim to maintain a good enough approximation x through our IPM algorithm. Consider
the update to x(i) in (6′),

x(i+1) = x(i) + X(i)
g(i) −R(i)X(i)(S(i))−1A(H(i))−1A>X(i)

g(i) + R(i)δ(i)
c

the last two terms will be sparse due to the sparse diagonal sampling matrix R(i), so we can
afford to compute that part of the updates explicitly. For the part of X(i)

g(i) where
g(i) = argmax

z∈Rm:‖z‖≤1
〈∇Φ(v(i)), z〉

(see (8)) we will show that g admits a low dimensional representation. Here by low dimension-
ality of g ∈ Rm we mean that the m indices in the vector can be put into Õ(1) buckets, where
indices j, j′ in the same bucket share the common value gj = gj′ . This allows us to represent
the values of g as a Õ(1) dimensional vector so we can efficiently represent and do computations
with g in a very compact way.

For simplicity consider the case where we use ‖·‖2 as the norm for the maximization problem
that defines g(i) (this norm is used by the

√
m-iteration IPM, while the

√
n-iteration IPM uses

a slightly more complicated norm). In that case g(i) = ∇Φ(v(i))/‖∇Φ(v(i))‖2 and the way we
construct the Õ(1) dimensional approximation is fairly straightforward. We essentially discretize
v(i) by rounding each entry down to the nearest multiple of some appropriate granularity to
make it low dimensional. Once v(i) is made to be Õ(1) dimensional, it is simple to see from
the definition of the potential function Φ(·) that ∇Φ(v(i)) will also be in Õ(1) dimension.
For the faster

√
n iteration IPM where a different norm ‖ · ‖ is used, we can show that the

low dimensionality of ∇Φ(v(i)) also translates to the maximizer being in low dimensional (see
Lemma 7.5).

Once we compute the low dimensional updates, we still need to track accumulated changes
of X(i)

g(i) over multiple iterations. Because of properties of the IPM, we have that on average
any index j switches its bucket (of the low dimensional representation of g) only some polylog(n)
times. Likewise, the value of any entry X(i)

j changes only some polylog(n) number of times. Thus
the rate in which ∑i

k=1 X(k)
j g

(k)
j changes, stays the same for many iterations. This allows us to

(A) predict when x(i)
j is no longer a valid approximation of x(i)

j , and (B) the low dimensionality
allows us to easily compute any x(i)

j . In the same way as s(i) was maintained via (D1) and (D2),
we can now combine (A) and (B) to maintain x(i).

3.5 Putting it all Together

In summary, we provide the IPMs in Section 4: the first one in Section 4.2 requires Õ(
√
m) iter-

ations, while the second IPM in Section 4.3 requires only Õ(
√
n) iterations. These IPMs require
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various approximations which we maintain efficiently via data structures. The approximation
for the slack of the dual solution is maintained via the data structure presented in Section 6
and the approximation of the gradient and the primal solution is handles in Section 7. The
Õ(
√
n) iteration IPM also requires approximate leverage scores which are maintained via the

data structure of Appendix B.
As IPMs only improve an initial (non-optimal) solution, we also have to discuss how to

construct such an initial solution. This is done in Appendix A.1. Further, the IPMs only yield
a fractional almost optimal and almost feasible solution, which is why in Appendix A.3 we prove
how to convert the solution to a truly feasible solution. Rounding this fractional almost optimal
feasible solution to a truly optimal integral solution is done in Appendix A.4.

In Section 8 we combine all these tools and data structures to obtain algorithms for minimum
weight perfect bipartite matching, where Section 8.4 obtains an Õ(n

√
m)-time algorithm via

the Õ(
√
m) iteration IPM and Section 8.5 obtains an Õ(m+n1.5)-time algorithm via the faster

Õ(
√
n) iteration IPM. At last, we show in Section 8.6 how this result can be extended to

problems such as uncapacitated minimum cost flows (i.e. transshipment) and shortest paths.
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4 IPM

Throughout this section we let A ∈ Rm×n denote a non-degenerate matrix, let b ∈ Rn and
c ∈ Rm, and consider the problem of solving the following linear program (P ) and its dual (D)

(P ) def= min
x∈Rm≥0:A>x=b

c>x and (D) def= max
y∈Rn:Ay≤c

b>y . (15)

First, in Section 4.1 we provide our general IPM framework for solving (15). Then, in Section 4.2
we show how to instantiate this framework with the logarithmic barrier function and thereby
enable Õ(n

√
m) time minimum-cost perfect matching algorithms. Next, in Section 4.3 we show

how to instantiate this framework with the Lee-Sidford barrier [LS14] as used in [BLSS20] and
obtain an improved Õ(m+ n1.5)-time minimum-cost perfect matching algorithm. The analysis
in both Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 hinge on technical properties of a potential function deferred
to Section 4.4. Finally, additional properties of our IPM needed to obtain our final runtimes
are given in Section 4.5.

4.1 Linear Programming Meta-algorithm

Here we present our core routine for solving (15). This procedure, Algorithm 1, is a general meta
algorithm for progressing along the central path in IPMs. This general routine maintains primal-
dual, approximately feasible points induced by a weight function τ(x, s) defined as follows.
Definition 4.1 (ε-Centered Point). For fixed weight function τ : Rm>0 × Rm>0 → Rm>0, and
γ ∈ [0, 1) we call (x, s, µ) ∈ Rm>0 ×Rm>0 ×R>0, ε-centered if ε ∈ [0, 1/80) and the following hold

• (Approximate Centrality) w ≈ε τ(x, s) where w def= w(x, s, µ) ∈ Rm and [w(x, s, µ)]i
def= xisi

µ .

• (Dual Feasibility) There exists y ∈ Rn such that Ay + s = c.

• (Approximate Primal Feasibility) ‖A>x− b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 ≤ εγ√µ.

Under mild assumptions on the weight function τ , the set of 0-centered (x, s, µ) form a
continuous curve, known as the central path, from a center of the polytope (at µ = ∞) to the
solution to the linear program (at µ = 0). This path changes depending on the weight function
and in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 we analyze two different paths, the one induced by the
standard logarithmic barrier and the one induced by the LS-barrier [LS19] respectively. The
former is simpler and yields Õ(n

√
m) time matching algorithms whereas the second is slightly

more complex and yields a Õ(m+ n1.5) time matching algorithm.
Here, we provide a unifying meta algorithm for leveraging both of these paths. In particular,

we provide Algorithm 1 which given centered points for one value of µ, computes centered points
for a target value of µ. Since we provide different algorithms depending on the choice of weight
function, we present our algorithm in a general form depending on how a certain ShortStep
procedure is implemented. Algorithm 1 specifies how to use ShortStep and then we implement
this procedure in Section 4.2 for the logarithmic barrier and Section 4.3 for the LS-barrier.

To analyze and understand this method we measure the quality of (x, s, µ) ∈ Rm>0×Rm>0×R>0
by a potential function we call the centrality potential .
Definition 4.2 (Centrality Potential). For all (x, s, µ) ∈ Rm>0 × Rm>0 × R>0 we define the
centrality potential as follows

Φ(x, s, µ) def= Φ(w(x, s, µ)) def=
∑
i∈[n]

φ

( [w(x, s, µ)]i
[τ(x, s)]i

)

where for all v ∈ Rm we let φ(v)i
def= φ(vi)

def= exp(λ(vi − 1)) + exp(−λ(vi − 1)) for all i ∈ [n]
and λ ≥ 1 is a parameter we chose later. Further, we let φ′(w), φ′′(w) ∈ Rn be the vectors with
[φ′(w)]i

def= φ′(wi) and [φ′′(w)]i
def= φ′′(wi) for all i ∈ [n].
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This centrality potential is the same as the one used in several recent IPM advances, it was
key to the IPM advances in [LS19], was used extensively in [CLS19, LSZ19, Bra20, BLSS20],
and most recently was used in the IPM of [JSWZ20]. Correspondingly, the analysis of this
meta-algorithm is primarily a clean abstraction for these papers and properties of the potential
function are deferred to Section 4.4. The novelty in our IPM is the attainment of efficient
implementations of ShortStep in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3.

In the remainder of this section we define a valid ShortStep procedure (Definition 4.4),
provide PathFollowing (Algorithm 1) which uses it, and analyze this algorithm (Lemma 4.4).
Algorithm 1: Path Following Meta Algorithm
1 procedure PathFollowing(x(init) ∈ Rm>0, s

(init) ∈ Rm>0, µ
(init) > 0, µ(end) > 0)

/* Assume ShortStep is a (ε, r, λ, γ, τ)-short step procedure */
2 /* Assume x(init)s(init) ≈ε/2 µ(init) · τ(x(init), s(init)) */

3 /* Assume ‖Ax(init) − b‖(A>X(init)S(init)−1A)−1 ≤ εγ
√
µ(init) */

4 x← x(init), s← s(init), µ← µ(init)

5 while µ 6= µ(end) do
6 x(0) ← x, s(0) ← s, µ(0) ← µ
7 for i = 1, 2, · · · , εr do
8 µ(new) ← median(µ(end), (1− r)µ, (1 + r)µ)
9 (x, s)← ShortStep(x, s, µ, µ(new))

10 µ← µ(new)

11 Compute p1 ≈1/3 Φ(x, s, µ), p2 ≈1/3 ‖A>x− b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 .
12 if p1 > e−1/3 exp(3λε

4 ) or p2 > εγe−1/3√µ then break;
13 if p1 > e−1/3 exp(λε4 ) or p2 > εγe−1/3√µ then
14 x← x(0), s← s(0), µ← µ(0)

15 return (x, s)

Definition 4.3 (Short Step Procedure). We call a ShortStep(x, s, µ, µ(new)) a (ε, r, λ, γ, τ)-
short step procedure if ε ∈ (0, 1/80), r ∈ (0, 1/2), λ ≥ 12ε−1 log(16m/r), τ : Rm>0×Rm>0 → Rm>0,
and γ ∈ [0, 1) and given input x, s ∈ Rm>0 and µ, µ(new) ∈ R>0 such that (x, s, µ) is ε-centered
and |µ(new) − µ| ≤ r · µ the procedure outputs random x(new), s(new) ∈ Rm>0 such that

1. Ay(new) + s(new) = c for some y(new) ∈ Rn,

2. E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ (1− λr)Φ(x, s, µ) + exp(λε/6) (for Φ defined by τ and λ)

3. P
[
‖A>x(new) − b‖(A>X(new)(S(new))−1A)−1 ≤ (ε/2)γ

√
µ(new)

]
≥ 1− r.

Lemma 4.4. Let x(init), s(init) ∈ Rm>0 and µ(init), µ(end) > 0 satisfy Ay(init) + s(init) = c for some
y(init) ∈ Rn and satisfy

x(init)s(init) ≈ε/2 µ(init) · τ(x(init), s(init)) and ‖A>x(init) − b‖(A>X(init)S(init)−1A)−1 ≤ εγ
√
µ(init) .

PathFollowing(x(init), s(init), µ(init), µ(end)) (Algorithm 1) outputs (x(end), s(end)) such that

x(end)s(end) ≈ε/3 µ(end) · τ(x(end), s(end)) and ‖A>x(end) − b‖(A>X(end)S(end)−1A)−1 ≤ εγ
√
µ(end)

in expected time O(1
rT ) · | log(µ(end)/µ(init))| where O(T ) expected time to compute p1, p2 such

that p1 ≈1/3 Φ(x, s, µ) and p2 ≈1/3 ‖A>x− b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 and to invoke ShortStep once on
average. Further, the (x, s, µ) at each Line 7 and the termination of the algorithm are ε-centered.
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Proof. Note that the algorithm divides into phases of size ε
r (Line 7 to Line 15). In each phase,

if Φ or ‖A>x− b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 is too large, then Line 14 occurs and the phase is repeated. To
bound the runtime, we need to show that Line 14 does not happen too often. Notationwise, we
use x(i), s(i), µ(i) to denote the state of x, s, µ at the end of the i-th iteration in a phase, and
x(0), s(0), µ(0) denote the vectors at the beginning of a phase which are stored in case we need
to revert to those vectors.

First, we claim that throughout the algorithm, Φ and ‖A>x− b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 are small at
the beginning of each phase, i.e. Line 7.

Φ(x(0), s(0), µ(0)) ≤ r

8 exp(3
4λε) and ‖A>x(0) − b‖(A>X(0)S(0)−1A)−1 ≤ εγ

√
µ(0) .

At the beginning of the algorithm, we have by assumption that

xs ≈ε/2 µτ(x, s) and ‖A>x− b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 ≤ εγ
√
µ .

Since ε ∈ [0, 1/8], we have
∣∣∣ xisi
µ·τ(x,s)i − 1

∣∣∣ ≤ 2
3ε. Using λ ≥ 12ε−1 log(16m/r) and Lemma 4.35

yields that

Φ(x, s, µ) ≤ 2m · exp
(2

3λε
)
≤ 2

(
r

16 exp
( 1

12λε
))
· exp

(2
3λε

)
≤ r

8 exp
(3

4λε
)
.

Further, when we replace (x(0), s(0), µ(0)) (i.e., when the last phase is successful), we have p1 ≤
e−1/3 exp(λε4 ) and p2 ≤ εγe−1/3√µ. By the definition of p1 and p2, and that (1/2) ≤ exp(−1/3)
this implies the same desired bound on Φ and ‖A>x − b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 and the claim holds.
Similarly, as long as the phase continues (i.e. the conditions at the end of each iteration hold),
we have that for all iterations i

Φ(x(i), s(i), µ(i)) ≤ exp
(3

4λε
)

and ‖A>x(i) − b‖(A>X(i)S(i)−1A)−1 ≤ εγ
√
µ.

Note that Φ(x, s, µ) ≤ exp(3
4λε) implies

∣∣∣ xjsj
µ·τ(x,s)j − 1

∣∣∣ ≤ 3
4ε for all coordinates by Lemma 4.35.

Using ε ∈ [0, 1/8], this implies that x(i)s(i) ≈ε µ(i)τ(x(i), s(i)). Combined with property 1 of a
short step procedure, this implies that (x(i), s(i), µ(i)) is ε-centered for each iteration i.

Now, we show that Line 14 does not happen too often. Note that there are three reasons
Line 14 happens, one is that it exceeds the threshold for ‖A>x(i) − b‖(A>X(i)S(i)−1A)−1 at some
iteration, one is that it exceeds the threshold for Φ at some iteration, another is that it exceeds
the threshold for Φ at the end of the phase.

For ‖A>x(i)− b‖(A>X(i)S(i)−1A)−1 : conditioned on the phase reaching iteration i, we can use
the guarantee of ShortStep to get

‖A>x(i) − b‖(A>X(i)S(i)−1A)−1 ≤
εγ

2

√
µ(i)

with probability 1−r, in which case p2 ≤ (ε/2)e1/3γ
√
µ(i) ≤ εe−1/3γ

√
µ(i). Thus, the probability

that the phase fails at iteration i due to the check on p2 is at most r, and union bound over ε/r
iterations gives that with probability at least 1− ε, the algorithm passes per iteration threshold
on ‖A>x(i) − b‖(A>X(i)S(i)−1A)−1 for all iterations in a phase.

For Φ: again conditioned on the phase reaching iteration i, the guarantee of ShortStep
yields

E[Φ(x(i), s(i), µ(i))] ≤ (1− λr)Φ(x(i−1), s(i−1), µ(i−1)) + exp(1
6λε)

≤ (1− λr)Φ(x(i−1), s(i−1), µ(i−1)) + r2

8 exp(3
4λε).
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where the last inequality is because of the log(240m/ε2) term in the definition of λ. We know at
the beginning of the phase, Φ(x(0), s(0), µ(0)) ≤ r

8 exp(3
4λε) by the first claim, and knowing the

phase reaches iteration i won’t make E[Φ(x(k), s(k), µ(k))] increase for any k ∈ [0, i]. Together
with the bound above, we know E[Φ(x(i), s(i), µ(i))] ≤ r

8 exp(3
4λε). By Markov’s inequality

we have that Φ(x(i), s(i), µ(i)) ≤ 1
8 exp(3

4λε) with probability at least 1 − r, and in this case
p1 ≤ e1/3

8 exp(3
4λε) ≤ e−1/3 exp(3

4λε). Thus, the (a priori) probability that the algorithm fails
the check at the end of iteration i is at most r, and union bound over the ε/r iterations yields
that with probability at least 1− ε the check for Φ is passed in each iteration of a given phase.

Furthermore, by expanding the guarantee of ShortStep over the ε/r iterations, we know
at the end of the phase

E[Φ(x(ε/r), s(ε/r), µ(ε/r))] ≤ (1− λr)
ε
rΦ(x(0), s(0), µ(0)) + 1− (1− λr) εr

λr
exp

(1
6λε

)
≤ e−λε r8 exp

(3
4λε

)
+ 1
λr

exp
(1

6λε
)

≤ 1
8 exp

(1
4λε

)
where we used that λ ≥ 12ε−1 log(16m/r). With probability at least 3/4, Φ(x, s, µ) ≤ 1

2 exp(1
4λε)

at the end of the phase, and hence p1 ≤ e1/3

2 exp(1
4λε) ≤ e−1/3 exp(1

4λε). Namely, it passes end
of phase check for Φ.

Union bounds over all three triggers, each phases success without reset with probability at
least 1

4 . Hence, in expected O(1/r) iterations, µ increases or decreases by Θ(1). This yields the
runtime O(1

rT ) · | log(µ(end)/µ(init))|.
Finally, we note that when the algorithm ends, we have p1 ≤ e−1/3 exp(1

4λε) which implies
Φ ≤ exp(1

4λε) and x(end)s(end) ≈ε/3 µ(end) · τ(x(end), s(end)).

4.2 Short-step Method for Log Barrier Weights

In this section we provide and analyze a short step when the weight function is constant, i.e.
τ(x, s) def= ~1 ∈ Rm for all x, s ∈ Rm>0. The central path induced by this weight function is also
the one induced by the logarithmic barrier function, i.e. (xµ, sµ, µ) is 0-centered if and only if

xµ = argmin
x∈Rm≥0:A>x=b

c>x− µ
∑
i∈[m]

log(xi) and sµ = argmax
s∈Rm≥0,y∈Rn:Ay+s=c

b>y + µ
∑
i∈[m]

log(si) . (16)

Our algorithm using this weight function is given as Algorithm 2. The algorithm simply
computes an approximate gradient of Φ(x, s, µ) for the input (x, s, µ) and then takes a natural
Newton step to decrease the value of this potential as µ changes and make x feasible. The key
novelty in our step over previous IPMs is that we sparsify the projection onto x by random
sampling. We show that steps on x can be made Õ(

√
m + n)-sparse, ignoring the effect of a

known additive term, by carefully picking a sampling distribution. Further, we show that the
amount of infeasibility this sampling induces can be controlled and Õ(

√
m) iterations of the

method suffice. Ultimately, this leads to a Õ(n
√
m) time algorithm for matching.

Our main result of this section is the following lemma which shows that Algorithm 2 is a
valid ShortStep procedure for the meta-algorithm of Section 4.1. In this section we simply
prove this lemma. Later, we show how to efficiently implement Algorithm 2 to obtain efficient
linear programming and matching algorithms and improve using the Lee-Sidford barrier.

Lemma 4.5 (Log Barrier Short Step). Algorithm 2 is an (ε, r, λ, γ, τ) ShortStep procedure
(see Definition 4.3) for all ε ∈ (0, 1/80) with weight function τ(x, s) def= ~1 ∈ Rm for all x, s ∈ Rm>0
and parameters λ def= 36ε−1 log(240m/ε2), let γ def= ε/(100λ), and r def= εγ/

√
m, i.e.
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Algorithm 2: Short Step (Log Barrier Weight Function)
1 procedure ShortStep(x ∈ Rm>0, s ∈ Rm>0, µ ∈ R>0, µ

(new) ∈ R>0)
/* Fix τ(x, s) def= ~1 ∈ Rm for all x ∈ Rm>0, s ∈ Rm>0 in Definition 4.2 */
/* Let λ

def= 36ε−1 log(240m/ε2), γ
def= ε/(100λ), r

def= εγ/
√
m, ε ≤ 1/80. */

2 /* Assume (x, s, µ) is ε-centered */
3 /* Assume δµ

def= µ(new) − µ satisfies |δµ| ≤ rµ */

/* Approximate the iterate and compute step direction */
4 Find x and s such that x ≈ε x and s ≈ε s
5 Find v ∈ Rm>0 such that ‖v − w‖∞ ≤ γ for w def= w(x, s, µ)
6 g ← −γ∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2

/* Sample rows */

7 A def= X1/2S−1/2A, w def= w(x, s, µ),X def= Diag(x),S def= Diag(s),W def= Diag(w)
8 Find H such that H ≈γ A>A
9 Let δp

def= W−1/2AH−1A>W1/2
g, δc

def= µ−1/2 ·W−1/2AH−1(A>x− b), and
δr

def= δp + δc
10 Find q ∈ Rn>0 such that qi ≥

√
m ·

(
(δr)2

i /‖δr‖22 + 1/m
)

+ C · σi(A) log(m/(εr))γ−2

for some large enough constant C.
11 Sample a diagonal matrix R ∈ Rn×n where each Rii = min{qi, 1}−1 independently

with probability min{qi, 1} and Rii = 0 otherwise

/* Compute projected step7 */
12 δx ← X(g −Rδr)
13 δs ← Sδp
14 x(new) ← x+ δx and s(new) ← s+ δs
15 return (x(new), s(new))

1. λ ≥ 12ε−1 log(16m/r),

2. Ay(new) + s(new) = c for some y(new) ∈ Rn,

3. E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ (1− λr)Φ(x, s, µ) + exp(λε/6)

4. P
[
‖A>x(new) − b‖(A>X(new)(S(new))−1A)−1 ≤ ε

2

√
µ(new)

]
≥ 1− r .

We prove Lemma 4.5 at the end of this section in Section 4.2.3. There we prove claims 1
and 2, which follow fairly immediately by straightforward calculation. The bulk of this section
is dedicated to proving claim 3, i.e. Lemma 4.11 in Section 4.2.1, which essentially amounts
to proving that the given method is an Õ(

√
m)-iteration IPM. This proof leverages several

properties of the centrality potential, Φ given in Section 4.4. Finally, claim item 4 of the lemma
follows by careful calculation and choice of the sampling distribution q and is given towards the
end of this section as Lemma 4.12 in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Centrality

Here we analyze the effect of Algorithm 2 on the centrality potential Φ to prove claim 3 of
Lemma 4.5. Our proof leverages Lemma 4.34 and Lemma 4.36 which together reduces bound-
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ing the potential Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new)) to carefully analyzing bounding the first and second
moments of δs, δx, and δµ (as well as there multiplicative stability).

More precisely, Lemma 4.34 shows that provided x(new), s(new), and µ(new) do not change
too much multiplicatively, i.e. ‖X−1δx‖∞, ‖S−1δs‖∞, and |δµ/µ| are sufficiently small, then

E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ Φ(x, s, µ) + φ′(w)>W
[
(X−1E[δx] + S−1δs − µ−1δµ~1)

]
+O

(
E‖X−1δx‖2φ′′(w) + ‖S−1δx‖2φ′′(w) + ‖µ−1δµ~1‖2φ′′(w)

)
. (17)

(To see this, pick u(1) = x, δ(1) = δx, c(1) = 1, u(2) = s, δ(2) = δs, c(2) = 1, u(3) = µ~1,
δ(3) = δµ~1, and c(3) = −1 in Lemma 4.34 as we do in the proof of Lemma 4.10 later in this
section). Lemma 4.34 follows by careful analysis of the second order Taylor expansion of Φ and
multiplicative stability of φ.

Now, (17) implies that to bound that the centrality potential Φ decreases in expectation, it
suffices to show the following:

• First-order Expected Progress Bound: The first-order contribution of δx and δs in
expectation, i.e. W[X−1E[δx] + S−1

δs] is sufficiently well-aligned with −φ′(w), i.e. g (up
to scaling). (We show this in Lemma 4.7.)

• Multiplicative Stability and Second Order s Bound: s does not change too much
multiplicatively, i.e. ‖S−1

δs‖∞ is small, and its second order contribution to (17) is small,
i.e. ‖S−1δx‖2φ′′(w) is small. (We show this in Lemma 4.8.)

• Multiplicative Stability and Second Order x Bound: x does not change too much
multiplicatively, i.e. ‖X−1

δx‖∞ is small with probability 1, and its expected second order
contribution to (17) is small, i.e. E‖X−1δx‖2φ′′(w) is small. (We show this in Lemma 4.9.)

We provide these results one at a time, after first providing some basic bounds on the components
of a step, i.e. δp and δc, in Lemma 4.6. With these results in hand and some basic analysis of
δµ, in Lemma 4.10, we can show that

E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ Φ(x, s, µ) + φ′(w)>g +O(‖φ′(w)‖2) +O(‖φ′′(w)‖2)

for some sufficiently small constants hidden in the O(·) notation above. We obtain the desired
Lemma 4.11 by applying Lemma 4.36 which leverages properties of φ to show that progress of
this forms yields to a sufficiently large decrease to Φ whenever it is sufficiently large.

Lemma 4.6 (Basic Step Size Bounds). In Algorithm 2 we have that

‖δp‖2 ≤ exp(4ε)γ and ‖δc‖2 ≤ ε exp(4ε)γ (18)

and consequently, as ε < 1/80

‖S−1δs‖2 ≤ exp(5ε)γ and ‖X−1E[δx]‖2 ≤ 3γ .

Proof. Recall that δp = W−1/2AH−1A>W1/2
g and H ≈γ A>A for γ ≤ ε. Since (x, s, µ) is

ε-centered we have w ≈3ε ~1 (w ≈2ε w and w ≈ε 1). Consequently, W−1 � exp(−3ε)I and

‖δp‖2 = ‖AH−1A>W1/2
g‖W−1 ≤ exp(3ε/2)‖H−1A>W1/2

g‖A>A . (19)

Now, applying H ≈γ A>A and γ ≤ ε twice we have

‖H−1A>W1/2
g‖A>A ≤ exp(ε/2)‖A>W1/2

g‖H−1 ≤ exp(ε)‖W1/2
g‖A(A>A)−1A> . (20)
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Further, since A(A>A)−1A> is a projection matrix we have 0 � A(A>A)−1A> � I and

‖W1/2
g‖A(A>A)−1A> ≤ ‖g‖w ≤ exp(3ε/2)‖g‖2 = exp(3ε/2)γ , (21)

where in the second to last step we again used w ≈3ε ~1 and in the last step we used ‖g‖2 = γ.
Combining (19), (20), and (21) yields that ‖δp‖2 ≤ exp(4ε)γ as desired.

Next, as x ≈ε x and s ≈ε s we have A>A ≈2ε A>XS−1A. Since H ≈γ A>A for γ ≤ ε this
implies H ≈3ε A>XS−1A. Since, δc = µ−1/2W−1/2AH−1(A>x− b) and again w ≈3ε ~1 we have

‖δc‖2 = 1
√
µ
‖AH−1[A>x− b]‖W−1 ≤

exp(3ε/2)
√
µ

‖H−1[A>x− b]‖A>A

≤ exp(2ε)
√
µ
‖A>x− b‖H−1 ≤

exp(7ε/2)
√
µ

‖A>x− b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 ≤ ε exp(4ε)γ.

where in the last step we used that ‖A>x− b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 ≤ εγ√µ since (x, s, µ) is ε-centered.
Since, ‖S−1δs‖2 ≤ exp(ε)‖S−1

δs‖2 = exp(ε)‖δp‖2 this yields the desired bound on ‖S−1
δs‖2

as well. The remainder of the result follows as by definition and triangle inequality we have

‖X−1E[δx]‖2 = ‖g − δp − δc‖2 ≤ ‖g‖+ ‖δp‖2 + ‖δc‖2

and we have (1 + (1 + ε) exp(3ε)) ≤ 3 for ε ∈ [0, 1/80].

We now want to prove in Lemma 4.7 that W[X−1E[δx] + S−1
δs] is sufficiently well-aligned

with g. For that we will use the following Lemma 4.32 which will be proven in Section 4.4 and
bounds additive `2-error with respect to multiplicative spectral-error.

Lemma 4.32. If M ≈ε N for symmetric PD M,N ∈ Rn×n and ε ∈ [0, 1/2) then

‖N−1/2(M−N)N−1/2‖2 ≤ ε+ ε2 .

Consequently, if x ≈ε y for x, y ∈ R>0 and ε ∈ [0, 1/2) then ‖X−1y −~1‖∞ ≤ ε+ ε2.

Lemma 4.7 (First-order Expected Progress Bound). In Algorithm 2 we have

‖W(X−1E[δx] + S−1E[δs])− g‖2 ≤ 7εγ .

Proof. Note that

X−1E[δx] + S−1E[δs] = X−1E[δx] + S−1E[δs] + (X−1X− I)X−1E[δx] + (S−1S− I)S−1E[δs] .

Further, by the design of E[δx] and E[δs] we have X−1E[δx] + S−1E[δs] = g − δc. Also, since
X ≈ε X and S ≈ε S, Lemma 4.32 implies that ‖X−1X− I‖2 ≤ ε+ ε2 ≤ ε exp(ε) and similarly,
‖S−1S− I‖2 ≤ ε exp(ε). Therefore Lemma 4.6 implies

‖W(X−1E[δx] + S−1E[δs])−Wg‖2
≤ ‖δc‖W2 + ‖(X−1X− I)X−1E[δx]‖W2 + ‖(S−1S− I)S−1E[δs]‖W2

≤ exp(ε)
(
‖δc‖2 + ε exp(ε)

(
‖X−1E[δx]‖2 + ‖S−1E[δs]‖2

))
≤ exp(ε)(ε exp(4ε) + ε exp(ε)(3 + exp(5ε))γ

= εγ ·
(

exp(ε) · (exp(4ε) + exp(ε)) · (3 + exp(5ε))
)
.

Further, as w ≈ε I, Lemma 4.32 implies

‖Wg − g‖2 ≤ ‖W− I‖2‖g‖2 ≤ (ε+ ε2)γ = εγ · (1 + ε).

The result follows as exp(ε)(exp(4ε) + (exp(ε))(3 + exp(5ε))) + (1 + ε) ≤ 7 for ε ∈ [0, 1/80].
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Lemma 4.8 (Multiplicative Stability and Second Order s Bound). In Algorithm 2 we have

‖S−1δs‖∞ ≤ exp(5ε)γ and ‖S−1δs‖2φ′′(v) ≤ exp(10ε)γ2‖φ′′(v)‖2 .

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 4.6, ‖S−1δs‖∞ ≤ ‖S−1δs‖2, and

‖S−1δs‖2φ′′(v) ≤ ‖S
−1δs‖∞ · ‖S−1δs‖2 · ‖φ′′(v)‖2 .

Lemma 4.9 (Multiplicative Stability and Second Order x Bound). In Algorithm 2 we have

P
[
‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤ exp(6ε)γ

]
= 1 and E

[
‖X−1δx‖2φ′′(v)

]
≤ 7γ2‖φ′′(v)‖2 .

Proof. Recall that δx = Xg −XRδr and x ≈ε x ∈ Rm. Consequently,

‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤ exp(ε) · (‖g‖∞ + ‖Rδr‖∞) .

Now, Rii ≤ [min{1, qi}]−1 = max{1, q−1
i } by definition and therefore

‖Rδr‖∞ ≤ max
i∈[m]

max
{
|[δr]i| ,

|[δr]i|√
m
(
[δr]2i /‖δr‖22 + 1/m

)} ≤ max
{
‖δr‖∞ ,

1
2‖δr‖2

}
≤ ‖δr‖2

where we used that qi ≥
√
m
(
[δr]2i /‖δr‖22 + 1/m

)
by assumption and

|[δr]i| ≤
√
m

2‖δr‖2
[δr]2i + ‖δr‖22

√
m

=
√
m

2 ‖δr‖2 · ([δr]
2
i /‖δr‖22 + 1/m) . (22)

Since by definition and triangle inequality ‖δr‖2 ≤ ‖δp‖2+‖δc‖2 the desired bound on ‖X−1δx‖∞
follows from Lemma 4.6 and exp(5ε)(1 + ε) ≤ 2 for ε ∈ [0, 1/80].

Now, since x ≈ε x the definition of δx and ‖a+ b‖22 ≤ 2‖a‖22 + 2‖b‖22 imply

‖X−1δx‖2φ′′(v) ≤ exp(2ε)‖g −Rδr‖2φ′′(v) ≤ 2 exp(2ε)‖g‖2φ′′(v) + 2 exp(2ε)‖Rδr‖2φ′′(v) .

Now,

‖g‖2φ′′(v) ≤ ‖φ
′′(v)‖2‖g‖∞‖g‖2 ≤ ‖φ′′(v)‖2‖g‖22 = ‖φ′′(v)‖2γ2 .

Further, the definition of R and that

[min{1, qi}]−1 ≤ 1 + 1
qi
≤ 1 + ‖δr‖22√

m[δr]2i
imply that

ER
[
‖Rδr‖2φ′′(v)

]
=

∑
i∈[m]

[φ′′(v)]i ·
[δr]2i

min{qi, 1}

≤
∑
i∈[m]

[φ′′(v)]i ·
[
[δr]2i + 1√

m
‖δr‖22

]
≤ ‖φ′′(v)‖2‖δr‖∞‖δr‖2 + ‖φ′′(v)‖2‖δr‖22
= 2‖φ′′(v)‖2‖δr‖22 .

The result follows again from ‖δr‖2 ≤ ‖δp‖2 + ‖δc‖2, Lemma 4.6, and 2 exp(2ε) + 4 exp(2ε)((1 +
ε) exp(4ε))2 ≤ 7 for ε ∈ [0, 1/80].
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With the previous bounds on first and second order error, we now want to bound in
Lemma 4.10 how much our potential Φ changes. For that we first require the following ex-
pansion of Φ obtained via Taylor-approximation. This expansion is proven in Section 4.4.

Lemma 4.34. For all j ∈ [k] let vector u(j) ∈ Rn>0, exponent cj ∈ R and change δ(j) ∈ Rn
induce vectors v, v(new) ∈ Rn defined by

vi
def=

∏
j∈[k]

(u(j)
i )cj and v(new)

i
def=

∏
j∈[k]

(u(j)
i + δ

(j)
i )cj for all i ∈ [n] .

Further, let V def= Diag(v) and Uj
def= Diag(u(j)) and suppose that ‖U−1

j δ(j)‖∞ ≤ 1
12(1+λ‖c‖1)

for all j ∈ [k] and v ≤ 13
12
~1. Then v(new) ≈1/(11λ) v and

Φ(v(new)) ≤Φ(v) +
∑
j∈[k]

cjφ
′(v)>VU−1

j δ(j) + 2(1 + ‖c‖1)
∑
j∈[k]
|cj | · ‖U−1δ(j)‖2φ′′(v).

We now have everything to bound the effect of a step in terms of ‖φ′(w)‖2 and ‖φ′′(w)‖2.

Lemma 4.10 (Expected Potential Decrease). In Algorithm 2 we have

E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ Φ(x, s, µ) + φ′(w)>g + 9εγ‖φ′(w)‖2 + 80γ2‖φ′′(w)‖2.

Proof. We apply Lemma 4.34 with u(1) = x, δ(1) = δx, c(1) = 1, u(2) = s, δ(2) = δs, c(2) = 1,
u(3) = µ~1, δ(3) = δµ~1, and c(3) = −1. Note that, v in the context of Lemma 4.34 is precisely
w(x, s, µ) and v(new) in the context of Lemma 4.34 is precisely w(x+ δx, s+ δs, µ+ δµ).

Now, by Lemma 4.8, the definition of γ, and ε ∈ [0, 1/80] we have

‖S−1δs‖∞ ≤ 2γ ≤ 1
50λ ≤

1
12(1 + ‖c‖1λ) .

Similarly, Lemma 4.9 implies

‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤ 2γ ≤ 1
50λ ≤

1
12(1 + ‖c‖1λ) .

Further, by definition of r we have µ−1|δµ| ≤ γ ≤ (12(1+‖c‖1λ))−1l. Thus, Lemma 4.34 implies

E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ Φ(x, s, µ) + φ′(w)>W
[
(X−1E[δx] + S−1δs − µ−1δµ~1)

]
+ 8

(
‖EX−1δx‖2φ′′(w) + ‖S−1δx‖2φ′′(w) + ‖µ−1δµ~1‖2φ′′(w)

)
. (23)

Now, since w ≈ε ~1, the assumption on δµ implies

|(δµ/µ)φ′(w)>W~1| ≤ |(δµ/µ)| exp(ε)‖φ′(w)‖2
√
m ≤ 2εγ‖φ′(w)‖2

and

‖(δµ/µ)~1‖2φ′′(w) = |(δµ/µ)|2‖φ′′(w)‖1 ≤ (εγ/
√
m)2√m‖φ′′(w)‖2 ≤ γ2‖φ′′(w)‖2 .

The result follows by applying Lemmas 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 to the expectation of (23).

To obtain our desired bound on E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] we will use the following general
Lemma 4.36 to obtain bounds on ‖φ′(w)‖2 and ‖φ′′(w)‖2. Lemma 4.36 is proven in Section 4.4.
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Lemma 4.36. Let U ⊂ Rm be an axis-symmetric convex set8 which is contained in the `∞
ball of radius 1 and contains the `∞ ball of radius u ≤ 1, i.e. x ∈ U implies ‖x‖∞ ≤ 1 and
for some ‖x‖∞ ≤ u implies x ∈ U . Let w, v ∈ Rm such that ‖w − v‖∞ ≤ δ ≤ 1

5λ . Let
g = −γ argmaxz∈U 〈∇Φ(v), z〉 and ‖h‖U

def= maxz∈U 〈h, z〉 with γ ≥ 0 and

δΦ
def= φ′(w)>g + c1γ‖φ′(w)‖U + c2γ

2‖φ′′(w)‖U

for some c1, c2 ≥ 0 satisfying λγ ≤ 1
8 , 2λδ + c2λγ ≤ 0.5(1− c1). Then,

δΦ ≤− 0.5(1− c1)λγuΦ(w) +m

Finally, we can prove the desired bound on E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] by combining the
preceding lemma with known bounds on ‖φ′(w)‖2 and ‖φ′′(w)‖2. We first provide a very
general lemma for this which we can use in both the log barrier and LS barrier analysis and
then we use it to prove our desired bound.

Lemma 4.11 (Centrality Improvement of Log Barrier Short-Step). In Algorithm 2 we have

E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ (1− λr)Φ(x, s, µ) + exp(λε/6) .

Proof. Consider an invocation of Lemma 4.36 with δ = γ, c1 = 9ε, c2 = 80, U set to be the
unit `2 ball. Note that the assumptions of Lemma 4.36 hold as γ = ε/(100λ). Further, as U
contains the `∞ ball of radius 1√

m
, ‖v − w‖∞ ≤ γ, and g = −γ∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2 we see that

Lemma 4.36 applied to the claim of Lemma 4.10 yields that

E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ Φ(x, s, µ)−
(1− c1

2

)
λγ√
m

Φ(x, s, µ) +m

≤
(

1− λγ

4
√
m

)
Φ(x, s, µ) +m.

The result follows from exp(λε/6) ≥ m and r = εγ√
m
.

4.2.2 Feasibility

Here we prove item 3 of lemma 4.5, analyzing the effect of Algorithm 2 on approximate x
feasibility. Our proof proceeds by first showing that if instead of taking the step we take in
Algorithm 2, we instead took an idealized step where H was replaced with A>A and R was
replaced with I, then the resulting x would have exactly met the linear feasibility constraints.
We then bound the difference between linear feasbility of the actual step and this idealized step.
Ultimately, the proof reveals that so long as A>RA approximates A>A, and H approximates
A>A well enough and the step is not too large, then the infeasibility is not too large either.

Lemma 4.12 (Feasibility Bound). In Algorithm 2 if A>RA ≈γ A>A then

‖A>x(new) − b‖A>X(new)(S(new))−1A ≤ 0.5εγ(µ(new))1/2 (24)

and consequently, this holds with probability at least 1− r.

Proof. Recall that x(new) = x+ δx where δx = X(g−Rδr) and δr
def= δp+ δc. Further, recall that

δp = W−1/2AH−1A>W1/2
g and δc = µ−1/2 ·W−1/2AH−1(A>x− b) .

8A set U ⊂ Rm is axis-symmetric if x ∈ U implies y ∈ U for all y ∈ Rm with yi ∈ {−xi, xi} for all i ∈ [m].
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Consequently, we can rewrite the step as

δr = W−1/2AH−1
d where d def= A>W1/2

g + µ−1/2(A>x− b) .

Now, consider the idealized step x∗ where there is no matrix approximation error, i.e. H =
A>A, and no sampling error, i.e. I = R. Formally, x∗ def= x + δ∗x where δ∗x

def= X(g − δ∗r ), and
δ∗r = W−1/2A(A>A)−1d. Now since, A>X = √µA>W1/2 we have

A>x∗ = A>x+√µA>
(
W1/2g −A(A>A)−1d

)
= A>x− (A>x− b) = b .

Thus, we see that x∗ obeys the linear constraints for feasibility. Consequently, it suffices to
bound the error induced by matrix approximation error and sampling error, i.e.

A>x− b = A>(x− x∗) = −A>X(Rδr − δ∗r ) = √µA>
(
A(A>A)−1 −RAH−1)

d

= √µ
(
I−A>RAH−1)

d (25)

where we used again that A>X = √µA>W1/2 and that diagonal matrices commute.
Now, since A>RA ≈γ A>A ≈γ H we have

‖(A>A)−1/2(I−A>RAH−1)H1/2‖2 = ‖(A>A)−1/2(H−A>RA)H−1/2‖2

≤ exp(γ)‖H−1/2(H−A>RA)H−1/2‖2 ≤ 3γ

where we used Lemma 4.32 and (2γ + 4γ2) exp(γ) ≤ 3γ for γ ≤ 1/80. Consequently, combining
with (25) yields that9

‖A>x(new) − b‖(A>A)−1 = √µ
∥∥∥(A>A)−1/2(I−A>RAH−1)H1/2H−1/2

d
∥∥∥

2

≤ 3γ√µ‖d‖H−1 ≤ 3γ√µ
(
‖A>W−1/2

g‖H−1 + µ−1/2 · ‖A>x− b‖H−1

)
.

Further, by design of g and that W ≈3ε I and 3ε ≤ γ

‖A>W−1/2
g‖H−1 ≤ exp(γ/2)‖W−1/2

g‖A(A>A)−1A> ≤ exp(γ/2)‖W−1/2
g‖2 ≤ exp(2γ)‖g‖2 ≤ 2γ

and by the approximate primal feasibility of (x, s, µ) we have

‖A>x− b‖H−1 ≤ exp(γ/2)‖A>x− b‖A>XS−1A ≤ 2εγ√µ .

Combining yields that

‖A>x(new) − b‖(A>A)−1 ≤ 3γ√µ (2γ + 2εγ) ≤ 9γ√µγ ≤ 0.25εγ√µ .

Now, since ‖S−1δs‖∞ ≤ 2γ and ‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤ 2γ by Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.9 and
γ ≤ ε/100 we have that A>X(new)(S(new))−1A ≈ε A>XSA. Combining with the facts that
A>XSA ≈2ε A>A, and µ(new) ≈2εγ µ yields (24). The probability bound follows by the fact
that qi ≥ Cσi(A) log(n/(εr))γ−2 and Lemma 4 in [CLM+15]. That is, the matrix R corresponds
to sampling each row of A with probability at least proportional to its leverage score.

9For further intuition regarding this proof, note that, ignoring the term ‖A>W−1/2
g‖H−1 and difference

between the A>X(new)(S(new))−1A and A>A norm, the inequality below shows that the feasibility of the primal
solution is improved by a factor of 3γ < 1. This improvement comes from the term δc defined in Line 9. The re-
mainder of the proof after this step is therefor restricted to bounding the impact from the term ‖A>W−1/2

g‖H−1

which is the impact of δp defined in Line 9.
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4.2.3 Proof of Lemma 4.5

We conclude by proving Lemma 4.5, the main claim of this section.

Proof of Lemma 4.5. (1) Note that r = εγ√
m

= ε2

100λ
√
m

= ε3

3600 log(240β)
√
m

for β = m
ε2 . Thus,

12ε−1 log(16m/r) ≤ 12ε−1 log(16β3/2 · 3600 log(240β)) ≤ 12ε−1 log((240)3β2) ≤ λ

where we used that
√
x log x ≤ x for x ≥ 1, (240)3 = 16 · 3600 · 240, and β ≥ 1

(2) Note that δs = µ1/2AH−1A>W1/2
g. Consequently, δs ∈ im(A) and this follows from

the fact that Ay + s = c for some y ∈ Rn by definition of ε-centered.
(3) and (4) these follow immediately from Lemma 4.11 and Lemma 4.12 respectively.

4.3 Short-step Method for Lee-Sidford Weights

In this section we show how to efficiently implement a short step when the weight function is
regularized variant of the weights induced by Lee-Sidford barriers [LS19], i.e. it is defined as
follows and for brevity, we refer to it as the Lee-Sidford (LS)-weight function.

Definition 4.13 (Lee-Sidford Weight Function). We define the Lee-Sidford (LS) weight func-
tion for all x, s ∈ Rm>0 as τ(x, s) def= σ(x, s) + n

m
~1 where σ(x, s) def= σ(X1/2−αS−1/2−αA) for

α
def= 1

4 log(4m/n) , and σ defined as in Section 2.

This weight function is analogous to the one used in [BLSS20] which in turn is inspired by
the weight functions and barriers used in [LS19] (see these works for further intuition).

Our short-step algorithm for this barrier (Algorithm 2) is very similar to the one for the log-
arithmic barrier (Algorithm 3). The primary difference is what g is set to in the two algorithms.
In both algorithms g is chosen to approximate the negation of the gradient of the centrality
potential while being small in requisite norms for the method. However, by choosing a different
weight function both the gradient and the norm change. To explain the new step (and analyze
our method) throughout this section we make extensive use of the following mixed norm and
its dual vector (variants of which were defined in [LS19, BLSS20]).

Definition 4.14 (Mixed Norm and Dual Vector). We define the mixed norm ‖x‖τ+∞
def= ‖x‖∞+

Cnorm‖x‖τ with Cnorm = 10
α and we define the dual vector of g as

g[(w) def= argmax
‖x‖w+∞=1

g>x. (26)

Further we define the dual norm ‖g‖∗τ+∞ := 〈g, g[(τ)〉, i.e. the maximum attained by (26).

With this notation in mind, recall that in the short-step algorithm for the logarithmic
barrier (Algorithm 3)) we chose g to approximate the direction which has best inner product
with −∇Φ(w) and has ‖ · ‖2 at most γ. Formally, we picked v with ‖v − w‖γ and let g =
−γ∇(Φ(v))/‖∇(Φ(v))‖2. Note that g = −γg[(v) if in (26) we replaced ‖x‖w+∞ with ‖x‖2.
Since when using the Lee-Sidford weight function (Definition 4.13) we instead wish to decrease
Φ(w/τ(x, s)) we instead pick v ∈ Rm>0 such that ‖v−w/τ(x, s)‖∞ ≤ γ and let g def= −γ∇Φ(v)[(τ)

where [ is as defined in Definition 4.14.
This setting of g is the primary difference between the algorithm in this section (Algorithm 3)

and the one in previous section (Algorithm 2). The other difference are induced by this change
or done for technical or analysis reasons. We change the setting of r and the requirements for
q to account for the fewer iterations we take and the different norm in which we analyze our
error. Further, we slightly change the step sizes for δx and δs, i.e. in Algorithm 3 we let

δx = X((1 + 2α)g −Rδr) and δs = (1− 2α)Sδp
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(whereas in Algorithm 2 we set δx and δs as above with α = 0). This change was also performed
in [BLSS20] to account for the effect of τ on the centrality potential and ensure sufficient progress
is made.

Algorithm 3: Short Step (LS Weight Function)
1 procedure ShortStep(x ∈ Rm>0, s ∈ Rm>0, µ ∈ R>0, µ

(new) ∈ R>0)
/* Fix τ(x, s) def= σ(x, s) + n

m
~1 ∈ Rm for all x ∈ Rm>0, s ∈ Rm>0 */

/* Let λ = 36 log(400m/ε2)
ε , γ = ε

100λ, r = εγ√
n

, ε = α2

240, α = 1
4 log( 4m

n
) */

2 /* Assume (x, s, µ) is ε-centered */
3 /* Assume δµ

def= µ(new) − µ satisfies |δµ| ≤ rµ */

/* Approximate the iterate and compute step direction */
4 Find x, s, τ such that x ≈ε x, s ≈ε s, τ ≈ε τ for τ def= τ(x, s)
5 Find v ∈ Rm>0 such that ‖v − w/τ‖∞ ≤ γ for w def= w(x, s, µ)
6 g = −γ∇Φ(v)[(τ) where h[(w) is defined in Definition 4.14

/* Sample rows */

7 A def= X1/2S−1/2A, w def= w(x, s, µ),X def= Diag(x),S def= Diag(s),W def= Diag(w)
8 Find H such that H ≈γ A>A
9 Let δp

def= W−1/2AH−1A>W1/2
g, δc

def= µ−1/2 ·W−1/2AH−1(A>x− b), and
δr

def= (1 + 2α)δp + δc
10 Find q ∈ Rn>0 such that qi ≥ m√

n
·
(
(δr)2

i /‖δr‖22 + 1/m
)

+ C · σi(A) log(m/(εr))γ−2

for some large enough constant C
11 Sample a diagonal matrix R ∈ Rm×m where each Ri,i = [min{qi, 1}]−1

independently with probability min{qi, 1} and Ri,i = 0 otherwise

/* Compute projected step */
12 δx ← X((1 + 2α)g −Rδr)
13 δs ← (1− 2α)Sδp
14 x(new) ← x+ δx and s(new) ← s+ δs
15 return (x(new), s(new))

We analyze the performance of this short-step procedure for the Lee-Sidford barrier anal-
ogously to how we analyzed the short step procedure for the log barrier in Section 4.2. We
again apply Lemma 4.34 and Lemma 4.36 and together these lemmas reduce bounding the
potential Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new)) to carefully analyzing bounding the first moments, second
moments, and multiplicative stability induced by δs, δx, δµ as well as the change from τ(x, s)
to τ(x(new), s(new)), which we denote by δτ

def= τ(x(new), s(new))− τ(x, s).
Key differences in the analysis of this section in the previous section are in how these

bounds are achieved and in analyzing δτ . Whereas the analysis of the log barrier short-step
method primarily considered the `2 norm, here we consider the mixed norm, Definition 4.14
(variants of which were analyzed in [LS19, BLSS20]). For δx and δs this analysis is performed
in Section 4.3.1. For analyzing δτ new analysis, though related to calculations in [BLSS20], is
provided in Section 4.3.2. This analysis is then leveraged in Section 4.3.3 to provide the main
result of this section, that Algorithm 3 is a valid short-step procedure.
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4.3.1 Bounding δx and δs

Here we provide basic bounds on δx, δs, and related quantities. First, we provide Lemma 4.15
and Lemma 4.16 which are restatements of lemmas from [BLSS20] which immediately apply
to our algorithm. Leveraging these lemmas, we state and prove Lemma 4.17 which bounds
the effect of our feasibility correction step (which was not present in the same way [BLSS20]).
Leveraging these lemmas we prove Lemma 4.18, which provides first-order bounds and then we
prove Lemma 4.19 which provides second-order and multiplicative bounds.

Lemma 4.15 ([BLSS20, Lemma 18]). In Algorithm 3, we have

1
2σ(S−1/2−αX1/2−αA) ≤ σ(S−1/2X1/2A) ≤ 2σ(S−1/2−αX1/2−αA).

Lemma 4.16 ([BLSS20, Lemma 19]). In Algorithm 3, Q def= AH−1A> satisfies Q � e3εP(A).
Further, for all h ∈ Rm,

‖W−1/2QW1/2
h‖τ ≤ e4ε‖h‖τ and ‖W−1/2(I−Q)W1/2

h‖τ ≤ e3ε‖h‖τ .

Further, ‖W−1/2QW1/2
h‖∞ ≤ 2‖h‖τ and therefore ‖W−1/2QW1/2‖τ+∞ ≤ e4ε + 2/Cnorm.

Lemma 4.17. In Algorithm 3,

‖W−1/2AH−1
g‖τ ≤ e2ε‖g‖H−1 and ‖W−1/2AH−1

g‖∞ ≤ 2‖g‖H−1 .

Proof. Let Q = AH−1A>. Since H � e−γA>A � e−εA>A, we have

‖AH−1/2‖22 = ‖AH−1A>‖2 ≤ eε‖A(A>A)−1A>‖2 ≤ eε .

Since γ ≤ ε we have w ≈2ε w and w ≈ε τ . This implies w ≈3ε τ and

‖W−1/2AH−1
g‖τ ≤ e1.5ε‖AH−1

g‖2 ≤ e1.5ε‖AH−1/2‖2‖H
−1/2

g‖2 ≤ e2ε‖g‖H−1 .

Further, by Cauchy Schwarz, we have

‖W−1/2AH−1
g‖2∞ = max

i∈[m]

[
e>i W−1/2AH−1

g
]2
≤ max

i∈[m]

[
W−1/2QW−1/2]

i,i
·
[
g>H−1

g
]

Q � e3εP(A) (Lemma 4.16) and σ(A)i ≤ 2σ(S−1/2−αX1/2−αA)i ≤ 3τi (Lemma 4.15), implies

max
i∈[m]

[
W−1/2QW−1/2]

i,i
≤ max

i∈[m]

e3εσ(A)i
wi

≤ e6ε max
i∈[m]

σ(A)i
τi

≤ 3e6ε .

Lemma 4.18 (Basic Step Size Bounds). In Algorithm 3, we have that

‖δp‖τ+∞ ≤
10
9 γ and ‖δc‖τ+∞ ≤

11εγ
α
≤ 2

7γ (27)

and consequently

‖X−1E[|δx|]‖τ+∞ ≤ 2γ and ‖S−1δs‖τ+∞ ≤ 2γ.
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Proof. We first bound δp. Let Q def= AH−1A> and note that

δp = W−1/2QW1/2
g. (28)

By Lemma 4.16, we have ‖W−1/2QW1/2
g‖τ+∞ ≤ (e4ε + 2/Cnorm)‖g‖τ+∞ ≤ 10

9 ‖g‖τ+∞.
Now, we bound δc. Recall that

δc = µ−1/2 ·W−1/2AH−1(A>x− b).

By Lemma 4.17, we have

‖µ−1/2 ·W−1/2AH−1(A>x− b)‖τ ≤
e2ε
√
µ
‖A>x− b‖H−1 ≤

e3ε
√
µ
‖A>x− b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 .

Hence, we have ‖δc‖τ ≤ e3εγε. For the sup norm, Lemma 4.17, shows that

‖µ−1/2 ·W−1/2AH−1(A>x− b)‖∞ ≤
2
√
µ
‖A>x− b‖H−1 ≤

2eε
√
µ
‖A>x− b‖(A>XS−1A)−1 .

Hence, we have ‖δc‖∞ ≤ 2eεγε by definition of ε-centered. In particular, as ε ≤ α/80, we have

‖δc‖τ+∞ ≤ 2eεγε+ Cnorme
3εγε =

(
2eε + 10e3ε

α

)
γε ≤ 11γε

α
≤ 2

7γ.

For the bound of S−1δs, we note that δs = (1− 2α)Sδp and hence

‖S−1δs‖τ+∞ ≤ ‖S−1Sδp‖τ+∞ ≤ 1.1 · ‖δp‖τ+∞ ≤ 2γ.

For the bound of X−1E[|δx|], note that X−1E[|δx|] = X−1X|(1+2α)(g−δp)−δc| and (28) yields

g − δp = W−1/2(I−Q)W1/2
g.

By Lemma 4.16, we have ‖g − δp‖τ ≤ e3ε‖g‖τ and ‖g − δp‖∞ ≤ ‖g‖∞ + ‖W−1/2QW1/2
g‖∞ ≤

‖g‖∞ + 2‖g‖τ . Hence, we have

‖g − δp‖τ+∞ = ‖g − δp‖∞ + Cnorm‖g − δp‖τ
≤ ‖g‖∞ + 2‖g‖τ + Cnorme

3ε‖g‖τ

≤
(
e3ε + 2

Cnorm

)
‖g‖τ+∞ ≤ 1.1γ.

Finally, we have

‖X−1E[|δx|]‖τ+∞ ≤ 1.1‖(1 + 2α)(g − δp)− δc‖τ+∞ ≤ (1.1)2(1 + 2α)γ + 2
7γ

≤ (1.1)2 · (1 + 2/5)γ + 2
7γ ≤ 2γ.

where the third step follows α ∈ [0, 1/5].

Lemma 4.19 (Multiplicative Stability and Second-order Analysis of x and s). In Algorithm 3,

• ‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤ 2γ and ‖S−1δs‖∞ ≤ 2γ with probability 1.

• ‖E[(X−1δx)2]‖τ+∞ ≤ 12γ2 and ‖(S−1δs)2‖τ+∞ ≤ 4γ2

In particular, we have E
[∥∥X−1δx

∥∥2
φ′′(v)

]
≤ 12γ2‖φ′′(v)‖∗τ+∞. and

∥∥S−1δs
∥∥2
φ′′(v) ≤ 4γ2‖φ′′(v)‖∗τ+∞.
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Proof. For sup norm for s, it follows from ‖S−1δs‖∞ ≤ ‖S−1δs‖τ+∞ and Lemma 4.18.
For sup norm for x, recall that

X−1δx = X−1X((1 + 2α)g −Rδr).

There are two cases.
Case 1) i-th row is sampled with probability 1. We have

(X−1δx)i = E[(X−1δx)i]

By Lemma 4.18, we have |(X−1δx)i| ≤ 2γ.
Case 2) i-th row is sampled with probability at least m√

n
· ((δr)2

i /‖δr‖22 + 1
m) ≤ 1 and this

quantity is at most 1. In this case, (22) of the the proof too the analogous Lemma 4.9, still
applies to yield that |[δr]i| ≤ (

√
m/2)‖δr‖2 · ([δr]2i /‖δr‖22 + 1/m) and therefore

|(Rδr)i| ≤
|(δr)i|
qi

≤
√
n

m

|(δr)i|
(δr)2

i /‖δr‖22 + 1
m

≤
√
n

m
·
√
m

2 ‖δr‖2

≤
√
n

m
·
√
m

2 ·
√
m

n
‖δr‖τ = 1

2‖δr‖τ

where we used τ ≥ n
m in the last inequality. Using x ≈ε x, we have

‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤
3
2‖g‖∞ + 2

3‖δr‖τ . (29)

Finally, by δr = (1 + 2α)δp + δc and Lemma 4.18, we have

‖δr‖τ+∞ ≤ 1.4‖δp‖τ+∞ + ‖δc‖τ+∞ ≤
13
7 γ. (30)

Now, using Cnorm ≥ 50, we have

‖δr‖τ ≤
1

Cnorm
‖δr‖τ+∞ ≤

1
50‖δr‖τ+∞ ≤

γ

40 . (31)

This gives the bound ‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤ 2γ.
For the second order term for s, leveraging the generalization of Cauchy Schwarz to arbitrary

norms, i.e. that for every norm ‖ · ‖, its dual ‖ · ‖∗, and all x, y we have |x>y| ≤ ‖x‖‖y‖∗, yields∥∥∥S−1δs
∥∥∥2

φ′′(v)
=
∑
i∈[m]

φ′′(vi)(S−1δs)2
i ≤ ‖(S−1δs)2‖τ+∞‖φ′′(v)‖∗τ+∞

≤ ‖S−1δs‖∞‖S−1δs‖τ+∞‖φ′′(v)‖∗τ+∞ ≤ 4γ2‖φ′′(v)‖∗τ+∞ .

For the second order term for x, we note that

E
[
‖X−1δx‖2φ′′(v)

]
=
∑
i∈[m]

φ′′(vi)E[(X−1δx)2
i ] ≤ ‖E[(X−1δx)2]‖τ+∞‖φ′′(v)‖∗τ+∞.

Hence, it suffices to bound ‖E[(X−1δx)2]‖τ+∞. Using that δx = X((1 + 2α)g −Rδr), we have

(X−1δx)2
i ≤ 2((1 + 2α)X−1Xg)2

i + 2(X−1XRδr)2
i

Using x ≈ε x and α ≤ 1
5 , we have

(X−1δx)2
i ≤ 4g2

i + 2.1(Rδr)2
i . (32)
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For the second term, we note that i-th row is sampled with probability at least min(1, m√
n
·

(δr)2
i /‖δr‖22). Hence, we have

E[(Rδr)2
i ] ≤ (δr)2

i + (δr)2
i

m√
n
· (δr)2

i /‖δr‖22
≤ (δr)2

i +
√
n

m
· ‖δr‖22 ≤ (δr)2

i + 1√
n
‖δr‖2τ

Hence, we have

‖E[(Rδr)2]‖τ+∞ ≤ ‖(δr)2‖τ+∞ + 1√
n
‖δr‖2τ · ‖1‖τ+∞.

Since ‖1‖τ+∞ = ‖1‖∞ + Cnorm‖1‖τ = 1 +
√

2nCnorm, we have

‖E[(Rδr)2]‖τ+∞ ≤ ‖δr‖2τ+∞ + 5
2Cnorm‖δr‖2τ ≤

(
1 + 5

2Cnorm

)
‖δr‖2τ+∞

≤
(

1 + 5
100

)
·
(13

7

)2
γ2 ≤ 3.7γ2

where we used (30) at the third inequalities.
Putting this into (32) gives

‖E[(X−1δx)2]‖τ+∞ ≤ 4‖g2‖τ+∞ + (2.1)(3.7)γ2 ≤ 4‖g‖τ+∞‖g‖∞ + (2.1)(3.7)γ2 ≤ 12γ2.

4.3.2 Bounding δτ

Here we bound the first two moments of the change in the LS weight function. First we
leverage Lemma 4.20, leverage score related derivative calculations from [LS19], to provide
general bounds on how τ changes in Lemma 4.21. Then, applying a Lemma 4.22, a technical
lemma about how the quadratic form of entrywise-squared projection matrices behave under
sampling from [BLSS20], and Lemma 4.23, a new lemma regarding the stability P(WA)(2)

under changes to W, in Lemma 4.24 we bound δτ
def= τ(x(new), s(new))− τ(x, s) in Algorithm 3.

Lemma 4.20 ([LS19, Lemma 49]). Given a full rank A ∈ Rm×n and w ∈ Rm>0, we have

DwP(WA)[h] = ∆P(WA) + P(WA)∆− 2P(WA)∆P(WA)

where W = Diag(w), ∆ = Diag(h/w), and Dwf [h] def= lim t→ 01
t [f(w + th) − f(w)] de-

notes the directional derivative of f with respect to w in direction h. In particular, we have
Dwσ(WA)[h] = 2Λ(WA)W−1h.

Lemma 4.21. Let w ∈ Rm>0 be arbitrary and let w(new) be a random vector such that w(new) ≈γ w
with probability 1 for some 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1

80 . Let τ = σ(WA) + η and τ (new) = σ(W(new)A) + η for
some η ∈ Rm>0. Let δw = w(new)−w, δτ = τ (new)− τ and Wt = (1− t)W + tW(new). Then, for

K
def= 10‖Ew(new) [(W−1δw)2]‖σ(WA)+∞ + 13γ max

t∈[0,1]
Ew(new) [‖W−1|δw|‖P(2)(WtA)+∞]

where ‖x‖M+∞
def= ‖x‖∞ + C‖x‖M for some fixed constant C ≥ 1 and any norm ‖ · ‖M , the

following hold

• ‖T−1δτ‖∞ ≤ 5γ,

• ‖Ew(new) [(T−1δτ )2]‖τ+∞ ≤ K
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• ‖Ew(new) [T−1(τ (new) − τ − 2Λ(WA)W−1δw)]‖τ+∞ ≤ K.

Proof. Let wt = w + tδw, σt = σ(WtA), τt = σ(WtA) + η. For simplicity, we let σ def= σ0 and
rt

def= W−1
t δw.

For the first result, recall that σt = Diag(WtA(A>W2
tA)−1A>Wt). Since, wt ≈γ w, we

have that σt ≈4γ σ and hence ‖T−1δτ‖∞ ≤ 5γ.
For the second result, Jensen’s inequality shows that

(T−1δτ )2
i =

(
T−1

∫ 1

0

[ d
dtσt

]
dt
)2

i
≤
∫ 1

0

(
T−1

[ d
dtσt

])2

i
dt (33)

Using that d
dtσt = 2Λtrt (Lemma 4.20) and Λt = Σt −P(2)

t , we have

τ−2
i

([ d
dtσt

]
i

)2
= 4τ−2

i (Λtrt)2
i ≤ 8τ−2

i

(
(Σtrt)2

i + (P(2)
t rt)2

i

)
. (34)

Substituting (34) in (33), we have

‖E(T−1δτ )2‖τ+∞ ≤ 8
∫ 1

0

∥∥∥T−2E
(
(Σtrt)2 + (P(2)

t rt)2
)∥∥∥

τ+∞
dt

≤ 8 max
t∈[0,1]

(∥∥∥T−2E(Σtrt)2
∥∥∥
τ+∞

+
∥∥∥T−2E(P(2)

t rt)
∥∥∥
τ+∞

)
≤ 10 max

t∈[0,1]

(∥∥∥Er2
t

∥∥∥
σ+∞

+
∥∥∥E(Σ−1

t P(2)
t rt)2

∥∥∥
σt+∞

)
(35)

where we used wt ≈γ w, σt ≈4γ σ and τ ≥ σ at the end.
For the second term in (35), using ‖Σ−1

t P(2)
t rt‖∞ ≤ ‖rt‖∞ ≤ 9

8γ (Lemma 4.25), Σt � P(2)
t

(Lemma 4.25) and that P(2)
t is entry-wise non-negative, we have∥∥∥E(Σ−1

t P(2)
t rt)2

∥∥∥
σt+∞

≤ 9
8γE

∥∥∥Σ−1
t P(2)

t |rt|
∥∥∥
σt+∞

≤ 9
8γE‖|rt|‖P(2)

t +∞ ≤ 1.3γE‖W−1|δw|‖P(2)
t +∞ (36)

Putting this into (35) gives the second result.
For the third result, Taylor expansion shows that

σ1 = σ0 + d
dtσt

∣∣∣
t=0

+
∫ 1

0
(1− t)

[
d2

dt2σt
]

dt.

Using again that d
dtσt = 2Λtrt (Lemma 4.20) we have that d

dtσt
∣∣∣
t=0

= 2ΛW−1δw and therefore,

(∗) def=‖Ew(new) [T−1(τ1 − τ0 − 2ΛW−1δw)]‖τ+∞

≤
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ 1

0
(1− t)Ew(new)

[
T−1 d2

dt2σt(t)
]

dt
∥∥∥∥∥
τ+∞

≤1
2

∫ 1

0

∥∥∥∥∥Ew(new)

[
T−1 d2

dt2σt(t)
]∥∥∥∥∥

τ+∞
dt. (37)

Hence, it suffices to bound d2

dt2σt(t).
Note that

d2

dt2σt(t) = 2
[ d

dtΛt

]
rt − 2Λtr

2
t . (38)
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Let ∆t
def= Diag(rt). Recall that Λt = Σt − (WtA(A>W2

tA)−1A>Wt)(2), Lemma 4.20 shows

d
dtΛt = d

dtΣt − 2Pt ◦
d
dt(WtA(A>W2

tA)−1A>Wt)

= 2Diag(Λtrt)− 2∆tP(2)
t − 2P(2)

t ∆t + 4Pt ◦ (Pt∆tPt).

Using this in (38) gives

d2

dt2σt(t) = 4Diag(Λtrt) · rt − 4∆tP(2)
t rt − 4P(2)

t ∆trt + 8(Pt ◦ (Pt∆tPt))rt − 2Λtr
2
t

= 4∆tΛtrt − 4∆tP(2)
t rt − 4P(2)

t r2
t + 8(Pt ◦ (Pt∆tPt))rt − 2Σtr

2
t + 2P(2)

t r2
t

= 2Σtr
2
t − 8∆tP(2)

t rt − 2P(2)
t r2

t + 8(Pt ◦ (Pt∆tPt))rt.

Putting this into (37) and using wt ≈γ w, σt ≈4γ σ, and τ ≥ σ, we have

(∗) ≤max
t

[
‖E[T−1Σtr

2
t ‖τ+∞] + 4‖E[T−1∆tP(2)

t rt]‖τ+∞
]

+ max
t

[
‖E[T−1P(2)

t r2
t ]‖τ+∞ + 4‖E[T−1(Pt ◦ (Pt∆tPt))rt]‖τ+∞

]
≤max

t

[
1.2‖E[(W−1δw)2]‖σ+∞ + 5‖rt‖∞‖E[Σ−1

t P(2)
t rt]‖σt+∞

]
+ max

t

[
1.2‖E[Σ−1

t P(2)
t r2

t ]‖σt+∞ + 5‖E[Σ−1
t (Pt ◦ (Pt∆tPt))rt]‖σt+∞

]
. (39)

For the second term in (39), we follow a similar argument as (36) and get

‖E[Σ−1
t P(2)

t rt]‖σt+∞ ≤ E[‖Σ−1
t P(2)

t rt‖σt+∞] ≤ E
[
‖|rt|‖P(2)

t Σ−1
t P(2)

t +∞

]
≤ E

[
‖|rt|‖P(2)

t +∞

]
.

Similarly, the third term in (39), we have

‖E[Σ−1
t P(2)

t r2
t ]‖σt+∞ ≤ E

[
‖r2
t ‖P(2)

t +∞

]
.

For the fourth term, note that

e>i (Pt ◦ (Pt∆tPt))rt =
∑
j∈[m]

(Pt)i,j(Pt∆tPt)i,j [rt]j = e>i Pt∆tPt∆tPtei

≤ e>i Pt∆2
tPtei = e>i P(2)

t r2
t .

Hence, we can bound the term again by E‖r2
t ‖2P(2)

t

. In summary, we have

(∗) ≤ 1.2‖E[(W−1δw)2]‖σ+∞ + 5‖rt‖∞E[‖|rt|‖P(2)
t +∞] + 6.2E[‖r2

t ‖P(2)
t +∞]

≤ 1.2‖E[(W−1δw)2]‖σ+∞ + 11.2‖rt‖∞E[‖|rt|‖P(2)
t +∞]

≤ 1.2‖E[(W−1δw)2]‖σ+∞ + 13γE[‖W−1|δw|‖P(2)
t +∞]

where we used that P(2)
t is entry-wise non-negative and ‖rt‖∞ ≤ 9

8γ at the end. This gives the
third result.

Lemma 4.22 ([BLSS20, Appendix A]). Let A ∈ Rm×n be non-degenerate, δ ∈ Rm and pi ≥
min{1, k · σi(A)}. Further, let δ̃ ∈ Rm be chosen randomly where for all i ∈ [m] independently
δ̃i = δi/pi with probability pi and δ̃i = 0 otherwise. Then

E[δ̃] = δ and E‖δ̃‖2P(2)(A) ≤ (1 + (1/k)) · ‖δ‖2σ(A).
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Lemma 4.23. for all non-degenerate A ∈ Rm×n, w,w′ ∈ Rm>0 with w′ ≈γ w for γ > 0, and
any non-negative vector v ∈ Rm≥0, we have

‖v‖P(W′A)(2) ≤ e4γ‖v‖P(WA)(2) .

Proof. Let D def= W′(W)−1. Then, we have that

0 � P(W′A) = DWA(A>W′2A)−1A>WD
� e2γDWA(A>W2A)−1A>WD
= e2γDP(WA)D.

By Schur product theorem (that the entrywise product of two PSD matrices is PSD), we see that
for any PSD M,N ∈ Rm×m with M � N it is the case that M(2)−N(2) = (M−N)◦(M+N) is
PSD (where we recall that ◦ denotes entrywise product and use the shorthand M(2) def= M◦M).
Thus, P(W′A) � e2γDP(WA)D implies

P(W′A)(2) �
[
e2γDP(WA)D

]
◦
[
e2γDP(WA)D

]
= e4γD2P(WA)(2)D2.

Hence, we have

‖v‖2P(W′A)(2) ≤ e4γ · ‖D2v‖2P(WA)(2) ≤ e8γ · ‖v‖2P(WA)(2)

where we used that v and P(WA)(2) are coordinate-wise non-negative in the last step.

Now, we can bound the change of τ by bounding the change of w.

Lemma 4.24. In Algorithm 3 the vector δτ
def= τ(x(new), s(new))− τ(x, s) satisfies the following

• ‖T−1δτ‖∞ ≤ 25γ,

• δτ = Λ((1− 2α)X−1δx − (1 + 2α)S−1δs) + η with ‖T−1E[η]‖τ+∞ ≤ 2000γ2, and

• ‖E[(T−1δτ )2]‖τ+∞ ≤ 2000γ2.

In particular, we have E
[∥∥T−1δτ

∥∥2
φ′′(v)

]
≤ 500γ2‖φ′′(v)‖∗τ+∞

Proof. Let w̃ def= x
1
2−αs−

1
2−α, w̃(new) def= [x(new)] 1

2−α[s(new)]− 1
2−α, W̃ def= Diag(w̃), and W̃t

def=
Diag((1 − t)w + tw(new))) for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Using ‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤ 2γ, ‖S−1δs‖∞ ≤ 2γ (Lemma
4.19) and α ∈ [0, 1

5 ], we have that w(new) ≈5γ w. Consequently, we can invoke Lemma 4.21 with
w, w(new), Wt, and γ set to be w̃, w̃(new), W̃t, and 5γ respectively. This gives the first result
immediately and for the second and third result, for δw̃

def= w̃(new) − w̃ it suffices to bound

K
def= 10‖E[(W̃−1δw̃)2]‖σ+∞ + 65γ max

t∈[0,1]
Ew̃(new) [‖W̃−1|δw̃|‖P(2)(W̃tA)+∞].

Now, for all t ∈ [0, 1] let xt
def= x+ tδx and st

def= x = tδs. We have

d

dt
ln
(
x

1
2−α
t s

− 1
2−α

t

)
= X−

1
2 +α

t S
1
2 +α
t

[(1
2 − α

)
S−

1
2−α

t X
1
2−α−1
t δx +

(
−1

2 − α
)

X
1
2−α
t S−

1
2−α−1

t δs

]
=
(1

2 − α
)

X−1
t δx −

(1
2 + α

)
S−1
t δs

and therefore we have

‖ ln(w̃(new))− ln(w̃)‖∞ ≤
∫ 1

0

∥∥∥∥(1
2 − α

)
X−1
t δx −

(1
2 + α

)
S−1
t δs

∥∥∥∥ dt
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≤
(1

2 − α
)∫ 1

0

∥∥∥X−1
t δx

∥∥∥
∞
dt+

(1
2 + α

)∫ 1

0

∥∥∥S−1
t δs

∥∥∥
∞
dt

≤ 1
1− (1/40)

[(1
2 − α

)∫ 1

0

∥∥∥X−1δx
∥∥∥
∞
dt+

(1
2 + α

)∫ 1

0

∥∥∥S−1δs
∥∥∥
∞
dt

]
where in the last step we used that ‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤ 1

40 and ‖S−1δs‖∞ ≤ 1
40 . Since α ∈ [0, 1

5 ] this
implies that ‖ ln(w̃(new)) − ln(w̃)‖∞ ≤ 1/20, i.e. w(new) ≈1/20 w. Consequently, Lemma 4.32
yields

‖W̃−1δw̃‖∞ ≤
1 + (1/20)
1− (1/40)

[(1
2 − α

)∫ 1

0

∥∥∥X−1δx
∥∥∥
∞
dt+

(1
2 + α

)∫ 1

0

∥∥∥S−1δs
∥∥∥
∞
dt

]
≤ ‖X−1δx‖∞ + ‖S−1δs‖∞ . (40)

Consequently, for the first term in K, using ‖E[(X−1δx)2]‖τ+∞ ≤ 12γ2, ‖(S−1δs)2‖τ+∞ ≤ 4γ2

(Lemma 4.19), τ ≥ σ, and (40) we have

‖E[(W̃−1δw̃)2]‖σ+∞ ≤ 2‖E(X−1δx)2‖σ+∞ + 2‖(S−1δs)2‖σ+∞

≤ 2(12γ2) + 2(4γ2) = 32γ2.

For the second term in K, we have again by (40) that

E[‖W̃−1|δw̃|‖P(2)(WtA)+∞] ≤ E[‖X−1|δx|‖P(2)(W̃tA)+∞ + ‖S−1|δs|‖P(2)(W̃tA)+∞]

≤ 1.1E[‖X−1|δx|‖P(2)(W̃A)+∞ + ‖S−1|δs|‖P(2)(W̃A)+∞]

where we used Lemma 4.23, W̃t ≈γ W̃ and γ < 1/80 at the end.
Since we sample coordinates i of δx independently with probability at least 10σi(W̃A),

Lemma 4.22 shows that

E[‖X−1|δx|‖P(2)(W̃A)]
2 ≤ E[‖X−1|δx|‖2P(2)(W̃A)

] ≤ 1.2 · ‖E[X−1|δx|]‖2
σ(W̃A)

Using this, we have

E[‖W̃−1|δw̃|‖P(2)(W̃tA)+∞] ≤ 1.4‖E[X−1|δx|]‖σ+∞ + 1.1‖S−1δs‖σ+∞

≤ 2.5γ + 2.5γ = 5γ

where we used ‖X−1E[|δx|]‖τ+∞ ≤ 2γ, ‖S−1δs‖τ+∞ ≤ 2γ (Lemma 4.18).
Hence, we have

K ≤ 10(32γ2) + 65(5γ)(24γ2) ≤ 2000γ2.

4.3.3 Potential Decrease

Here we combine the analysis from Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2 to analyze our short-step
method for the LS weight function. We first provide two technical lemmas (Lemma 4.25 and
Lemma 4.26 respectively) from from [LS19] and [BLSS20] that we use in our analysis and then
provide a sequence of results analogous to those we provided for the short-step method for the
log barrier. In Lemma 4.27 we bound our first order expected progress from a step (analogous
to Lemma 4.7), in Lemma 4.28 we bound the expected decrease in the potential (analogous to
Lemma 4.10), and in Lemma 4.29 we give our main centrality improvement lemma (analogous
to Lemma 4.11. Finally, in Lemma 4.30 we analyze the feasibility of a step (analagous to
Lemma 4.12) and put everything together to prove that Algorithm 3 is a valid short step
procedure in Lemma 4.31 (analogous to Lemma 4.5).
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Lemma 4.25 (Lemma 47 in [LS19]). For any non-degenerate A ∈ Rm×n, we have

‖Σ(A)−1P(2)(A)‖∞ ≤ 1 and ‖Σ(A)−1P(2)(A)‖τ(A) ≤ 1 .

Consequently, ‖T(A)−1P(2)(A)‖∞ ≤ 1 and ‖T(A)−1P(2)(A)‖τ(A) ≤ 1.

Lemma 4.26 (Lemma 26 in [BLSS20]). In Algorithm 3, ‖Ψ‖τ+∞ ≤ 1 − α where Ψ def= ((1 −
4α2)T−1Λ− 2αI)W−1/2(I− 2Q)W1/2, Λ def= Λ(A) and Q = AH−1A>.

Lemma 4.27 (First-order Expected Progress Bound). In Algorithm 3 we have

‖X−1E[δx] + S−1E[δs]− g −T−1E[δτ ]‖τ+∞ ≤ (1− α+ 36ε/α)γ.

Proof. Let Q def= AH−1A>. Note that

E[X−1δx] = (1 + 2α)(g −W−1/2QW1/2
g) + ηx − E[δc]

where ηx = E[X−1δx −X−1
δx]. Since X ≈ε X, Lemma 4.32 and Lemma 4.24 show that

‖ηx‖τ+∞ ≤ ‖(I−X−1X)X−1Eδx‖τ+∞ ≤ 2ε‖X−1Eδx‖τ+∞ ≤ 4εγ

Further, Lemma 4.18 shows that ‖δc‖τ+∞ ≤ 11εγ/α.
Similarly, we have

S−1δs = (1− 2α)W−1/2QW1/2
g + ηs

with ‖ηs‖τ+∞ ≤ 4εγ. Lemma 4.24 shows that

T−1δτ = T−1Λ((1− 2α)X−1δx − (1 + 2α)S−1δs) + ητ

with ‖Eητ‖τ+∞ ≤ 2000γ2. Combining the three inequalities above, we have

E
[
T−1δτ −X−1δx − S−1δs

]
=T−1Λ((1− 2α)E[X−1δx]− (1 + 2α)S−1δs) + ητ − E[X−1δx]− S−1δs

=T−1Λ((1− 2α)(1 + 2α)(g −W−1/2QW1/2
g)− (1 + 2α)(1− 2α)W−1/2QW1/2

g)

− (1 + 2α)(g −W−1/2QW1/2
g)− (1− 2α)W−1/2QW1/2

g

+ ητ + (1− 2α)T−1Ληx − ηx − (1 + 2α)T−1Ληs − ηs
=(Ψ− I)g + η

with

Ψ = ((1− 4α2)T−1Λ− 2α)W−1/2(I− 2Q)W1/2
,

η = ητ + (1− 2α)T−1Ληx − ηx − (1 + 2α)T−1Ληs − ηs + E[δc].

By Lemma 4.26, we have ‖Ψ‖τ+∞ ≤ 1 − α. By the fact that ‖T−1Λ‖τ+∞ ≤ 2 (Lemma 4.25),
we have that

‖η‖τ+∞ ≤ 2000γ2 + 24εγ + 11εγ/α ≤ 36εγ/α

where we used γ ≤ ε
500 and α < 1/4. Hence, we have

‖E[X−1δx − S−1δs −T−1δτ ]− g‖τ+∞ ≤ ‖Ψg‖τ+∞ + ‖η‖τ+∞ ≤ (1− α+ 36ε/α)γ.
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We now have everything to bound the effect of a step in terms of ‖φ′(w)‖τ+∞ and ‖φ′′(w)‖τ+∞.

Lemma 4.28 (Expected Potential Decrease). In Algorithm 3 we have

E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ Φ(x, s, µ) + φ′(v)>g + (1− α+ 20ε/α)γ‖φ′(v)‖∗τ+∞

+ 6000γ2‖φ′′(v)‖∗τ+∞.

Proof. We apply Lemma 4.34 with u(1) = x, δ(1) = δx, c(1) = 1, u(2) = s, δ(2) = δs, c(2) = 1,
u(3) = µ~1, δ(3) = δµ~1, c(3) = −1, u(4) = τ(x, s), δ(4) = δτ , c(4) = −1. Note that, v in the context
of Lemma 4.34 is precisely xs

µτ and v(new) in the context of Lemma 4.34 is precisely x(new)s(new)

µ(new)τ (new) .
Now, by Lemma 4.19, the definition of γ, and ε ∈ [0, 1/80] we have

‖S−1δs‖∞ ≤ 2γ ≤ 1
50λ ≤

1
12(1 + ‖c‖1λ) .

Similarly, Lemma 4.19 implies

‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤ 2γ ≤ 1
50λ ≤

1
12(1 + ‖c‖1λ) .

Further, by definition of r we have µ−1|δµ| ≤ γ ≤ (12(1 +‖c‖1λ)−1). Thus, Lemma 4.34 implies

E
[
Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))

]
≤ Φ(x, s, µ) + φ′(v)>V

[
(X−1E[δx] + S−1δs − µ−1δµ~1−T−1E[δτ ])

]
+ 10

(
E[‖X−1δx‖2φ′′(v)] + ‖S−1δx‖2φ′′(v) + ‖µ−1δµ~1‖2φ′′(v) + E

[
‖T−1δτ ]‖2φ′′(v)

])
. (41)

Now, since v ≈ε ~1, the assumption on δµ implies

|µ−1δµφ
′(v)>V~1| ≤ µ−1|δµ| exp(ε)‖φ′(v)‖∗τ+∞‖~1‖τ+∞ ≤ 6εγ‖φ′(v)‖∗τ+∞

and

‖µ−1δµ~1‖2φ′′(v) = |µ−1δµ|2‖φ′′(v)‖1 ≤
(
εγ/
√
n
)2 ‖φ′′(v)‖∗τ+∞‖1‖τ+∞ ≤ γ2‖φ′′(v)‖∗τ+∞ .

Applying Lemmas 4.27, 4.19, and 4.24 yields the result.

Finally, we can prove the desired bound on E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] by combining the
preceding lemma with Lemma 4.36 and bounds on ‖ · ‖τ+∞.

Lemma 4.29 (Centrality Improvement of LS Barrier Short-Step). In Algorithm 3 we have

E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ (1− λr)Φ(x, s, µ) + exp(λε/6) .

Proof. Note that ‖v − w/τ‖∞ ≤ γ. Consequently, we will apply Lemma 4.36 with δ = γ,
c1 = 1 − α + 20ε/α, c2 = 6000, and U = {x : ‖x‖τ+∞ ≤ 1}. Using γ = ε/(100λ), λ =
36 log(400m/ε2)/ε, and ε = α2

240 , we have δ ≤ 1/(5λ), λγ ≤ 1/8, and

2λδ + c2λγ = 6004λγ = 60.04ε ≤ 0.26α2 ≤ α2

3 ≤
1− c1

2 .

Hence, the assumption in Lemma 4.36 is satisfied. Further, if ‖x‖∞ ≤ α
16
√
n
then

‖x‖τ+∞ = Cnorm‖x‖τ + ‖x‖∞ ≤
α

16
√
n

[10
α
·
√

2n+ 1
]
≤ 1
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and consequently U contains the ‖ · ‖τ+∞ ball of radius α/(16
√
n). Consequently, applying

Lemma 4.36 and using that (1− c1) ≥ α/2

E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ Φ(x, s, µ)− (1− c1)λγu
2 Φ(x, s, µ) +m

≤ Φ(x, s, µ)− α2λγ

16
√
n

Φ(x, s, µ) +m .

The result follows from exp(1
6λε) ≥ m and r = εγ√

n
.

Next, we bound the infeasibility after a step (Lemma 4.30). This lemma is analogous to
Lemma 4.12 and consequently the proof is abbreviated. (See Section 4.2.2 for further intuition.)

Lemma 4.30 (Feasibility Bound). In Algorithm 3 if A>RA ≈γ A>A then

‖A>x(new) − b‖A>X(new)(S(new))−1A ≤ 0.5εγ(µ(new))1/2 (42)

and consequently, this holds with probability at least 1− r.

Proof. Recall that x(new) = x+ δx where δx = X(g −Rδr), δr
def= (1 + 2α)δp + δc, and

δp = W−1/2AH−1A>W1/2
g and δc = µ−1/2 ·W−1/2AH−1(A>x− b) .

Consequently, we can rewrite the step as

δr = W−1/2AH−1
d where d def= (1 + 2α)A>W1/2

g + µ−1/2(A>x− b) .

Now, consider the idealized step x∗ def= x+δ∗x where δ∗x
def= X(g−δ∗r ), and δ∗r = W−1/2A(A>A)−1d.

Since, A>X = √µA>W1/2 we have

A>x∗ = A>x+√µA>
(
W1/2g −A(A>A)−1d

)
= A>x− (A>x− b) = b .

Consequently,

A>x− b = A>(x− x∗) = −A>X(Rδr − δ∗r ) = √µA>
(
A(A>A)−1 −RAH−1)

d

= √µ
(
I−A>RAH−1)

d . (43)

Since A>RA ≈γ A>A ≈γ H we have

‖(A>A)−1/2(I−A>RAH−1)H1/2‖2 = ‖(A>A)−1/2(H−A>RA)H−1/2‖2

≤ exp(γ)‖H−1/2(H−A>RA)H−1/2‖2 ≤ 3γ

where we used Lemma 4.32 and (2γ + 4γ2) exp(γ) ≤ 3γ for γ ≤ 1/80. Consequently, combining
with (25) yields that

‖A>x(new) − b‖(A>A)−1 = √µ
∥∥∥(A>A)−1/2(I−A>RAH−1)H1/2H−1/2

d
∥∥∥

2
≤ 3γ√µ‖d‖H−1

≤ 3γ√µ
(
(1 + 2α)‖A>W−1/2

g‖H−1 + µ−1/2 · ‖A>x− b‖H−1

)
.

Next, note that by design of g we have ‖g‖τ ≤ (γ/Cnorm) for Cnorm = 10/α. Further, we have
W ≈4ε τ as w ≈2γ w, w ≈ε τ , τ ≈γ τ , and γ ≤ ε). Since ε ≤ 1/80 and α ≤ 1/4 this implies

‖A>W−1/2
g‖H−1 ≤ exp(γ/2)‖W−1/2

g‖A(A>A)−1A> ≤ exp(γ/2)‖W−1/2
g‖2
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≤ exp(5ε/2)‖g‖τ ≤
exp(5ε/2)αγ

10 ≤ 2γ
1 + 2α .

Further, by the approximate primal feasibility of (x, s, µ) we have

‖A>x− b‖H−1 ≤ exp(γ/2)‖A>x− b‖A>XS−1A ≤ 2εγ√µ .

Combining yields that

‖A>x(new) − b‖(A>A)−1 ≤ 3γ√µ (2γ + 2εγ) ≤ 9γ√µγ ≤ 0.25εγ√µ .

Now, since ‖S−1δs‖∞ ≤ 2γ and ‖X−1δx‖∞ ≤ 2γ by Lemma 4.19 and γ ≤ ε/100 we
have that A>X(new)(S(new))−1A ≈ε A>XSA. Combining with the facts that A>XSA ≈2γ

A>A, and µ(new) ≈2εγ µ yields (42). The probability bound follows by the fact that qi ≥
Cσi(A) log(n/(εr))γ−2 and Lemma 4 in [CLM+15]. That is, the matrix R corresponds to
sampling each row of A with probability at least proportional to its leverage score.

Next we prove the main result of this section, that Algorithm 3 is a valid ShortStep
procedure (see Definition 4.3).

Lemma 4.31 (LS Short Step). Algorithm 3 is a valid ShortStep procedure (Definition 4.3)
with weight function τ(x, s) def= σ(X1/2−αS−1/2−αA) + n

m
~1 ∈ Rm for all x, s ∈ Rm>0 and parame-

ters λ def= 36ε−1 log(400m/ε2), γ def= ε
100λ , r

def= εγ√
n
, ε = α2

240 , and α = 1
4 log( 4m

n
) , i.e.

1. λ ≥ 12 log(16m/r)
ε ,

2. Ay(new) + s(new) = b for some y(new) ∈ Rn,

3. E[Φ(x(new), s(new), µ(new))] ≤ (1− λr)Φ(x, s, µ) + exp (λε/6)

4. P
[
‖A>x(new) − b‖(A>X(new)(S(new))−1A)−1 ≤ ε

2

√
µ(new)

]
≥ 1− r .

Proof. We provide the proofs of all the four parts as follows:
(1) Note that r = εγ√

n
= ε2

100λ
√
n

= ε3

3600 log(400β)
√
n
for β = m

ε2 . Thus,

12 log(16m/r) · ε−1 ≤ 12 log(16β3/2 · 9600 log(400β)) · ε−1 ≤ 12 log((400)3β2) · ε−1 ≤ λ

where we used that
√
x log x ≤ x for x ≥ 1, (400)3 ≥ 16 · 9600 · 400, and β ≥ 1.

(2) Note that δs = AH−1A>W1/2
g. Consequently, δs ∈ im(A) and this follows from the

fact that Ay + s = b for some y ∈ Rn by definition of ε-centered.
(3) This follows immediately from Lemma 4.29.
(4) This follows immediately from Lemma 4.30.

4.4 Potential Function and Analysis Tools

Here we give general mathematical facts and properties of the potential function we used
throughout this section in analyzing our IPM. First, we give a simple, standard technical lemma
allowing us to relate different notions of multiplicative approximation Lemma 4.32. Then, in
the remainder of this section we give facts about the potential function given in Definition 4.2.

Lemma 4.32. If M ≈ε N for symmetric PD M,N ∈ Rn×n and ε ∈ [0, 1/2) then

‖N−1/2(M−N)N−1/2‖2 ≤ ε+ ε2 .

Consequently, if x ≈ε y for x, y ∈ R>0 and ε ∈ [0, 1/2) then ‖X−1y −~1‖∞ ≤ ε+ ε2.
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Proof. These follow from the fact that for all α ∈ R with |α| ≤ 1/2 we have 1 + α ≤ exp(α) ≤
1 + α+ α2 and therefore | exp(α)− 1| ≤ |α|+ |α|2.

Lemma 4.33. For all w ∈ R we have 0 ≤ φ′′(w) ≤ λ · (|φ′(w)| + 2λ) and for all z0, z1 with
|z1 − z0| ≤ δ we have φ′′(z1) ≤ exp(λδ)φ′′(z0).

Proof. Direct calculation shows that

φ′(w) = λ · (exp(λ(w − 1))− exp(λ(1− w))) and φ′′(w) = λ2 · (exp(λ(w − 1)) + exp(λ(1− w))) .

and therefore, clearly φ′′(w) ≥ 0 and the bounds on φ′′(w) follow from∣∣φ′(w)
∣∣ = λ · (exp(λ|w − 1|)− exp(−λ|w − 1|))

= 1
λ
φ′′(w)− 2λ exp(−λ|w − 1|)) ≥ 1

λ
φ′′(w)− 2λ .

The bound on φ′′(z1) is then immediate from φ′′(z1) = λ2 · (exp(λ(z1−)) + exp(λ(1− z1))).

Lemma 4.34. For all j ∈ [k] let vector u(j) ∈ Rn>0, exponent cj ∈ R and change δ(j) ∈ Rn
induce vectors v, v(new) ∈ Rn defined by

vi
def=

∏
j∈[k]

(u(j)
i )cj and v(new)

i
def=

∏
j∈[k]

(u(j)
i + δ

(j)
i )cj for all i ∈ [n] .

Further, let V def= Diag(v) and Uj
def= Diag(u(j)) and suppose that ‖U−1

j δ(j)‖∞ ≤ 1
12(1+λ‖c‖1)

for all j ∈ [k] and v ≤ 13
12
~1. Then v(new) ≈1/(11λ) v and

Φ(v(new)) ≤Φ(v) +
∑
j∈[k]

cjφ
′(v)>VU−1

j δ(j) + 2(1 + ‖c‖1)
∑
j∈[k]
|cj | · ‖U−1δ(j)‖2φ′′(v).

Proof. For all t ∈ [0, 1] let zt ∈ Rn be defined for all i ∈ [n] by [zt]i
def= ∏

j∈[k](u
(j)
i + t · δ(j)

i )cj

and f(t) def= Φ(zt). Note that z0 = v and z1 = v(new) and consequently f(1) = Φ(v(new)) and
f(0) def= Φ(v). Further, by Taylor’s theorem, f(1) = f(0) + f ′(0) + 1

2f
′′(ζ) for some ζ ∈ [0, 1].

Consequently, it suffices to show that zt ≈1/(11λ) z0, compute f ′(0) and upper bound f ′′(ζ).
First, by direct calculation, we know that for all i ∈ [n] and t ∈ [0, 1]

d

dt
[zt]i =

∑
j∈[k]

 ∏
j′∈[k]\j

(u(j′)
i + t · δ(j′)

i )cj′
 · ( d

dt
(u(j)
i + t · δ(j)

i )cj
)

=
∑
j∈[k]

[(
[zt]i · (u(j)

i + t · δ(j)
i )−cj

)
· cj(u(j)

i + t · δ(j)
i )cj−1 · δ(j)

i

]

= [zt]i
∑
j∈[k]

cj · δ(j)
i

u
(j)
i + t · δ(j)

i

and

d2

dt2
[zt]i =

[
d

dt
[zt]i

] ∑
j∈[k]

cj · δ(j)
i

u
(j)
i + t · δ(j)

i

− [zt]i
∑
j∈[k]

cj(δ(j)
i )2

(u(j)
i + t · δ(j)

i )2
.

Thus, Zt
def= Diag(zt), u(j)

t
def= u(j) + tδ(j), U(j)

t
def= Diag(u(j)

t ), and δ̃(j)
t

def= [U(j)
t ]−1δ(j) satisfy

d

dt
zt = Zt

∑
j∈[k]

cj δ̃
(j)
t and d2

dt2
zt = Zt


∑
j∈[k]

cj δ̃
(j)
t

2

−
∑
j∈[k]

cj [δ̃(j)
t ]2

 (44)
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where for a ∈ Rn we define a2 ∈ Rn with [a2]i
def= [ai]2.

Applying chain rule and (44) yields that

f ′(t) =
∑
i∈[n]

φ′([zt]i)
d

dt
[zt]i = φ′(zt)>Zt

∑
j∈[k]

cj δ̃
(j)
t .

Since z0 = v, U(j)
0 = Uj , and δ̃

(j)
0 = U−1

j δ(j) we have f ′(0) = ∑
j∈[k] cjφ

′(v)>VU−1δ(j) as
desired.

Further application of chain rule and (44) yields that

f ′′(t) =
∑
i∈[n]

φ′′([zt]i)
(
d

dt
[zt]i

)2
+
∑
i∈[n]

φ′([zt]i)
d2

dt2
zt

=
∑
i∈[n]

φ′′([zt]i) ·

Zt
∑
j∈[k]

cj δ̃
(j)
t

2

i

+
∑
i∈[n]

φ′([zt]i) ·

[zt]i

∑
j∈[k]

cj δ̃
(j)
t

2

i

− [zt]i
∑
j∈[k]

[δ̃(j)
t ]2i


=

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
j∈[k]

cj δ̃
(j)
t

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

Ztφ′′(zt)Zt+Ztφ′(zt)

−
∑
j∈[k]

cj
∥∥∥δ̃(j)
t

∥∥∥2

Ztφ′(zt)
.

Now, since by Cauchy Schwarz for all i ∈ [n] we have

∑
j∈[k]

[
cj δ̃

(j)
t

]2
i
≤

∑
j∈[k]
|cj |

 ·
∑
j∈[k]
|cj | ·

[
δ̃

(j)
t

]2
j


we have that

f ′′(t) ≤ ‖c‖1
∑
j∈[k]
|cj |

∥∥∥δ̃(j)
t

∥∥∥2

Ztφ′′(zt)Zt+Zt|φ′(zt)|
−
∑
j∈[k]

cj
∥∥∥δ̃(j)
t

∥∥∥2

Ztφ′(zt)

≤ ‖c‖1
∑
j∈[k]
|cj |

∥∥∥δ̃(j)
t

∥∥∥2

Ztφ′′(zt)Zt
+ (‖c‖1 + 1)

∑
j∈[k]
|cj | ·

∥∥∥δ̃(j)
t

∥∥∥2

Zt|φ′(zt)|

≤ (‖c‖1 + 1)
∑
j∈[k]
|cj | · ‖δ̃(j)

t ‖2(Z2
t+Zt)φ′′(zt) (45)

where in the last line we used that φ′′(zt) ≥ λ|φ′(zt,)| ≥ |φ′(zt)| by Lemma 4.33 and λ ≥ 1.
Now, by construction and assumption we have that v, v(new),u(j), and u(j)

t are all entrywise
positive. Since ‖U−1

j δ(j)‖∞ ≤ 1
12(1+λ‖c‖1) for all j ∈ [k] we have that for all t ∈ [0, 1] and i ∈ [n]

[u(j)
t ]i ≤

(
1− 1

12(1 + λ‖c‖1)

)−|cj |
[u(j)
t ]0 ≤ exp

( |cj |
11(1 + λ‖c‖1)

)
[u(j)
t ]0

where we used that 1−x ≤ exp(−x) for all x yields and for all x ∈ (0, 1) and c ≥ 0 it is the case
that (1− x)−c ≥ max {(1 + x)c, (1 + x)−c, (1 + x)−c}. Consequently, U(j)

t � exp( 1
11λ)U and for

all t ∈ [0, 1] and i ∈ [n] we have

[zt]i ≤
∏
j∈[k]

[u(j)
t ]i ≤

∏
j∈[k]

exp
( |cj |

11(1 + λ‖c‖1)

)
[u(j)]i ≤ exp( 1

11λ)[z0]i .

Thus, Zt � exp( 1
11λ)V and by analogous calculation U(j)

t � exp(− 1
11λ)U(j) and Zt � exp(− 1

11λ)V.
By the preceding paragraph, u(j)

t ≈1/(11λ) u(j)and zt ≈1/(11λ) v. Further, v ≤ 13
12 and

Lemma 4.32 implies

‖zt − v‖∞ = ‖(V−1Zt −~1)V‖2 ≤ ‖V−1Zt −~1‖2‖V‖2 ≤
(

1
11λ +

( 1
11λ

)2
)

13
12 ≤

0.11
λ

.
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Consequently, by Lemma 4.33 we have that φ′′(zt) ≤ exp(0.11)φ′′(v). Combining these facts
with (45) then yields that

f ′′(t) ≤ (‖c‖1 + 1)
∑
j∈[k]
|cj | · ‖U−1δ(j)‖φ′′(v)

·
([

exp
( 1

11λ

) 13
12

]2
+
[
exp

( 1
11λ

) 13
12

])
exp

( 1
11λ

)
exp(0.11)

and the result follows from λ ≥ 1 and f(1) = f(0) + f ′(0) + 1
2f
′′(ζ) for some ζ ∈ [0, 1].

Lemma 4.35 (Lemma 54 of [LS19]). For all x ∈ Rm, we have
eλ‖x‖∞ ≤ Φ(x) ≤ 2meλ‖x‖∞ and λΦ(x)− 2λm ≤ ‖∇Φ(x)‖1 (46)

Furthermore, for any symmetric convex set U ⊆ Rm and any x ∈ Rm, let x[ def= argmaxy∈U 〈x, y〉
and ‖x‖U

def= maxy∈U 〈x, y〉. Then for all x, y ∈ Rm with ‖x− y‖∞ ≤ δ ≤ 1
5λ we have

e−λδ‖∇Φ(y)‖U − λ‖∇Φ(y)[‖1 ≤
〈
∇Φ(x),∇Φ(y)[

〉
≤ eλδ‖∇Φ(y)‖U + λeλδ‖∇Φ(y)[‖1. (47)

If additionally U is contained in a `∞ ball of radius R then
e−λδ‖∇Φ(y)‖U − λmR ≤ ‖∇Φ(x)‖U ≤ eλδ‖∇Φ(y)‖U + λeλδmR. (48)

Lemma 4.36. Let U ⊂ Rm be an axis-symmetric convex set10 which is contained in the `∞
ball of radius 1 and contains the `∞ ball of radius u ≤ 1, i.e. x ∈ U implies ‖x‖∞ ≤ 1 and
for some ‖x‖∞ ≤ u implies x ∈ U . Let w, v ∈ Rm such that ‖w − v‖∞ ≤ δ ≤ 1

5λ . Let
g = −γ argmaxz∈U 〈∇Φ(v), z〉 and ‖h‖U

def= maxz∈U 〈h, z〉 with γ ≥ 0 and

δΦ
def= φ′(w)>g + c1γ‖φ′(w)‖U + c2γ

2‖φ′′(w)‖U
for some c1, c2 ≥ 0 satisfying λγ ≤ 1

8 , 2λδ + c2λγ ≤ 0.5(1− c1). Then,
δΦ ≤− 0.5(1− c1)λγuΦ(w) +m

Proof. Since entrywise |φ′′(w)| ≤ λ · (|φ′(w)|+ 2λ) by Lemma 4.33, we have that
‖φ′′(w)‖U ≤ λ‖φ′(w)‖U + 2λ2‖1‖U ≤ λ‖φ′(w)‖U + 2λ2m

where in the first step we used triangle inequality and the axis-symmetry of U and in the second
step we used that U is contained in a `∞ ball of radius 1.

Now, we bound the term φ′(w)>g. Applying (47) and (48) in Lemma 4.35, we have
−φ′(w)>g

γ
≥ e−λδ‖φ′(v)‖U − λ‖g‖1 ((47) of Lemma 4.35)

≥ e−2λδ‖φ′(w)‖U − e−λδλm− λ‖g‖1 ((48) Lemma 4.35)
≥ e−2λδ‖φ′(w)‖U − 2λm. (U is contained in a ball of radius 1)

Hence, as e−2λδ ≥ 1− 2λ, we have
δΦ ≤− (1− 2λδ − c1 − c2λγ)γ‖φ′(w)‖U + 2λmγ + 2c2γ

2λ2m

≤− 0.5(1− c1)γ‖φ′(w)‖U +m/2

where we used λγ ≤ 1/8 and 2λδ + c2λγ ≤ 1−c1
2 . Since U contains the `∞ ball of radius u, we

have ‖φ′(w)‖U ≥ u‖φ′(w)‖1. Using this and (46) in Lemma 4.35 yields
δΦ ≤ −0.5(1− c1)γu‖φ′(w)‖1 + 0.5m
≤ −0.5(1− c1)λγuΦ(w) + λγmu+ 0.5m

and the result follows from the facts that λγ ≤ 1/8 and u ≤ 1.
10A set U ⊂ Rm is axis-symmetric if x ∈ U implies y ∈ U for all y ∈ Rm with yi ∈ {−xi, xi} for all i ∈ [m].
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4.5 Additional Properties of our IPMs

Here we provide additional properties of our IPMs. First, we show that although the x iterates
of Algorithm 3 may change more than in [BLSS20] in a single step due to sampling, they do
not drift too far away from a more stable sequence of points. We use this lemma to efficiently
maintain approximations to regularized leverage scores, which are critical for this method.

Lemma 4.37. Suppose that qi ≥ m
n
T
β2 log(mT ) · ((δr)2

i /‖δr‖22 + 1/m) for all i ∈ [m] where
β ∈ (0, 0.1) and T ≥

√
n. Let (x(k), s(k)) be the sequence of points found by Algorithm 3. With

probability 1−m−10, there is a sequence of points x̂(k) from 1 ≤ k ≤ T such that

1. x̂(k) ≈β x(k),

2. ‖(X̂(k))−1(x̂(k+1) − x̂(k))‖τ(x̂(k),s(k)) ≤ 5γ,

3. ‖T(x̂(k), s(k))−1(τ(x̂(k+1), s(k+1))− τ(x̂(k), s(k)))‖τ(x̂(k),s(k)) ≤ 80γ.

Proof. We define the sequence x̂(k) recursively by x̂(1) = x(1) and

ln x̂(k) def= ln x̂(k−1) + Ek[ln x(k)]− ln x(k−1)

where Ek[ln x(k)] def= ERk
[ln x(k)|x(k−1)] where Rk is the random choice of R at the k-th iteration.

Let ∆(k) def= ln x̂(k) − ln x(k) and note that this implies that

∆(k) = ∆(k−1) + Ek[ln x(k)]− ln x(k) . (49)

Consequently, is a martingale, i.e. Ek[∆(k)] = ∆(k−1). Since x̂(1) = x(1), we have ∆(1) = 0 and
consequently to bound ∆(k), it suffices to show that ∆(k) − ∆(k−1) is small in the worst case
and that the variance of ∆(k) −∆(k−1) is small.

For the worst case bound, note that by (49) and Jensen’s inequality∣∣∣∆(k)
i −∆(k−1)

i

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣ln x(k)

i − Ek ln x(k)
i

∣∣∣ ≤ sup
x(k),y(k)

∣∣∣ln x(k)
i − ln y(k)

i

∣∣∣ (50)

where x(k)
i and y(k)

i are two independent samples using two different independent Rk to take a
step from x(k−1). Lemma 4.19 shows that x(k) ≈0.1 x

(k−1) and y(k) ≈0.1 x
(k−1). Consequently,

x(k) ≈0.2 y(k). Therefore, we have
∣∣∣∆(k)

i −∆(k−1)
i

∣∣∣ ≤ 3
2
|x(k)
i −y

(k)
i |

x
(k−1)
i

. Using that x(k) − y(k) =

XRx,kδr−XRy,kδr (where Rx,k and Ry,k are two different independent draws of R in iteration
k) and x ≈0.1 x, we can simplify (50) to∣∣∣∆(k)

i −∆(k−1)
i

∣∣∣ ≤ 2|(Rδr)i − (R′δr)i|.

Recall that the i-th row of δr is sampled with probability q̃i
def= min(qi, 1). If the i-th row

sampled with probability 1, then the difference is 0. Hence, we can only consider the case
q̃i = qi ≥ m

n
T
β2 log(mT ) · ((δr)2

i /‖δr‖22 + 1/m). In this case, we have

∣∣∣∆(k)
i −∆(k−1)

i

∣∣∣ ≤ 2
qi
|δr|i ≤

2
qi
|δr|i = 2|δr|i

m
n
T
β2 log(mT ) · ((δr)2

i /‖δr‖22 + 1/m)
.

One can check the worst case is given by |δr|i = ‖δr‖2/
√
m and we get

∣∣∣∆(k)
i −∆(k−1)

i

∣∣∣ ≤ 2
qi
|δr|i ≤

2
qi
|δr|i = β2n√

mT log(mT )‖δr‖2
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≤M def=
√
nγβ2

40T log(mT ) .

where we used τ(x(k), s(k)) ≥ n
m and ‖δr‖τ(x(k),s(k)) ≤

γ
40 (31) at the last sentence.

For the variance bound, note that variance of a random variable X can be written as
E(X − EX)2 = 1

2E(X − Y )2 where Y is an independent sample from X. Hence, we have

Ek
[
[∆(k) −∆(k−1)]2i

]
= Ek

[
[ln x(k) − Ek ln x(k)]2i

]
= 1

2Ek
[
[ln x(k) − ln y(k)]2i

]
≤ Ek

[
(x(k)
i − y

(k)
i )2

(x(k−1)
i )2

]
≤ 2Ek

[
(Rx,kδr −Ry,kδr)2

i

]
where we used that x(k) ≈0.2 y

(k), x(k) − y(k) = XRx,kδr −XRy,kδr and x ≈0.1 x as before at
the last line. Again, if the i-th row sampled with probability 1, then the difference is 0. Hence,
the last line is bounded by

Ek
[
[∆(k) −∆(k−1)]2i

]
≤ 2
qi

[δr]2i ≤
2n‖δr‖22

mT log(mT ) ≤ σ
2 def= γ2β2

100T log(mT )

where we used qi ≥ m
n
T
β2 log(mT ) · (δr)2

i /‖δr‖22, τ(x(k), s(k)) ≥ n
m and ‖δr‖τ(x(k),s(k)) ≤

γ
40 (31) at

the end.
Now, we apply Bernstein inequality and get that

P(|∆(k)
i | ≤ β for any k ∈ [T ]) ≤ 2T exp(− β2/2

σ2T + 1
3Mβ

)

= 2T exp(−
1
2β

2

γ2β2

100T log(mT )T + 1
3 ·

√
nγβ2

40T log(mT ) · β
)

≤ 2T exp(−25 log(mT )) ≤ 1
m10 .

This completes the proof of x̂(k) ≈β x(k) for all k ≤ T .
For the Property 2, we note that x̂(k+1) ≈0.1 x̂

(k) ≈0.1 x
(k) and hence

‖(X̂(k))−1(x̂(k+1) − x̂(k))‖τ(x̂(k),s(k)) ≤ 2‖ ln x̂(k+1) − ln x̂(k)‖τ(x(k),s(k))

= 2‖E ln x(k+1) − ln x(k)‖τ(x(k),s(k)).

Using that x(k+1) ≈0.1 x
(k), we have

ln x(k+1)
i = ln x(k)

i + ((X(k))−1(x(k+1) − x(k)))i ± ((X(k))−1(x(k+1) − x(k)))2
i

for all i and hence

‖(X̂(k))−1(x̂(k+1) − x̂(k))‖τ(x̂(k),s(k))

≤ 2‖(X(k))−1(Ex(k+1) − x(k))‖τ(x(k),s(k)) + 2‖E((X(k))−1(x(k+1) − x(k)))2‖τ(x(k),s(k)).

Lemma 4.18 shows that the first term is bounded by 2γ and Lemma 4.19 shows that the second
term bounded by 12γ2. Hence, the whole term is bounded by 5γ.

For the Property 3, we let δτ = τ(x̂(k+1), s(k+1))− τ(x̂(k), s(k)). By Lemma 4.21, we have

δτ = Λ(1− 2α)X̂−1δx̂ + 6η

where Λ = Λ(X̂1/2−αS−1/2−αA) and

|ηi| ≤σi(e>i Σ−1P(2)X̂−1δx̂)2 + e>i (Σ + P(2))(X̂−1δx̂)2.
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Using ‖T−1P(2)‖τ ≤ 1, ‖T−1Λ‖τ ≤ 2 and ‖T−1P(2)‖∞ ≤ 1 (Lemma 4.25), we have

‖T−1δτ‖τ ≤ ‖T−1ΛX̂−1δx̂‖τ + 6‖T−1Σ−1(P(2)X̂−1δx̂)2‖τ + 6‖T−1(Σ + P(2))(X̂−1δx̂)2‖τ
≤ 2‖X̂−1δx̂‖τ + 6‖(T−1P(2)X̂−1δx̂)2‖τ + 12‖(X̂−1δx̂)2‖τ
≤ 14‖X̂−1δx̂‖τ + 6‖T−1P(2)X̂−1δx̂‖∞ · ‖T

−1P(2)X̂−1δx̂‖τ
≤ 14‖X̂−1δx̂‖τ + 6‖X̂−1δx̂‖∞ · ‖X̂

−1δx̂‖τ

≤ 14 · 5γ + 6 · 1
3 · 5γ

where we used ‖X̂−1δx̂‖τ ≤ 5γ (property 2) and ‖X̂−1δx̂‖∞ ≤
1
3 (since x(k) ≈0.1 x

(k−1)).

Our IPM maintains a point x that is nearly feasible, that is a point with small norm ‖A>x−
b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 . We now show that there is a truly feasible x′ with x′i ≈ xi for all i.

Lemma 4.38. Let (x, s) be a primal dual pair with xs ≈1 τ(x, s) · µ for µ > 0, where x is not
necessarily feasible. Let H−1 ≈δ (A>XS−1A)−1 for some δ ∈ [0, 1/2]. Then the point

x′ := x+ XS−1AH−1(b−A>x)

satisfies both

‖A>x′ − b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 ≤ 5δ · ‖A>x− b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1, and (51)

‖X−1(x− x′)‖2∞ ≤
5
µ
‖Ax− b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 . (52)

Proof. Let δx = XS−1A(b−A>x). We start by proving (51).

‖A>x′ − b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 = ‖A>(x+ δx)− b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1

= ‖(I−A>XS−1AH−1)(A>x− b)‖2(A>XS−1A)−1

By using H−1 ≈δ (AXS−1A)−1 we can bound

(I−H−1A>XS−1A)(A>XS−1A)−1(I−A>XS−1AH−1)
= (A>XS−1A)−1 − 2H−1 + H−1A>XS−1AH−1

≺ (1− 2 exp(−δ) + exp(2δ)) · (A>XS−1A)−1

≺ 5δ(A>XS−1A)−1.

This then implies

‖A>x′ − b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 ≤ 5δ‖A>x− b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 ,

so we have proven (51). Next, we prove (52).

‖X−1δx‖∞ = max
i∈[m]

‖e>i S−1AH−1(b−A>x)‖∞

≤ max
i∈[m]

‖e>i S−1AH−1(b−A>x)‖2

≤ max
i∈[m]

‖e>i S−1AH−1/2‖2‖H−1/2(b−A>x)‖2

≤ exp(2δ) ·max
i∈[m]

‖e>i S−1A(A>XS−1A)−1/2‖2‖b−A>x‖(A>XS−1A)−1 ,
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where the third step uses Cauchy-Schwarz and the last step the approximation guarantee of
H−1. The first norm of above term can be bounded by

‖e>i S−1A(A>XS−1A)−1/2‖22 = e>i
1

(XS)1/2
X1/2

S1/2 A(A>XS−1A)−1A>X1/2

S1/2
1

(XS)1/2 ei

=
σ(X1/2

S1/2 )i
xisi

≤
σ(X1/2−α

S1/2+α )i
xisi

≤ τ(x, s)
xisi

≤ 3
µ
,

where the last step uses xs ≈1 µ · τ(x, s) and σ(x, s) ≤ τ(x, s) for both possible choices of τ (i.e.
the IPM of Section 4.2 uses τ(x, s) = 1 and Section 4.3 uses τ(x, s) = σ(x, s) +n/m). By using
δ ≤ 1/2 we then obtain

‖X−1δx‖2∞ ≤
5
µ
· ‖Ax− b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 .

In the remaining of this section, we bound how much the iterates of our IPMs move from the
initial point. Our proof relies on bounds on how fast the center of a weighted self-concordant
barrier moves. In particular we use the following lemma from [LS19] specialized to the weighted
log barrier.11

Lemma 4.39 (Special Case of [LS19] Lemma 67). For arbitrary A1 ∈ Rn×m, b1 ∈ Rm, A2 ∈
Rn×k, b2 ∈ Rk, b3 ∈ Rn and all w ∈ Rk>0, let Ω = {x ∈ Rn : A>1 x = b1,A>2 x > b2} let

xw
def= arg min

x∈Ω
b>3 x−

∑
i∈[k]

wi log([A>2 x− b2]i).

For all w(0), w(1) ∈ Rk>0, it holds that xw(0) + t(xw(1) − xw(0)) ∈ Ω for all t ∈ (−γ, 1 + γ) where

γ = θ2

1 + 2θ and θ =
mini∈[k] min{w(0)

i , w
(1)
i }∑

i∈[k] |w
(0)
i − w

(1)
i |

.

Using the lemma above, we can bound how the fast primal-dual central path moves by
applying the lemma on both primal and dual separately.

Lemma 4.40. Fix arbitrary non-degenerate A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rn, and c ∈ Rm. For all w ∈ Rm>0,
we define (xw, sw) ∈ R2m

>0 be the unique vector such that Xwsw = w, A>xw = b, Ay + sw = c
for some y. For any w(0), w(1) ∈ Rm>0, we have that entrywise

1
κ
xw(1) ≤ xw(0) ≤ κxw(1) and 1

κ
sw(1) ≤ sw(0), ≤ κsw(1)

where κ = 4(W1/Wmin)2 for W1
def= ‖w(0)‖1 + ‖w(1)‖1 and Wmin

def= mini∈[k] min{w(0)
i , w

(1)
i }.

Proof. Apply Lemma 4.39 with A1 = A, b1 = b, A2 = I, b2 = 0 and b3 = c so that xw is as
defined in Lemma 4.39. Lemma 4.39 implies that xw(0) +t(xw(1)−xw(0)) > 0 for all t ∈ (−γ, 1+γ)
with γ and θ defined as in Lemma 4.39. Consequently, 1+γ

γ xw(1) ≥ xw(0) ≥
γ

1+γxw(1) . Now,
θ ≥ Wmin

W1
as |w(0)

i −w
(1)
i | ≤ |w

(0)
i |+ |w

(1)
i |. Since θ2/(1+2θ) increases monotonically for positive

θ and Wmin
W1
≤ 1 we have γ ≥ 1

3(Wmin
W1

)2. Similarly, since γ/(1 + γ) increases monotonically for
positive γ and 1

3(Wmin
W1

)2 ≤ 1
3 we have γ

1+γ ≥
1
4(Wmin

W1
) ≥ 1

κ . Thus,
1
κxw(0) ≤ xw(1) ≤ κxw(0) .

11This following Lemma 4.39 follows as a special case of Lemma 67 of [LS19] by choosing the φi(x) in that lemma
to be φi

def= − ln([A>2 x−b2]i) noting that each φi is a 1-self-concordant barrier for the set {x ∈ Rn2 |[A>2 x]i ≥ [b2]i}
.
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Similarly, to bound sw(0) and sw(1) we apply Lemma 4.39 with A1 = 0, b1 = 0, A2 =
A>, b2 = c and b3 = b so that sw is as defined in Lemma 4.39. Lemma 4.39 implies that
sw(0) + t(sw(1) − sw(0)) > 0 for all t ∈ (−γ, 1 + γ). Since this is the same statement that was
shown for xw(0) and xw(1) in the preceding paragraph we also have 1

κsw(0) ≤ sw(1) ≤ κsw(0) .

This allows us to bound the number of bits of precision required to appropriately represent
all x, s as they occur throughout Algorithm 1, our main path following routine.

Lemma 4.41. Let x(init), s(init), µ(init), µ(end) be the initial parameters for Algorithm 1 as in
Lemma 4.4. Let W be a bound on the ratio of largest to smallest entry in both x(init) and s(init).
Let W ′ be a bound on the ratio of largest to smallest entry for all x and s at each Line 7 and the
algorithm’s termination. Then logW ′ = Õ(logW + | logµ(init)/µ(end)|) for τ = τLS and τ = τlog.

Proof. Let (x, s, µ) be the state of the algorithm at either Line 7 or the algorithm’s termination.
Lemma 4.4 implies that (x, s, µ) is ε-centered. Consequently, 1√

µ‖A
>x− b‖(AXS−1A)−1 = O(1).

By Lemma 4.38 this implies there is a feasible x′ with x ≈O(1) x
′ where for w def= x′s and xw, sw

as defined in Lemma 4.40 we have xw = x′ and sw = w. Further, the definition of ε-centered
implies that w = x′s ≈O(1) xs ≈O(1) µτ(x, s). Now, for τ(x, s) = τlog(x, s) = ~1 we have

µ · τ(x, s) ≥ min{µ(init), µ(end)} and ‖µ · τ(x, s)‖1 ≤ m ·max{µ(init), µ(end)}.

and for τ(x, s) = τLS(x, s) = σ(x, s) + n
m
~1 we have

µ · τ(x, s) ≥ n

m
·min{µ(init), µ(end)} and ‖µ · τ(x, s)‖1 ≤ 2n ·max{µ(init), µ(end)}.

In either case, applying Lemma 4.40 with

κ = O

(m · max{µ(init), µ(end)}
min{µ(init), µ(end)}

)2
 = O

(m ·max
{
µ(init)

µ(end) ,
µ(end)

µ(init)

})2


yields that
1
κ
xw(init) ≤ xw ≤ κxw(init) and 1

κ
sw(init) ≤ sw ≤ κsw(init) .

Since the largest ratio of the entries in x(init) and s(init) is bounded by W this implies that W ′
with logW ′ = Õ(logW + | logµ(init)/µ(end)|) is an upper bound on the largest ratio of entries in
x and s as desired.
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5 Heavy Hitters

This section concerns maintaining information about a matrix-vector product Ah for an in-
cidence matrix A ∈ {−1, 0, 1}m×n undergoing row scaling. Formally, let g ∈ Rm. Note that
Diag(g)A is the matrix obtained by scaling the ith row of A by a factor of gi. We want to be
able to update entries of g and compute certain information about Diag(g)Ah for query vector
h ∈ Rn. The data structure constructed in this section will be used in Section 6 to create a
data structure for efficiently maintaining the slack of the dual solution inside our IPM method.

If A is an incidence matrix representing some graph G, then Diag(g)Ah ∈ Rm can be viewed
as a vector of values of edges, defined as follows. View h ∈ Rn as a vector of potentials on nodes
and view g ∈ Rm≥0 as a vector of edge weights (node v ∈ [n] has potential hv and edge e ∈ [m]
has weight ge). Define the value of each edge e = {u, v} as |(Diag(g)Ah)e| = ge|h(v) − h(u)|.
We would like to maintain certain information about the edge values when the potential and
edge weights change.

The data structure of this section (Lemma 5.1) can report edges with large absolute values,
i.e. large |(Diag(g)Ah)e|. It supports updating ge for some e ∈ [m] (Scale operation). More-
over, given h ∈ Rn and ε ≥ 0, it reports all edges (equivalently all entries in Diag(g)Ah) with
values at least ε (HeavyQuery operation). Additionally, it can sample each edge with proba-
bility roughly proportional to its value square (Sample operation). Thus, each edge e = {u, v}
is selected with probability roughly (ge(hu−hv))2

‖Diag(g)Ah‖2
2
.

Our data structure requires near-linear preprocessing time and polylogarithmic time per
Scale and Sample operation. It takes roughly O(‖Diag(g)Ah‖22ε−2 + n) time to answer a
query. (To make sense of this time complexity, note that reading the input vector h takes O(n)
time, and there can be at most and as many as ‖Diag(g)Ah‖22ε−2 edges reported: For any
x1, x2, . . . , xm, there can be at most and as many as (∑i x

2
i )/ε2 indices i such that xi ≥ ε.)

Note that the data structure is randomized but holds against an adaptive adversary. It can
be made deterministic at the cost of m1+o(1) preprocessing time and no(1) time per Scale (as
opposed to polylog(n)), using [CGL+20].

We discuss our data structure to query all large entries (in terms of absolute value) of vector
Diag(g)Ah and to sample entries of the vector proportional to the squared values. Formally,
our data structure has the following guarantees.

Lemma 5.1 (HeavyHitter). There exists a data structure ProjectionHeavyHitter that
supports the following operations.

• Initialize(A ∈ {−1, 0, 1}m×n, g ∈ Rm≥0): The data structure is given the edge incidence
matrix A of a graph G and a scaling vector g. It initializes in O(m log9 n) time.

• Scale(i ∈ [m], s ≥ 0): Updates gi ← s in O(log14 n) amortized time.

• HeavyQuery(h ∈ Rn, ε ∈ R>0): With high probability, the data structure returns all
e ∈ [m] such that |(Diag(g)Ah)e| ≥ ε in running time

O(‖Diag(g)Ah‖22ε−2 log8 n+ n log2 n logW ),

where W is the ratio of the largest to the smallest non-zero entries in g.

• Sample(h ∈ Rn,K ∈ R>0): With high probability, in O(K logn+n log2 n logW ) time the
data-structure returns independently sampled indices of Diag(g)Ah ∈ Rm (i.e., edges in
graph G), where each edge e = (u, v) is sampled with some probability qe which is at least

min
{
K · (ge(hu − hv))2

16‖Diag(g)Ah‖22 log8 n
, 1
}
,

and with high probability there are at most O(K logn) entries returned.
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• Probability(I ⊂ [m], h ∈ Rn,K ∈ R>0): Given a subset of edges I, this procedure
returns for every e ∈ I the probabilities qe that e would be sampled in the procedure
Sample(h,K) . The running time is O(|I|+ n log2 n logW ).

• LeverageScoreSample(K ′ ∈ R>0): With high probability, in O(K ′n log11 n logW )
time LeverageScoreSample returns a set of sampled edges where every edge e is in-
cluded independently with probability pe ≥ K ′ · σ(Diag(g)A)e, and there are at most
O(K ′n log11 n logW ) entries returned.

• LeverageScoreBound(K ′, I ⊂ [m]): Given a subset of edges I, this procedure re-
turns for every e ∈ I the probabilities pe that e would be sampled in the procedure
LeverageScoreSample(K ′). The running time is O(|I|).

Our data structure exploits a classic spectral property of a graph, which is captured by the
following simple known variant of Cheeger’s inequality (see, e.g. [CGP+18] for its generalization).

Lemma 5.2. Let A ∈ Rm×n be an incidence matrix of an unweighted φ-expander and let
D ∈ Rn×n the degree matrix. Let L = A>A be the corresponding Laplacian matrix, then for
any y ∈ Rn such that y⊥D~1n, we have

y>Ly ≥ 0.5 · y>Dy · φ2.

Proof. Cheeger’s inequality says that φ2

2 ≤ λ2(D−1/2LD−1/2) (see e.g. [ST11]). Since D−1/2LD−1/2

is PSD and D1/2~1 is in its kernel, i.e. it is an eigenvector of value 0 we have

φ2

2 ≤ λ2(D−1/2LD−1/2) = min
x⊥D1/2~1

x>D−1/2LD−1/2x

x>x
= min

y⊥D~1

x>Lx
x>Dx.

To see the intuition of why we can efficiently implement the HeavyQuery and Sample
operations, consider for the simple case when there is no scaling (i.e. g = ~1) and the graph
G is a φG-expander. Since (Ah)e = hu − hv for e = (u, v), we can shift h by any constant
vector without changing Ah, so we can shift h to make h⊥D~1n. For any edge e = (u, v) to have
|hu − hv| ≥ ε, at least one of |hu| and |hv| has to be at least ε/2. Thus, it suffices to check the
adjacent edges of a node u only when |hu| is large, or equivalently h2

uε
−2 is at least 1/4. Since

checking the adjacent edges of any u takes time deg(u), the time over all such nodes is bounded
by ∑u deg(u)h2

uε
−2, which is O(h>Dhε−2). By Lemma 5.2 this is O(h>Lhφ−2

G ε−2), and note
h>Lh = ‖Ah‖22. The intuition behind Sample is similar. Since we can approximate ‖Ah‖22 (in
the denominator of edge probabilities) within a factor of φ2

G by using h>Dh, and (hu−hv)2 (in
the numerator) is at most 2(h2

u + h2
v), this allows us to work mostly in the n-dimensional node

space instead of the m-dimensional edge space.
The above discussion would give us the desired result when g is a constant vector and φG

is large, i.e. Ω(log−c n) for some small constant c. To extend the argument to the general case
with scaling vector g and graph of smaller conductance, we simply partition the edges of G to
divide it into subgraphs, where each induced subgraph has roughly the same g values on its
edges and large conductance. For the first part (i.e., roughly constant g), we can bucket the
edges by their g values and move edges between buckets when their g values get updated. To
get subgraphs with large conductance, we utilize a dynamic expander decomposition algorithm
stated in Lemma 5.3 as a blackbox to further partition the edges of each bucket into induced
expanders and maintain these expanders dynamically as edges move between buckets. We use
the dynamic expander decomposition described in [BBG+20] (building on tools developed for
dynamic minimum spanning tree [SW19, CGL+20, NSW17, NS17, Wul17], especially [SW19]).
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Lemma 5.3 (Dynamic expander decomposition, [BBG+20]). For any φ = O(1/ log4 n) there
exists a dynamic algorithm against an adaptive adversary, that preprocesses an unweighted graph
G with m edges in O(φ−1m log5 n) time (or O(1) time, if the graph is empty). The algorithm can
then maintain12 a decomposition of G into φ-expanders G1, ..., Gt, supporting both edge deletions
and insertions to G in O(φ−2 log6 n) amortized time. The subgraphs (Gi)1≤i≤t partition the
edges of G, and we have

∑t
i=1 |V (Gi)| = O(n log2 n). The algorithm is randomized Monte-

Carlo, i.e. with high probability every Gi is an expander.

Now we formally prove the guarantees of our data structure.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. We describe each of the operation independently.
Initialization. Let G = (V,E) be the graph corresponding to the given incidence matrix A
with weight ge of each edge e. Partition the edges into subgraphs denoted as Gi = (V,Ei),
where

Ei = {e | ge ∈ [2i, 2i+1)} (53)

i.e. each Gi is an unweighted subgraph of G consisting of edges of roughly the same ge values.
Let G−∞ be the subgraph induced by all zero-weight edges. Next, we choose φ = 1/ log4 n and
initialize the expander decomposition algorithm in Lemma 5.3 on each of the Gi, which results
in φ-expanders Gi,1, ..., Gi,ti for each i. Note this can be implemented so the running time does
not depend on the ratio W of largest and smallest non-zero entries in g if we only spend time
on the non-empty Gi’s (and if a later update of g creates a new non-empty subgraph Gi, we
attribute the time to initialize the expander decomposition of Gi to the Scale operation. In
total we spend O(m log9 n) time for the initialization since the average time for each edge is
O(log9 n).
Scale. Changing ge ← s means the edge weight of e is changed to s. Thus we may need to
delete the given edge e from its current graph Gi and insert it into some other Gi′ , so that
(53) is maintained. By Lemma 5.3 it takes O(log14 n) amortized time to update the expander
decomposition of Gi and Gi′ .
HeavyQuery. For every i 6= −∞ we iterate over each of the φ-expander Gi,j and do the
following. Let m′ and n′ denote the number of edges and nodes in Gi,j respectively. Let B be
the incidence matrix of Gi,j ; thus rows and columns of B correspond to edges and nodes in Gi,j ,
respectively. To simplify notations, we pretend rows of B are in Rn instead of Rn′ (i.e. keep a
ghost column even for nodes in G but not in Gi,j).13 Note that Gi,j is unweighted and each row
of B corresponds to an edge in Gi,j and also appears as a row in A ∈ Rm×n; thus B ∈ Rm′×n
for some m′ ≤ m. All m′-row/column (respectively n-row/column) matrices here have each
row/column correspond to an edge (respectively node) in Gi,j , so we index them using edges e
and nodes v in Gi,j ; for example, we refer to a row of B as Be and an entry of h ∈ Rn as hv.
To answer the query (finding all e such that |(Diag(g)Ah)e| ≥ ε), it suffices to find all edges e
in Gi,j such that

|(Diag(g)Bh)e| ≥ ε (54)

because rows of B is a subset of rows of A. Finding e satisfying (54) is done as follows.
Step 1: Shift h so it is orthogonal to the degree vector of Gi,j :

h′ ← h−~1n · (~1>nDh)/(~1>nD~1n), (55)
12The algorithm lists the number of changes (i.e. which edges are added/removed to/from any of the expanders).

The update time is thus also an amortized bound on the number of changes to the decomposition.
13Without this assumption, B might not contain all column in A and we need to define vector ĥ which contains
|V (Gi,j)| entries of h corresponding to nodes in Gi,j , which introduce unnecessary notations. However, it is crucial
to actually work with n′-dimensional vectors for efficiency.
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where D ∈ Rn×n is the diagonal degree matrix with Dv,v = degGi,j (v).
Step 2: Let δ = ε/2i+1, and find all e with

|(Bh′)e| ≥ δ. (56)

as follows. For every node v with |h′v| ≥ 0.5δ, find all edges e incident to v that satisfies (56).
Among these edges, return those satisfying (54).
Correctness: To see we correctly return all edges satisfying (54), let e be any such edge, then
we have

|(Bh′)e| = |(Bh)e| (since B~1n = ~0m)
≥ ε/ge (since |(Diag(g)Bh)e| = ge|(Bh)e|)
≥ ε/2i+1 = δ (since ge ≤ 2i+1 for every edge e in Gi,j).

Thus, e must satisfy (56). So if our algorithm discovers all edges satisfying (56), we will find
all edges satisfying (54) as desired.

It is left to show that our algorithm actually discovers all edges satisfying (56). Note that
an edge e = (u, v) satisfies (56) only if |h′(u)| ≥ 0.5δ or |h′(v)| ≥ 0.5δ: if |h′(u)| < 0.5δ and
|h′(v)| < 0.5δ, then |(Bh′)e| = |h′(v) − h′(u)| ≤ |h′(v)| + |h′(u)| < δ. Since in step 2 we
consider edges incident to every node u such that |h′(u)| > 0.5δ, the algorithm discovers all
edges satisfying (56).
Time Complexity: Step 1 (computing h′) can be easily implemented to take O(|V (Gi,j)|) (see
Footnote 13). For step 2 (finding e satisfying (56)), let V̂ = {v ∈ V (Gi,j) | |h′v| ≥ 0.5δ}, then
the time we spend in step 2 is bounded by

O(
∑
v∈V̂

degGi,j (v)) = O(
∑
v∈V̂

degGi,j (v)(h′v)2/δ2)

≤ O

 ∑
v∈V (Gi,j)

degGi,j (v)(h′v)2/δ2


= O((h′)>Dh′/δ2). (57)

Above, the first equality is because (h′v)2/δ2 ≥ 0.25 for every v ∈ V̂ . To bound this time
complexity further, observe that

h′⊥D~1n and ‖Bh‖22 = ‖Bh′‖22, (58)

where the latter is because each row of the incidence matrix B sums to zero, so Bh remains the
same under constant shift. By Lemma 5.2,

‖Bh‖22 = ‖Bh′‖22 = (Bh′)>(Bh′) = (h′)>Lh′
Lem 5.2
≥ (h′)>Dh′φ2,

where here L = B>B is the Laplacian matrix of Gi,j . Thus, the time complexity in (57) can be
bounded by

O(‖Bh‖22/(φ2δ2)) = O(‖Bh‖22φ−222i/ε2).
Summing the time complexity over all maintained expanders Gi,j with Bi,j being the relevant
incidence matrix B14, the total time for answering a query is

O

∑
i,j

|V (Gi,j)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
step 1

+ ‖Bi,jh‖22φ−222i/ε2︸ ︷︷ ︸
step 2




14Without the assumption discussed in Footnote 13, we also need to define hi,j to be the corresponding ĥ here
as well. Again, this does not change our calculation below.
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= O

∑
i,j

|V (Gi,j)|

+

∑
i

∑
(u,v)∈Ei

(h(u)− h(v))2 22iφ−2ε−2


= O

∑
i,j

|V (Gi,j)|

+

∑
i

∑
(u,v)∈Ei

g2
(u,v) (h(u)− h(v))2 φ−2ε−2


= O

(
n log2 n logW + ‖Diag(g)Ah‖22ε−2 log8 n

)
.

The second equality is because g(u,v) ≥ 2i for all (u, v) ∈ Ei (by (53)). The third is because∑
j |V (Gi,j)| = O(n log2 n) for every i (by Lemma 5.3), and also because the Ei’s partition the

edges in the original graph.

Sample. Again, let Gi,j be an expander of the maintained decomposition and denote D(i,j) its
diagonal degree matrix. Then we define h(i,j) as in (55) for each Gi,j which satisfies (hv−hu)2 =
(h(i,j)
v − h(i,j)

u )2 and h(i,j)⊥D(i,j)~1.
Next, let

Q = K∑
i,j 22i∑

v∈V (Gi,j)(h
(i,j)
v )2 degGi,j (v)

then we perform the following procedure for each expander Gi,j of our decomposition. For each
node v in Gi,j , we sample each edge incident to v with probability

min{Q · 22i(h(i,j)
v )2, 1}.

If an edge (u, v) is sampled twice (i.e. once for u and once for v), then it is included only once
in the output.

Computing all h(i,j)’s and Q takes O(n log2 n logW ) time and the sampling of edges can
be implemented such that the complexity is bounded by the number of included edges. For
example by first sampling a binomial for each node and then picking the corresponding number
of incident edges uniformly at random.

The expected number of included edges can be bounded by∑
i,j

∑
(u,v)∈E(Gi,j)

Q · 22i((h(i,j)
v )2 + (h(i,j)

u )2) = 2Q
∑
i,j

22i∑
u

degGi,j (u)(h(i,j)
u )2 = 2K

Thus the expected runtime is O(K + n log2 n logW ), and for a w.h.p bound this increases to
O(K logn+ n log2 n logW ).

We are left with proving the claim, i.e., each edge (u, v) is sampled with probability at least

min
{
K ·

g2
(u,v)(hu − hv)2

16‖Diag(g)Ah‖22 log8 n
, 1
}
.

If Q ≥ 22i(h(i,j)
v )−2 or Q ≥ 22i(h(i,j)

u )−2, then this is clear since then the sampling probability is
just 1. So we consider the case of Q ≤ min(22i(h(i,j)

v )−2, 22i(h(i,j)
u )−2). Then the probability is

q(u,v) = Q · 22i
(
(h(i,j)
v )2 + (h(i,j)

u )2
)
−Q224i(h(i,j)

v )2(h(i,j)
u )2

≥ Q · 22i
(
(h(i,j)
v )2 + (h(i,j)

u )2 − |(h(i,j)
v )(h(i,j)

u )|
)

≥ 0.5Q · 22i
(
(h(i,j)
v )2 + (h(i,j)

u )2
)

≥ 0.25Q · 22i(h(i,j)
v − h(i,j)

u )2

≥ 0.25Q · g2
u,v(hv − hu)2
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The first inequality is due to Q ≤ 22i(h(i,j)
v )−2 and Q ≤ 22i(h(i,j)

u )−2.
Further, we can bound Q as

Q = K∑
i,j 22i∑

v∈V (Gi,j)(h
(i,j)
v )2 degGi,j (u)

≥ Kφ2

4‖Diag(g)Ah‖22
,

by applying the Cheeger-inequality to each∑v∈V (Gi,j)(h
(i,j)
v )2 degGi,j (u). In summary we obtain

that any edge (u, v) is included with probability at least

K
g2
u,v(hv − hu)2

16‖Diag(g)Ah‖22 log8 n
.

Probability. As discussed in the analysis of Sample, we can compute Q and all h(i,j)’s in
O(n log2 n logW ) time, then for each edge e ∈ I, we can look up the subgraph Gi,j it belongs
to, and compute its probability qe used in Sample in O(1) time, which takes O(|I|) time in
total for all edges in I.

LeverageScoreSample. We will sample the edges in each expander Gi,j separately. Let L(i,j)

denote the Laplacian of the unweighted subgraph Gi,j , and we consider it as in the original
dimension n× n. Since ge ∈ [2i, 2i+1] if e is an edge in Gi,j , we have∑

(i,j)
22iL(i,j) � L̂ �

∑
(i,j)

22i+2L(i,j)

where L̂ = A>Diag(g)2A is the weighted Laplacian of the entire graph G with weights g2
e

on each edge e. Since L(i,j) � 0 for all i, j, we know 22iL(i,j) � L̂ for all i, j, which gives
L̂† � 2−2i(L(i,j))† since the null space of L(i,j) contains the null space of L̂. As a result, for an
edge e = (u, v) in the expander Gi,j , we know

σ(Diag(g)A)e = g2
eχ
>
e L̂
†χe ≤ g2

e2−2iχ>e (L(i,j))†χ>e ≤ 4χ>e (L(i,j))†χe,

where χe is the row of A corresponding to e, so it has only two non-zero entries, 1 at u and −1
at v. Thus, it suffices to have

pe ≥ 4K ′χ>e (L(i,j))†χe.

As Gi,j is a φ-expander for φ = 1/ log4 n, using Cheeger’s inequality (i.e. λ2(L(i,j)) ≥ φ2/2)
we can derive that for all y⊥~1n, y>(L(i,j))†y ≤ 2φ−2y>(D(i,j))−1y, where D(i,j) is the diagonal
degree matrix of Gi,j . Thus, we know

χ>e (L(i,j))†χe ≤ 2φ−2
(

1
deg(i,j)

u

+ 1
deg(i,j)

v

)
.

Similar to how we implement Sample, we can go through each node v (with non-zero degree)
in Gi,j and sample each edge incident to v with probability

pv = min
{

16K ′φ−2

deg(i,j)
u

, 1
}
,

and only include an edge once if it is sampled twice at both endpoints. Again this can be
implemented so that the complexity is bounded by the number of included edges, and the
expected number of sampled edges can be bounded by

∑
i,j

∑
(u,v)∈E(Gi,j)

16K ′φ−2

deg(i,j)
u

+ 16K ′φ−2

deg(i,j)
v

=
∑
i,j

∑
u

deg(i,j)
u ·16K ′φ−2

deg(i,j)
u
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= 16K ′φ−2∑
i,j

|V (Gi,j)| ≤ O(K ′n log10 n logW ),

and we can include additional logn factor to make the bound hold with high probability. To
see the probability that an edge is sampled satisfies the requirement, note

pe ≥ max pu, pv ≥
pu + pv

2

≥ min
{

8K ′φ−2( 1
deg(i,j)

u

+ 1
deg(i,j)

v

), 1
}

≥ 4K ′χe(L(i,j))†χe ≥ σ(Diag(g)A)e

LeverageScoreBound. We can get the exact probability an edge e is sampled in the previous
implementation of LeverageScoreSample. Suppose e = (u, v) is in subgraph Gi,j , we can
compute in constant time

pu = min
{

16K ′φ−2

deg(i,j)
u

, 1
}
, pv = min

{
16K ′φ−2

deg(i,j)
v

, 1
}
,

and pe = pu + pv − pupv. Going through all edges in I takes O(|I|) time.
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6 Dual Solution Maintenance

In this section we discuss how we efficiently maintain an approximation of the dual slack (i.e.
s) in our IPM. Recall that our dual slack vector starts with an initial value s(init), and in each
iteration t accumulates an update with the generic form of Aδ(t) where A ∈ Rm×n is the edge
incidence matrix. The actual computation δ(t) relies on other data structures such as gradient
maintenance, which will be discussed in later sections. In this section, we focus on maintaining
an approximation of the dual slack assuming δ(t) is given to us.

Theorem 6.1 (VectorMaintainer). There exists a data-structure that supports the following
operations

• Initialize(A ∈ Rm×n, v(init) ∈ Rm, ε > 0) The data-structure stores the given edge inci-
dence matrix A ∈ Rm×n, the vector v(init) ∈ Rm and accuracy parameter 0 < ε ≤ 1 in
Õ(m) time.

• Add(h ∈ Rn): Suppose this is the t-th time the Add operations is called, and let h(k) be
the vector h given when the Add operation is called for the kth time. Define v(t) ∈ Rm to
be the vector

v(t) = v(init) + A
t∑

k=1
h(k).

Then the data structure returns a vector v(t) ∈ Rm such that v(t) ≈ε v(t). The output will
be in a compact representation to reduce the size. In particular, the data-structure returns
a pointer to v and a set I ⊂ [m] of indices i where v(t)

i is changed compared to v(t−1)
i , i.e.,

the result of the previous call to Add. The total time after T calls to Add is

Õ

(
Tn logW + Tε−2 ·

T∑
t=1
‖(v(t) − v(t−1))/v(t)‖22

)
.

• ComputeExact(): Returns v(t) ∈ Rm in O(m) time, where t is the number of times
Add is called so far (i.e., v(t) is the state of the exact vector v after the most recent call
to Add).

From the graph-algorithmic perspective, our data structure maintains a flow15 v ∈ RE on
an unweighted oriented graph G = (V,E) (initially v = v(init)). This flow is changed by the
Add(h) operation, whose input is the vertex potential h ∈ RE inducing a new electrical flow to
be augmented; in particular, the new flow on each edge (i, j) is v(i,j) ← v(i,j) +hj−hi. The Add
operation then returns necessary information so that the user can maintain an approximation
of flow v. The user can query for the exact value of v by calling ComputeExact(). Note that
the graph G never changes; though, our data structured can be easily modified to allow G to
have edge resistances that may change over time.

To make sense of the running time for the Add operations, note that reading the input over
T Add calls needs Tn time, and in total there can be as many as Tε−2·

∑T
t=1 ‖(v(t)−v(t−1))/v(t)‖22

changes to the output vector we need to perform to guarantee the approximation bound. Thus,
ignoring the logW factor, the complexity in our theorem is optimal as it is just the bound on
input and output size.

Throughout this section we denote h(t) the input vector h of the t-th call to Add (or
equivalently referred to as the t-th iteration), and let v(t) = v(init) + A

∑t
k=1 h

(k) be the state of
the exact solution v (as defined in Theorem 6.1) for the t-th call to Add.

In our algorithm (see Algorithm 4) we maintain a vector f̂ which is the sum of all past input
vectors h, so we can retrieve the exact value of v(t)

i = v
(init)
i + (Af̂)i for any i efficiently. This

15Here, a flow refers any assignment of a real value to each edge.
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Algorithm 4: Algorithm for Theorem 6.1
1 members
2 D, f̂ , v ∈ Rm, t ∈ N
3 Dj , f

(j) ∈ Rn and Fj ⊂ [m] for 0 ≤ j ≤ logn
4 procedure Initialize(A, v(init), ε)
5 v ← v(init), f̂ ← ~0n, t← 0
6 for j = 0, ..., logn do
7 Dj .Initialize(A, 1/v, 0.2ε/ logn) (HeavyHitter, Lemma 5.1)
8 f (j) ← ~0n, Fj ← ∅
9 procedure FindIndices(h ∈ Rn)

10 I ← ∅
11 for j = logn, ..., 0 do
12 f (j) ← f (j) + h // When 2j |t, then f (j) = ∑t

k=t−2j+1 h
(k)

13 if 2j |t then
14 I ← I ∪Dj .HeavyQuery(f (j))
15 f (j) ← ~0n
16 return I

17 procedure VerifyIndex(i)
18 if |vi − (v(init) + Af̂)i| ≥ 0.2εvi/ logn then
19 vi ← (v(init) + Af̂)i
20 for j = 0, ..., logn do
21 Fj ← Fj ∪ {i}, Dj .Scale(i, 0) // Notify other Dj’s to stop tracking

i.
22 return True
23 return False
24 procedure Add(h ∈ Rn)
25 t← t+ 1, f̂ ← f̂ + h, I ← FindIndices(h)
26 I ← {i|i ∈ I and VerifyIndex(i) = True}
27 for j : 2j |t do I ← I ∪ {i|i ∈ Fj and VerifyIndex(i) = True} ;
28 for j : 2j |t do
29 for i ∈ I ∪ Fj do
30 Dj .Scale(i, 1/vi)
31 Fj ← ∅
32 return I, v
33 procedure ComputeExact()
34 return v(init) + Af̂
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value is computed and assigned to vi whenever the approximation v that we maintain no longer
satisfies the error guarantee for some coordinate i. As to how we detect when this may happen,
we know the difference between v(t) and the state of v at an earlier t′-th Add call is

v(t) − v(t′) = A

 t∑
k=t′+1

h(t)

 ,
and thus we can detect all coordinates i that changes above certain threshold from t′ to t-th Add
call using the HeavyHitter data structure of Lemma 5.1 (by querying it with ∑t

k=t′+1 h
(t)

as the parameter h). Note since the error guarantee we want is multiplicative in v (i.e., v(t)
i ∈

1± εv(t)
i for all i), while the threshold ε in Lemma 5.1 is absolute and uniform, we give 1/v as

the scaling vector to HeavyHitter to accommodate this.
Since the most recent updates on vi for different indices i’s happen at different iterations,

we need to track accumulated changes to vi’s over different intervals to detect the next time an
update is necessary for each i. Thus, it is not sufficient to just have one copy of HeavyHit-
ter. On the other hand, keeping one individual copy of HeavyHitter for each 0 ≤ t′ < t
will be too costly in terms of running time. We handle this by instantiating logn copies of
the HeavyHitter data structure Dj for j = 0, ..., logn, each taking charge of batches with
increasing number of iterations. In particular, the purpose of Dj is to detect all coordinates
i in v with large accumulated change over batches of 2j iterations (see how we update and
reset f (j) in FindIndices in Algorithm 4). Each Dj has its local copy of a scaling vector,
which is initialized to be 1/v, we refer to it as ĝ(j), and the cost to query Dj is proportional to
‖Diag(ĝ(j))Af (j)‖22. Note f (j) accumulates updates over 2j iterations, and ‖∑2j

k=1 h
(k)‖22 can

be as large as 2j∑2j
k=1 ‖h(k)‖22. Since we want to bound the cost of our data structure by the

sum of the squares of updates (which can in turn be bounded by our IPM method) instead of
the square of the sum of updates, querying Dj incurs an additional 2j factor overhead. Thus for
efficiency purposes, if vi would take much less than 2j iterations to accumulate a large enough
change, we can safely let Dj stop tracking i during its current batch since vi’s change would
have been detected by a Dj′ of appropriate (and much smaller) j′ so that vi would have been
updated to be the exact value (see implementation of VerifyIndex). Technically, we keep a
set Fj to store all indices i that Dj stops tracking for its current batch of iterations and set
ĝ

(j)
i to 0 so we don’t pay for coordinate i when we query Dj . At the start of a new batch of 2j
iterations for Dj , we add back all indices in Fj to Dj (Line 30) and reset Fj . As a result, only
those i’s that indeed would take (close to) 2j iterations to accumulate a large enough change
are necessary to be tracked by Dj , so we can query Dj less often for large j to offset its large
cost. In particular, we query each Dj every 2j iterations (see Line 14).

We start our formal analysis with the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2. Suppose we perform the t-th call to Add, and let ` be the largest integer with
2`|t (i.e. 2` divides t). Then the call to FindIndices in Line 25 returns a set I ⊂ [m]
containing all i ∈ [m] such that there exists some 0 ≤ j ≤ ` satisfying both i /∈ Fj and
|v(t−2j)
i − v(t)

i | ≥ 0.2|v|iε/ logn.

Proof. Pick any j ∈ [0, `], if |v(t−2j)
i − v(t)

i | ≥ 0.2|vi|ε/ logn, then∣∣∣∣∣∣e>i A
t∑

k=t−2j+1
h(k)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 0.2|vi|ε/ logn.

We will argue why FindIndices detect all i’s satisfying this condition.
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Note that we have f (j) = ∑t
k=t−2j+1 h

(k), and thus by guarantee of Lemma 5.1 when we call
Dj .HeavyQuery(f (j)) (in Line 14), we obtain for every j ∈ [0, `] all i ∈ [m] with∣∣∣∣∣∣ĝ(j)

i e>i A
t∑

k=t−2j+1
h(k)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 0.2ε/ logn.

Here ĝ(j)
i = 0 if i ∈ Fj by Line 21, which happens whenever vi is changed in Line 19. Thus by

Line 30 we have ĝ(j)
i = 1/|vi| for all i /∈ Fj . Equivalently, we obtain all indices i /∈ Fj satisfying

the following condition, which proves the lemma.∣∣∣∣∣∣e>i A

 t∑
k=t−2j+1

h(k)

 ∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 0.2|vi|ε/ logn

To guarantee that the approximation v we maintain is within the required ε error bound of
the exact vector v, we need to argue that the Dj ’s altogether are sufficient to detect all potential
events that would cause vi to become outside of (1± ε)v. It is easy to see that if an index i is
included in the returned set I of FindIndices (Line 25), then our algorithm will follow up with
a call to VerifyIndex(i), which will guarantee that vi is close to the exact value vi (or vi will be
updated to be vi). Thus, if we are in iteration t, and t is the most recent time VerifyIndex(i)
is called, we know vi ≈ v

(t)
i , the value of vi remains the same since iteration t, and the index i

is not in the result of FindIndices for any of the iterations after t. We will demonstrate the
last condition is sufficient to show v

(t)
i ≈ v

(t)
i , which in turn will prove vi ≈ v

(t)
i . To start, we

first need to argue that for any two iterations t < t, the interval can be partitioned into a small
number of batches such that each batch is exactly one of the batches tracked by some Dj .

Lemma 6.3. Given any t < t, there exists a sequence

t = t0 > t1 > ... > tk = t

such that k ≤ 2 log t and tz+1 = tz − 2`z where `z satisfies 2`z |tz for all z = 0, . . . , k − 1.

Proof. We can find such a sequence (tz)z of length at most 2 logn as follows. Write both t, t
as log t-bit binary, and start from the most significant bit. t and t will have some common
prefix, and the first bit where they differ must be a 1 for t and 0 for t since t > t. Suppose
the bit they differ corresponds to 2`, then let t′ = bt/2`c2`, i.e. t′ is t but with everything to
the right of 2` zeroed out. We can create the sequence in two halves. First from t to t′ by
iteratively subtracting the current least significant 1-bit. To go from t′ down to t, consider the
sequence backwards, we start from t, and iteratively add a number equal to the current least
significant 1-bit. This will keep pushing the least significant 1 to the left, and eventually arrive
at t′. Clearly this gives a sequence satisfying the condition that tz+1 = tz − 2`z and 2`z |tz for
all tz created in our sequence. The length of the sequence is at most 2 log t, since each half has
length at most log t. For an example see Figure 1.

Now we can argue v stays in the desired approximation range around v.

Lemma 6.4 (Correctness of Theorem 6.1). Assume we perform the t-th call to Add, the
returned vector v satisfies |v(t)

i − vi| ≤ ε|v
(t)
i | for all i ∈ [m], and I contains all indices that have

changed since the (t− 1)-th Add call.
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tk binary representation of tk lk
t = t0 101001101 l0 = 0
t1 101001100 l1 = 2
t2 101001000 l2 = 3
t3 101000000 l3 = 5

tk binary representation of tk lk
t4 100100000 l4 = 2
t5 100011100 l5 = 1
t6 100011010 l6 = 0
t = t7 100011001

Figure 1: Example of transform t to t in 2 log t steps. t′ in the proof of Lemma 6.3 is t3. Here
2`k |tk and tk+1 = tk − 2`k for all k, and the bit (i.e. 2`k) is highlighted in each row.

Proof. By f̂ = ∑t
j=1 h

(j) we have v(init)+Af̂ = v(t) in Line 18. So after a call to VerifyIndex(i)
we know that |vi − v(t)

i | < 0.2εvj/ logn, either because the comparison |vi − (v(init) + Af̂)i| ≥
0.2εvi/ logn in Line 18 returned false, or because we set vi ← (v(init)+Af̂)i in Line 19. Note this
is also the only place we may change vi. So consider some time t ≤ t when VerifyIndex(i) was
called for the last time (alternatively t = 0). Then vi has not changed during the past t− t calls
to Add, and we know |vi−v(t)

i | ≤ 0.2εvi/ logn. We now want to argue that |v(t)−v(t)| ≤ 0.2εvi,
which via triangle inequality would then imply vi ≈ε v(t)

i .
For t = t this is obvious, so consider t < t. We know from Lemma 6.3 the existence of a

sequence
t = t0 > t1 > ... > tk = t

with 2`z |tz and tz+1 = tz−2`z . In particular, this means that the interval between iteration tz+1
and tz correspond to exactly a batch tracked by Dlz . Thus, at iteration tz when FindIndices is
called, Dlz .HeavyQuery is executed in Line 14. This gives us |v(tz)

i − v(tz+1)
i | < 0.2ε|vi|/ logn

for all z, because by Lemma 6.2 the set I ∪ (⋃j Fj) contains all indices i which might have
changed by 0.2|vi|ε/ logn over the past 2` iterations for any 2`|t, and because VerifyIndex(i)
is called for all i ∈ I ∪ (⋃j Fj) in Line 26 and Line 27.

Note we can assume log t ≤ logn by resetting the data-structure after n iterations, and this
bounds the length of the sequence k ≤ 2 logn. This then yields the bound

|v(t)
i − v

(t)
i | = |v

(tk)
i − v(t0)

i | ≤
k∑
z=1
|v(tz)
i − v(tz−1)

i | ≤ k · 0.2ε|vi|/ logn ≤ 0.4ε|vi|

Thus we have |vi − v(t)
i | ≤ (0.4ε+ 0.2ε/ logn)|vi|, which implies vi ≈ε vi. It is also straightfor-

ward to check that when we return the set I at the end of Add, I contains all the i’s where
VerifyIndex(i) is called and returned true in this iteration, which are exactly all the i’s where
vi’s are changed in Line 19.

Now we proceed to the complexity of our data structure. We start with the cost of Find-
Indices, which is mainly on the cost of querying Dj ’s. As we discussed at the beginning, there
can be a large overhead for large j, but this is compensated by querying large j less frequently.

Lemma 6.5. After T calls to Add, the total time spent in FindIndices and VerifyIndex is
bounded by

Õ

(
Tε−2

T∑
t=1
‖(v(t) − v(t−1))/v(t)‖22 + Tn logW

)

Proof. We start with the cost of FindIndices. Every call to Add invokes a call to FindIndices,
so we denote the t-th call to FindIndices as the one associated with the t-th Add. Fix any
j and consider the cost for Dj . We update f (j) once in each call, which takes O(n). Every 2j
calls would incur the cost to Dj .HeavyQuery(f (j)). Without loss of generality we consider
the cost of the first time this happens (at iteration 2j) since the other batches follow the same
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calculation. We denote ĝ(j) as the scaling vector in Dj when the query happens. We know
ĝ

(j)
i = 0 if i ∈ Fj , and ĝ(j)

i = 1/|vi| otherwise. Note here we can skip the superscript indicating
the iteration number, since if i /∈ Fj it must be that vi has not changed over the 2j iterations.
The cost to query Dj in Line 14 can then be bounded by.

Õ(‖Diag(ĝ(j)Af (j)
k ‖

2
2ε
−2 + n logW ))

≤ Õ(‖
2j∑
t=1

Diag(1/v(t))Ah(t)‖22ε−2 + n logW )

≤ Õ(

 2j∑
t=1
‖Diag(1/v(t))Ah(t)‖2

2

ε−2 + n logW )

≤ Õ(2j ·
2j∑
t=1
‖Diag(1/v(t))Ah(t)‖22ε−2 + n logW )

The first line is by Lemma 5.1, and note we use 0.2ε/ logn as the error parameter in the call.
The first inequality is by looking at ĝ(j)

i for each index i separately. The value is either 0 so
replacing it by 1/v(t)

i only increase the norm, or we know i /∈ Fj , so ĝ(j)
i is within a constant

factor of 1/v(t)
i since v(t)

i ≈ v
(1)
i ≈ vi for all t ∈ [1, 2j ]. The second inequality uses the triangle

inequality, and the third inequality uses Cauchy-Schwarz. The cost of all subsequent queries to
Dj follows similar calculation, and as this query is only performed once every 2j iterations, the
total time after T iterations is

Õ

(
Tε−2

T∑
t=1
‖Diag(1/v(t))Ah(t)‖22 + T2−jn logW

)

= Õ

(
Tε−2

T∑
t=1
‖(v(t) − v(t−1))/v(t)‖22 + T2−jn logW

)

Note that the equality follows the definition of v(t) in Theorem 6.1. We can then sum over the
total cost for all Dj ’s for j = 1, . . . , logn to get the final running time bound in the lemma
statement.

As to the cost of VerifyIndex, each call computes (v(init) +Af̂)i which takes O(1) time as
each row of A has only two non-zero entries. Further, the updates to Fj ’s and calls to Dj .Scale
take Õ(1) time. Now we need to bound the total number of times we call VerifyIndex, which
can only happen in two cases. The first case (Line 26) is when i is returned by FindIndices in
Line 25, and the number of times we call VerifyIndex is bounded by the size of I, which is in
turn bounded by the running time of FindIndices. So the total cost over T iterations can be
bounded by the total cost of FindIndices. The second case (Line 27) is when i is in some Fj
because vi was updated due to vi changing by more than 0.2ε/ logn, and the number of times
this occurs can be bounded by

Õ

(
Tε−2

T∑
t=1
‖(v(t) − v(t−1))/v(t)‖22

)
.

Adding up the total cost of VerifyIndex and FindIndices proves the lemma.

We proceed to prove the complexity bounds in Theorem 6.1.

Initialize. The main work is to initialize the data structures Dj for j = 1, ..., logn, which
takes Õ(m) time in total by Lemma 5.1.
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Add. The cost not associated with any FindIndices and VerifyIndex is O(n). Together
with Lemma 6.5 gives the bound of total time of T calls to Add

Õ

(
Tε−2

T∑
t=1
‖(v(t) − v(t−1))/v(t)‖22 + Tn logW

)

ComputeExact. This just takes O(nnz(A)) to compute the matrix-vector product, which is
O(m) since A is an edge incidence matrix.
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7 Gradient and Primal Solution Maintenance

In Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 we provided two IPMs. These IPMs try to decrease some potential
function Φ(v) for v ∈ Rm, so they require the direction of steepest descent, which is typically
given by the gradient ∇Φ(v). However, the two IPMs allows for approximations and works with
different norms, so they actually require the maximizer

g := argmax
w∈Rm:‖w‖≤1

〈∇Φ(v), w〉, (59)

which gives the direction of steepest ascent with respect to some norm ‖ · ‖ and some v ≈ v.
The IPM of Section 4.2 uses the `2-norm (in which case the solution of above problem is just
g = ∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2) whereas the IPM of Section 4.3 uses the norm ‖ · ‖τ+∞.

In this section we describe a framework that is able to maintain the maximizer of (59)
efficiently. Note that the maximizer is an m-dimensional vector, so writing down the entire
vector in each iteration of the IPM would be too slow. Luckily, the IPM only requires the
vector A>Xg, where x ≈ x is an approximation of the current primal solution and A ∈ Rm×n
is the constraint matrix of the linear program. This vector is only n dimensional, so we can
afford to write it down explicitly. Hence our task is to create a data structure that can efficiently
maintain A>Xg. This will be done in Section 7.1.

Note that the vector g is closely related to the primal solution x. In each iteration of our
IPM, the primal solution x changes by (see (5) and (6) in Section 3.1)

x(new) ← x+ ηXg −Rh,

for some h ∈ Rn, η ∈ R, random sparse diagonal matrix R ∈ Rm×m, X = Diag(x) for x ≈ x,
and g is as in (59). Because of the sparsity of R, we can thus say that during iteration t the
primal solution x(t) is of the form

x(t) = x(init) +
t∑

k=1

(
h′(k) + ηX(k)

g(k)
)
, (60)

where h′(k) is the vector Rh during iteration number k, and g(k), x(k) are the vectors g and x
during iteration number k.

Thus in summary, the primal solution x is just the sum of (scaled) gradient vectors g(k) and
some sparse vectors h′(k). The main result of this section will be data structures (Theorems 7.1
and 7.7) that maintain both A>Xg and an approximation x of the primal solution x.

We state the result with respect to the harder case, when using the ‖ · ‖τ+∞-norm for (59).
At the end of Section 7.2, when we finish this result, we also state what the variant would look
like for the easier case of using the `2-norm, where the vector g is given by the simple expression
∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2.

Recall that for v ∈ Rm we defined Φ(v) := ∑m
i=1 exp(λ(vi − 1)) + exp(−λ(vi − 1)) for some

given fixed parameter λ of value polylogn. Our main result of this section is the following
Theorem 7.1. When using Theorem 7.1 in our IPM, we will use g = ηx for some scalar η ∈ R,
so that QuerySum returns the desired approximation of (60).

Theorem 7.1. There exists a deterministic data-structure that supports the following operations

• Initialize (A ∈ Rm×n, x(init) ∈ Rm, g ∈ Rm, τ̃ ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rm, ε > 0): The data-structure
preprocesses the given matrix A ∈ Rm×n, vectors x(init), g, τ̃ , z ∈ Rm, and accuracy pa-
rameter ε > 0 in Õ(nnz(A)) time. We denote G the diagonal matrix Diag(g). The
data-structure assumes 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 2 and n/m ≤ τ̃ ≤ 2.

• Update(i ∈ [m], a ∈ R, b ∈ R, c ∈ R): Sets gi ← a, τ̃i ← b and zi ← c in O(‖e>i A‖0)
time. The data-structure assumes 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 2 and n/m ≤ τ̃ ≤ 2.
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• QueryProduct(): Returns A>G∇Φ(z)[(τ) ∈ Rn for some τ ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rm with τ ≈ε τ̃
and ‖z − z‖∞ ≤ ε, where

x[(τ) := argmax
‖w‖τ+∞

〈x,w〉.

Every call to QueryProduct must be followed by a call to QuerySum, and we bound
their complexity together (see QuerySum).

• QuerySum(h ∈ Rm): Let v(`) be the vector G∇Φ(z)[(τ) used for the result of the `-th call
to QueryProduct. Let h(`) be the input vector h given to the `-th call to QuerySum.
We define

x(t) := x(init) +
t∑

`=1
v(`) + h(`).

Then the t-th call to QuerySum returns a vector x ∈ Rm with x ≈ε x(t).
Assuming the input vector h in a sparse representation (e.g. a list of non-zero entries),
then after T calls to QuerySum and QueryProduct the total time for all calls together
is bounded by

O

(
Tnε−2 log2 n+ logn ·

T∑
`=0
‖h(`)‖0 + T logn ·

T∑
`=1
‖v(`)/x(`−1)‖22/ε2

)
.

The output x ∈ Rm is returned in a compact representation to reduce the size. In particu-
lar, the data-structure returns a pointer to x and a set J ⊂ [m] of indices which specifies
which entries of x have changed between the current and previous call to QuerySum.

• ComputeExactSum(): Returns the exact x(t) in O(m logn) time.

• Potential(): Returns Φ(z) in O(1) time for some z such that ‖z − z‖∞ ≤ ε.

The main idea is that, although the exact gradient ∇Φ(z)[(τ̃) ∈ Rm can be indeed m-
dimensional and thus costly to maintain, if we perturb τ̃ and z slightly we can show that
∇Φ(z)[(τ) will be in O(ε−2 logn) dimension. Here we say dimension in the sense that the m
entries can be put into O(ε−2 logn) buckets, and entries in the same bucket share a common
value. The proof consists of two steps, and we employ two sub data structures. First, we
construct the O(ε−2 logn) dimensional approximation ∇Φ(z)[(τ) to the exact gradient. Using
its low dimensional representation we are able to efficiently maintain AG∇Φ(z)[(τ). The data
structure that maintains this low dimensional representation and AG∇Φ(z)[(τ) is discussed in
Section 7.1. The subsequent Section 7.2 presents a data structure that takes the low dimensional
representation of the gradient as input and maintains the desired sum for QuerySum.

7.1 Gradient Maintenance

In this section we discuss the computation of the O(ε−2 logn) dimensional representation of the
gradient ∇Φ(z)[(τ), which in turn provides a good enough approximation to the real gradient
∇Φ(z)[(τ̃) ∈ Rm. This representation is then used to efficiently maintain A>G∇Φ(z)[(τ). The
formal result is as follows:

Lemma 7.2. There exists a deterministic data-structure that supports the following operations

• Initialize (A ∈ Rm×n, g ∈ Rm, τ̃ ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rm, ε > 0): The data-structure preprocesses
the given matrix A ∈ Rm×n, vectors g, τ̃ , z ∈ Rm, and accuracy parameter ε > 0 in
O(nnz(A)) time. The data-structure assumes 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 2 and n/m ≤ τ̃ ≤ 2. The output
is a partition

⋃K
k=1 Ik = [m] with K = O(ε−2 logn).
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• Update(i ∈ [m], a ∈ R, b ∈ R, c ∈ R): Sets gi = a, τ̃i = b and zi = c in O(‖e>i A) time.
The data-structure assumes 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 2 and n/m ≤ τ̃ ≤ 2. The index i might be moved
to a different set, so the data-structure returns k such that i ∈ Ik.

• Query(): Returns A>G∇Φ(z)[(τ) ∈ Rn for some τ ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rm with τ ≈ε τ̃ and
‖z − z‖∞ ≤ ε, where x[(τ) := argmax‖w‖τ+∞≤1〈x,w〉. The data-structure further returns
the low dimensional representation s ∈ RK such that

K∑
k=1

sk1i∈Ik =
(
∇Φ(z)[(τ)

)
i

for all i ∈ [m], in O(nε−2 logn) time.

• Potential() Returns Φ(z) in O(1) time.

Before describing the low dimensional representation of Φ(z))[(τ), we first state the following
result which we will use to compute x[(τ). Note this is just the steepest ascent direction of x
with respect to a custom norm, and when w, v are two vectors of the same dimension we refer
to wv as the entry-wise product vector.

Lemma 7.3 ([LS19, Algorithm 8]). Given x ∈ Rn, v ∈ Rn, we can compute in O(n logn) time

u = argmax
‖w‖2+‖wv−1‖∞≤1

〈x,w〉.

We have the following simple corollary of Lemma 7.3.

Corollary 7.4. Given x ∈ Rn, v ∈ Rn, we can compute in O(n logn) time

u = argmax
‖vw‖2+‖w‖∞≤1

〈x,w〉.

Proof. We have

max
‖vw‖2+‖w‖∞≤1

〈x,w〉 = max
‖wv‖2+‖w‖∞

〈xv−1, wv〉 = max
‖w′‖2+‖w′v−1‖∞

〈xv−1, w′〉

by substituting w′ = wv. Thus for the maximizer we have

argmax
‖vw‖2+‖w‖∞≤1

〈x,w〉 = v−1 argmax
‖w′‖2+‖w′v−1‖∞

〈xv−1, w′〉,

where the maximizer of on the right hand side can be computed in O(n logn) via Lemma 7.3
and entry-wise multiplying by v−1 takes only O(n) additional time.

Recall x[(τ) := argmax‖w‖τ+∞≤1〈x,w〉 and ‖w‖τ+∞ := ‖w‖∞+C‖w
√
τ‖2 for some constant

C. Corollary 7.4 allows us to compute x[(τ) (using the corollary with v = C
√
τ) for any x in its

original dimension. However, if x is an m dimensional vector such as ∇Φ(z), then Corollary 7.4
is too slow to be used in every iteration of the IPM.

To address this, we first discretize z and τ̃ by rounding the entries to values determined
by the error parameter ε to get z, τ which are in low dimensional representation (i.e. put the
indices into buckets). In particular, z will be the vector z with each entry rounded down to the
nearest value of form 0.5+`ε/2 for non-negative integer `, and τ rounds down each entry of τ̃ to
the nearest power of (1− ε). It is fairly straightforward to see from definition this in turn also
gives low dimensional representation of ∇Φ(z). In the next lemma we show when x and τ are
both low dimensional, x[(τ) also admits a low dimensional representation that can be computed
efficiently, which let us to compute ∇Φ(z)[(τ). In the following lemma, when we use a set (i.e.
a bucket) of indices as a vector, we mean it’s indicator vector with 1 at indices belong to the
set and 0 elsewhere.
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Algorithm 5: Algorithm for reducing the dimension of ∇Φ(z)[ and maintaining
A>G∇Φ(z)[ (Lemma 7.2)
1 members
2 I(k,`) partition of [m].
3 w(k,`) ∈ Rn ; // Maintained to be A>G1i∈I(k,`)

4 g, z ∈ Rm, p ∈ R ; // p is maintained to be Φ(z)
5 procedure Initialize(A ∈ Rm×n, g ∈ Rm, τ̃ ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rm, ε > 0)
6 A← A, g ← g, z ← z, p← Φ(z)
7 I(k,`) ← ∅, w(k,`) ← ~0 ∀k = 1, . . . , log−1

(1−ε)(n/m) and ` = 0, ..., (1.5/ε)
8 for i ∈ [1,m] do
9 Find k, ` such that 0.5 + `ε/2 ≤ zi < 0.5 + (`+ 1)ε/2 and

(1− ε)k+1 ≤ τ̃i ≤ (1− ε)k.
10 Add i to I(k,`) and set τ i ← (1− ε)k+1

11 w(k,`) ← w(k,`) + A>giei
12 return (I(k,`))k,`≥0
13 procedure Update(i ∈ [m], a ∈ R, b ∈ R, c ∈ R)
14 p← exp(λc) + exp(−λc)− (exp(λzi) + exp(−λzi))
15 zi ← c

16 Find k, ` such that i ∈ I(k,`), then remove i from I(k,`).
17 w(k,`) ← w(k,`) −A>giei
18 Find k, ` such that 0.5 + `ε/2 ≤ c < 0.5 + (`+ 1)ε/2 and (1− ε)k+1 ≤ b ≤ (1− ε)k,

then insert i into I(k,`).
19 w(k,`) ← w(k,`) + A>aei
20 gi ← a
21 return k, `

22 procedure Query()
// Construct scaled low dimensional representation of ∇Φ(z)

23 Let xk,` = |I(k,`)| (λ exp(λ(0.5 + `ε/2− 1))− λ exp(−λ(0.5 + `ε/2− 1)))
24 Interpret x as an O(ε−2 logn) dimensional vector.

// Construct scaled low dimensional representation of τ, here C is
the constant when define ‖ · ‖τ+∞ Let v be the vector with
vk,` =

√
|I(k,`)|(1− ε)k+1/C.

25 s← argmaxy:‖vy‖2+‖y‖∞≤1 〈x, y〉 via Corollary 7.4.
26 return s and ∑k,l sk,`w

(k,`)

27 procedure Potential()
28 return p

Lemma 7.5. Given x, v, g ∈ Rk, x, v ∈ Rn, and a partition
⋃k
i=1 I

(i) = [n], such that x =∑k
i=1 xiI

(i), v = ∑k
i=1 viI

(i) and gi =
√
|I(i)|, let u ∈ Rk be the maximizer of

u := argmax
w∈Rk:‖(gv)w‖2+‖w‖∞≤1

〈x g2, w〉.

We can define u ∈ Rn via u = ∑k
i=1 uiI

(i), then

〈v, u〉 = max
w∈Rn:‖vw‖2+‖w‖∞≤1

〈x,w〉.
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Proof. Consider w ∈ Rk and w ∈ Rn with w = ∑k
i=1wiI

(i). Then ‖w‖∞ = ‖w‖∞ and

‖wv‖22 =
∑
i

(wivi)2 =
∑
j

∑
i∈I(j)

(wjvj)2 =
∑
j

|I(j)|(wjvj)2 = ‖(gv)w‖22.

So w satisfies ‖(gv)w‖2 + ‖w‖∞ ≤ 1 iff w satisfies ‖vw‖2 + ‖w‖∞ ≤ 1. Further,

〈x g2, w〉 =
k∑
i=1
|I(i)|xiwi =

n∑
i=1

xiwi = 〈x,w〉.

Thus

max
w∈Rk:‖(gv)w‖2+‖w‖∞≤1

〈x g2, w〉 ≤ max
w∈Rn:‖vw‖2+‖w‖∞≤1

〈x,w〉

which in turn means that u ∈ Rk as defined in the lemma satisfies

〈x, u〉 = 〈x g2, u〉 ≤ max
w∈Rn:‖vw‖2+‖w‖∞≤1

〈x,w〉.

Let S := {w ∈ Rn : ‖vw‖2 + ‖w‖∞ ≤ 1 and wi = wj for all i, j ∈ I(`)}, i.e. the set of
n dimensional vectors w that has a low dimensional representation via some w ∈ Rk and
w = ∑k

i=1wiI
(i). Then

〈x, u〉 = max
w∈S
〈x,w〉.

by definition of u. We claim that

max
w∈S
〈x,w〉 = max

w∈Rn:‖vw‖2+‖w‖∞≤1
〈x,w〉,

which would then conclude the proof of the lemma.
So assume there exists some maximizer w ∈ Rn with ‖vw‖2 + ‖w‖∞ ≤ 1 and there are

indices i, j, ` with i, j ∈ I(`) and wi 6= wj , i.e. the vector w /∈ S. Then define w′ ∈ Rn with
w′i = w′j = (wi + wj)/2. For this vector we have ‖w′‖∞ ≤ ‖w‖∞ and

‖vw′‖22 =
∑

k/∈{i,j}
v2
kw

2
k + v2

i (wi + wj)2/2 ≤
∑

k/∈{i,j}
v2
kw

2
k + v2

iw
2
i + v2

jw
2
j = ‖vw‖22,

where the first equality is because vi = vj for i, j in same I`. So we know w′ also satisfies
‖vw′‖2 + ‖w′‖∞ ≤ 1. On the other hand,

〈x,w〉 =
∑

k/∈{i,j}
xkwk + xiwi + xiwj =

∑
k/∈{i,j}

xkwk + xi(wi + wj)/2 + xi(wi + wj)/2 = 〈x,w′〉.

Thus w′ must also be a maximizer, and if we repeat this transformation we eventually have
w′ ∈ S. This concludes the proof.

We now have all tools to prove Lemma 7.2.

Proof of Lemma 7.2. The data-structure is given by Algorithm 5. It is straightforward to check
that Initialize and Update guarantees that the data-structure maintains the following invari-
ants:

• ⋃
k,` I

(k,`) = [m] is a partition of [m].

• i ∈ I(k,`) if and only if 0.5 + `ε/2 ≤ zi < 0.5 + (`+ 1)ε/2 and (1− ε)k+1 ≤ τ̃i ≤ (1− ε)k.
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• w(k,`) = A>G · I(k,`) ∈ Rn.

• p = ∑
i exp(λzi) + exp(−λzi) = Φ(z).

Moreover, our rounding of z, τ̃ gives O(ε−1 log−1
1−ε(n/m)) dimensional representations because

of the assumption 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 2 and n/m ≤ τ̃ ≤ 2, and is simply O(ε−2 logn).
Next, let us analyze the function Query. We can interpret the decomposition ⋃k,` I(k,`) =

[m] as a decomposition of the form ⋃
t I

(t) = [m] by renaming the indices. Recall z, τ are
low dimensional approximations of z, τ̃ with each entry rounded. It is straightforward to see
the vector x constructed in the first line of Query is just the low dimensional representation
of ∇Φ(z) where each entry is scaled appropriately by the |I(k,`)|’s, so the x we constructed
corresponds to xg in Lemma 7.5. Similarly, the v vector constructed in Query is the low
dimensional representation of

√
τ scaled appropriately to serve as the gv in Lemma 7.5. Thus

by Lemma 7.5 the vector s obtained in Query is the vector such that s′ := ∑
t s

(t)I(t) ∈ Rm
satisfies

〈s′,∇Φ(z)〉 = max
C‖
√
τy‖2+‖y‖∞≤1

〈∇Φ(z), y〉,

That is, s′ = ∇Φ(z)[(τ), and the returned s is a low dimensional representation of it. Moreover,∑
k,l sk,`w

(k,`) is exactly A>G∇Φ(z)[(τ) because we maintained w(k,`) = A>G · I(k,`) ∈ Rn.

Complexity The complexity of Initialize is dominated by the initialization of w(k,`)’s, which
takes O(nnz(A)) since we just partition the (scaled) rows of A into buckets according to
our rounding and sum up the vectors in each bucket. The complexity of Update(i, ·, ·, ·) is
O(‖e>i A‖0), i.e. the cost of maintaining w(k,`) = A>G · I(k,`) ∈ Rn. The time for Potential
is O(1) since it just returns the value p.

As to the complexity of Query, as we work with O(ε−2 logn) dimensional vectors in Query,
the time complexity according to Lemma 7.5 is O(ε−2 logn log(ε−2 logn)) for computing the
maximizer s. Constructing A>G(∇Φ(z))[(τ) = ∑

k,`w
(k,`)s(k,`) takes O(nε−2 logn) time, which

subsumes the first complexity, assuming ε is polynomial in 1/n. Thus Query takesO(nε−2 logn)
time.

7.2 Primal Solution Maintenance

In this section we discuss the data structure that effectively maintains an approximation of the
sum of all gradients computed so far, which is captured by Lemma 7.6. The input to the data
structure is the O(ε−2 logn) dimensional representations of the gradients of each iteration, which
is computed by the data structure of the previous subsection. At the end of this subsection we
will combine Lemma 7.2 and the following Lemma 7.6 to obtain the main result Theorem 7.1,
which allows us to efficiently maintain an approximation x of the primal solution.

Lemma 7.6. There exists a deterministic data-structure that supports the following operations

• Initialize (x(init) ∈ Rm, g ∈ Rm, (Ik)1≤k≤K , ε > 0): The data-structure initialized on the
given vectors x(init), g ∈ Rm, the partition

⋃K
k=1 Ik = [m] where K = O(ε−2 logn), and the

accuracy parameter ε > 0 in O(m) time.

• Scale(i ∈ [m], a ∈ R): Sets gi ← a in O(logn) amortized time.

• Move(i ∈ [m], k ∈ [1,K]): Moves index i to set Ik in O(logn) amortized time.

• Query(s ∈ RK , h ∈ Rm): Let g(`) be the state of vector g during the `-th call to Query
and let s(`) and h(`) be the input arguments of the respective call. The vector h will always
be provided as a sparse vector so that we know where are the non-zeros in the vector.
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Define y(`) = G(`)∑K
k=1 I

(`)
k s

(`)
k and x(t) = x(init) +∑t

`=1 h
(`) + y(`), then the t-th call to

Query returns a vector x ≈ε x(t). After T calls to Query, the total time of all T calls is
bounded by

O

(
TK + logn ·

T∑
`=0
‖h(`)‖0 + T logn ·

T∑
`=1
‖y(`)/x(`−1)‖22/ε2

)
.

The vector x ∈ Rm is returned as a pointer and additionally a set J ⊂ [m] is returned that
contains the indices where x changed compared to the result of the previous Query call.

• ComputeExactSum(): Returns the current exact vector x(t) in O(m logn) time.

The implementation of the data structure is given in Algorithm 6. At a high level, each
iteration t (i.e. Query call) the vector x accumulates an update of h(t) + y(t). For the h
component, we always include the update to our approximation x as soon as we see h. This is
because the h provided by our IPM will be sparse, and we can afford to spend Õ(‖h‖0) each
iteration to carry out the update. For the y component in the update, we use a "‘lazy"’ update
idea. In particular, we maintain a vector ̂̀ ∈ Rm where ̂̀i stores the most recent iteration t

(i.e. Query call) when xi is updated to be the exact value x(t)
i for each index i. We update xi

to be the exact value (in ComputeX) whenever hi is non-zero, gi is scaled, or i is moved to a
different set Ik. If none of these events happen, the accumulated update to xi since iteration ̂̀i
will have a very simple form, so we just store the accumulated updates up to each iteration t in
a vector f (t). To detect when the accumulated update on xi has gone out of the approximation
bound εxi since the last time xi is updated, we use ∆(high)

i and ∆(low)
i to store the upper and

lower boundary of the approximation range around xi, and update xi once the accumulated
updates goes beyond the range. We proceed with the proof of our result.

Proof of Lemma 7.6. We start by analyzing the correctness.

Invariant Let s(t), h(t), g(t), I
(t)
k be the state of s, h, g, Ik during the t-th call to Query and

by definition of x(t) we have for any index i that

x
(t)
i = x

(init)
i +

t∑
`=1

g
(`)
i

(
K∑
k=1

s
(`)
k 1

i∈I(`)
k

)
+ h

(`)
i .

It is easy to check that ̂̀i always store the most recent iteration when xi is updated by Com-
puteX(i, hi). We first prove by induction that this update is always calculated correct, that is,
the data-structure maintains the invariant xi = x

(̂̀i)
i .

We see from Line 27 that the data-structure maintains f (t) = ∑t
k=1 s

(k). Further note that
ComputeX(i, hi) is called whenever hi is non-zero (Line 29), gi is changed, or i is moved to a
different Ik. Thus if ̂̀i < t, we know none of these events happened during iteration ` ∈ (̂̀i, t]
and the only moving part is the s(`)’s over these iterations, which is exactly f (t) − f (̂̀i). Thus,
if k is the set Ik where i belongs to over iterations (̂̀i, t], the execution of Line 11 gives

gi · (f (t)
k − f

(̂̀i)
k ) + h

(t)
i = gi

t∑
`=̂̀i+1

s
(`)
k + h

(t)
i = h

(t)
i +

t∑
`=̂̀i+1

g
(`)
i s

(`)
k

= h
(t)
i +

t∑
`=̂̀i+1

g
(`)
i

(
K∑
k=1

s
(`)
k 1

i∈I(`)
k

)
=

t∑
`=̂̀i+1

g
(`)
i

(
K∑
k=1

s
(`)
k 1

i∈I(`)
k

)
+ h

(`)
i

where the first equality uses f (t) = ∑t
`=1 s

(`) and the second equality uses g(`)
i = g

(t)
i for all̂̀

i < ` ≤ t, because ComputeX(i, hi) is called whenever gi is changed. The third equality is
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Algorithm 6: Algorithm for accumulating G∇Φ(v)[ (Lemma 7.6)
1 members
2 I1, ..., IK ; // Partition

⋃
k Ik = [m]

3 t ∈ N, x ∈ Rm ; // Query counter and approximation of x(t)

4 ̂̀∈ Nm ; // ̂̀
i is value of t when we last update xi ← xi

5 f (t) ∈ RK ; // Maintain f (t) = ∑t
k=1 s

(k)

6 ∆(high),∆(low) ∈ Rm ; // Maintain ∆i = f
(̂̀i)
k ± |εxi/(10gi)| if i ∈ Ik

7 procedure Initialize(x(init) ∈ Rm, g ∈ Rm, (Ik)1≤k≤K)
8 x← x(init), (Ik)1≤k≤K ← (Ik)1≤k≤K , t← 0, f (0) ← ~0K , w ← ~0m, g ← g
9 private procedure ComputeX(i, hi)

10 Let k be such that i ∈ Ik
11 xi ← xi + gi · (f (t)

k − f
(̂̀i)
k ) + hi

12 ̂̀
i ← t

13 private procedure UpdateDelta(i)
14 Let k be such that i ∈ Ik.
15 ∆(high)

i ← f
(̂̀i)
k + |εxi/(10gi)|

16 ∆(low)
i ← f

(̂̀i)
k − |εxi/(10gi)|

17 procedure Move(i ∈ [m], k)
18 ComputeX(i, 0)
19 Move index i to set Ik
20 UpdateDelta(i)
21 private procedure Scale(i, a)
22 ComputeX(i, 0)
23 gi ← a
24 UpdateDelta(i)
25 procedure Query(s ∈ RK , h ∈ Rm)
26 t← t+ 1, J ← ∅
27 f (t) ← f (t−1) + s
28 for i such that hi 6= 0 do
29 ComputeX(i, hi), UpdateDelta(i), J ← J ∪ {i}
30 for k = 1, . . . ,K do
31 for i ∈ Ik with f (t)

k > ∆(high)
i or f (t)

k < ∆(low)
i do

32 ComputeX(i, 0), UpdateDelta(i), J ← J ∪ {i}
33 return x, J
34 procedure ComputeExactSum()
35 for i ∈ [m] and ̂̀i < t do ComputeX(i, 0), UpdateDelta(i) ;
36 return x

because ComputeX(i, hi) is called whenever i is moved to a different set, so i ∈ I(`)
k for the same

k for all ̂̀i < ` ≤ t. The last equality uses h(`)
i = 0 for ̂̀i < ` < t, because ComputeX(i, hi) is

called whenever hi is non-zero. Thus by induction over the number of calls to ComputeX(i, hi),
when ̂̀i is increased to t we have

xi = x
(t)
i = x

(init)
i +

t∑
`=1

g
(`)
i

(
K∑
k=1

s
(`)
k 1

i∈I(`)
k

)
+ h

(`)
i = x

(t)
i ,

so the invariant is always maintained.
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Correctness of Query. We claim that the function Query returns a vector x such that for
all i

xi ≈ε x(t)
i := x

(init)
i +

t∑
`=1

g
(`)
i

(
K∑
k=1

s
(`)
k 1

i∈I(`)
k

)
+ h

(`)
i .

Given the invariant discussed above, we only need to guarantee ComputeExact(i, hi) is called
whenever the approximation guarantee is violated for some i. Moreover, same as when we
proved the invariant above, we only need to guarantee this in the case that since iteration ̂̀i,
hi is always 0, gi remains constant and i remains in the same Ik for some k. Thus, the task is
equivalent to detect whenever∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

t∑
`=̂̀i+1

g
(`)
i s

(`)
k

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = |gi · (f (t)
k − f

(̂̀i)
k )| > ε|xi|

10 .

which is the same as

f
(t)
k /∈ [f (̂̀i)

k − |(εxi)/(10gi)|, f (̂̀i)
k + |(εxi)/(10gi)|]

Note that the lower and upper limits in the above range are exactly ∆(inc)
i and ∆(dec)

i as
maintained by UpdateDelta(i), which will be called whenever any of the terms involved in
the calculation of these limits changes. Thus Line 32 makes sure that we indeed maintain

xi ≈ε x(t)
i ∀i.

Also it is easy to check the returned set J contains all i’s such that xi changed since last Query.
Complexity The call to Initialize takes O(m+K) as we initialize a constant number of K
and m dimensional vectors, and this reduces to O(m) since there can be at most m non-empty
Ik’s. A call to ComputeX takes O(1) time.

To implement Line 32 efficiently without enumerating allm indices, we maintain for each k ∈
[K] two sorted lists of the i’s in Ik, sorted by ∆(high)

i and ∆(low)
i respectively. Maintaining these

sorted lists results in O(logn) time per call for UpdateDelta. Hence Move and Scale also
run in O(logn) time. To implement the loop for Line 32 we can go through the two sorted lists in
order, but stop as soon as the check condition no longer holds. This bounds the cost of the loop
by O(K) plus O(logn) times the number of indices i satisfying f (t)

k > ∆(high)
i or f (t) < ∆(low)

i , i.e.
|f (t)
k −f

(̂̀i)
k | > Θ(εx(̂̀i)

i ). Note if a ComputeX and UpdateDelta is triggered by this condition
for any i, hi must be 0 during (̂̀i, t] iterations. Thus, let z(t) := x(init) +∑t

`=1 G(`)∑
k I

(`)
k s

(`)
k ,

we can rewrite that condition as |z(t)
i − z

(̂̀i)
i | > Θ(|εx(̂̀i)

i |). Throughout T calls to Query, we
can bound the total number of times where i satisfies |z(t)

i − z
(̂̀i)
i | > Θ(|εx(̂̀i)

i |) by

O

(
T

T∑
`=1
‖G(`)(

∑
k

I
(`)
k s

(`)
k )/x(`−1)‖22/ε2

)
.

The number of times ComputeX and UpdateDelta are triggered due to h(t)
i 6= 0 is ‖h(t)‖0

each iteration, and updating f (t) takes O(K) time. So the total time for T calls to Query can
be bounded by

O(TK + logn ·
T∑
`=0
‖h(`)‖0 + logn ·T

T∑
`=1
‖G(`)(

∑
k

s
(`)I(`)

k
k )/x(`−1)‖22/ε2).

The time for ComputeExactSum is O(m logn) since it just calls ComputeX and Updat-
eDelta on all m indices.
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Proof of Theorem 7.1. The data-structure for Theorem 7.1 follows directly by combining Lemma 7.2
and Lemma 7.6. The result for QueryProduct is obtained from Lemma 7.2, and the result
for QuerySum is obtained from Lemma 7.6 using the vector s ∈ RK returned by Lemma 7.2
as input to Lemma 7.6.

Note that for our IPM variant using the steepest descent direction in `2 norm, we use a
simple normalized ∇Φ(z)/‖∇Φ(z)‖2 instead of (∇Φ(z))[(τ̃). Here

∇Φ(z)/‖∇Φ(z)‖2 = argmax
‖w‖2≤1

〈∇Φ(z), w〉

is analogous to
(∇Φ(z))[(τ) = argmax

‖w‖τ+∞≤1
〈∇Φ(z), w〉,

as these are both steepest ascent directions of∇Φ(z) but in different norms. It is straightforward
to see how to simplify and extend the data structure of Theorem 7.1 to work for this setting.
We state without proof the following variant. Note in this case we only need to round z so the
low dimensional representation is in O(ε−1) instead of O(ε−2 logn) dimension.

Theorem 7.7. There exists a deterministic data-structure that supports the following operations

• Initialize (A ∈ Rm×n, x(init) ∈ Rm, g ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rm, ε > 0): The data-structure pre-
processes the given matrix A ∈ Rm×n, vectors x(init), g, z ∈ Rm, and accuracy parameter
ε > 0 in Õ(nnz(A)) time. The data-structure assumes 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 2.

• Update(i ∈ [m], a ∈ R, c ∈ R): Sets gi ← a and zi ← c in O(‖e>i A‖0) time. The
data-structure assumes 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 2.

• QueryProduct(): Returns A>G∇Φ(z)/‖∇Φ(z)‖2 ∈ Rn for some z ∈ Rm with ‖z −
z‖∞ ≤ ε. Every call to QueryProduct must be followed by a call to QuerySum, and
we bound their complexity together (see QuerySum).

• QuerySum(h ∈ Rm): Let v(`) be the vector G∇Φ(z)/‖∇Φ(z)‖2 used for the result of
the `-th call to QueryProduct. Let h(`) be the input vector h given to the `-th call to
QuerySum. We define

x(t) := x(init) +
t∑

`=1
v(`) + h(`).

Then the t-th call to QuerySum returns a vector x ∈ Rm with x ≈ε x(t).
Assuming the input vector h in a sparse representation (e.g. a list of non-zero entries),
after T calls to QuerySum and QueryProduct the total time for all calls together is
bounded by

O

(
Tnε−1 log(1/ε) + logn ·

T∑
`=0
‖h(`)‖0 + T logn ·

T∑
`=1
‖v(`)/x(`−1)‖22/ε2

)
.

The output x ∈ Rm is returned in a compact representation to reduce the size. In particu-
lar, the data-structure returns a pointer to x and a set J ⊂ [m] of indices which specifies
which entries of x have changed between the current and previous call to QuerySum.

• ComputeExactSum() Returns the exact x(t) in O(m logn) time.

• Potential() Returns Φ(z) in O(1) time.
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8 Minimum Weight Perfect Bipartite b-Matching Algorithms

In this section we prove the main result: a nearly linear time algorithm for minimum weight
perfect bipartite b matching. The exact result proven in this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1. For b, c ∈ Zm, we can solve minimum weight perfect bipartite b-matching for
cost vector c in Õ((m+ n1.5) log2(‖c‖∞‖b‖∞)) time.

We show how to combine the tools from Sections 4 to 7 to obtain our fast b-matching
algorithm. In Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 we present two algorithms that each encapsulate a
variant of the IPM. These algorithms only specify which computations must be performed, but
they do not specify how they must be implemented. So our task is to use the data structures
from Sections 5 to 7 to implement these IPMs.

This section is split into five subsections: We first consider the simpler, but slower IPMs
from Section 4.2, based on the log-barrier method. This method is formalized via Algorithm 2.

Line 11 of Algorithm 2, requires random sampling to sparsify the solution of some linear
system. Consequently, our first task (Section 8.1) is to use the data structure from Section 5 to
implement this sampling procedure.

The next task is to implement the IPM of Algorithm 2, which is done in Section 8.2.
Note that Algorithm 2 only formalized a single step of the IPM, and the complete method

is formalized by combining Algorithm 2 with Algorithm 1. So the next task (Section 8.3) is to
implement Algorithm 1 efficiently using our data structures.

We then use our implementation of the IPM in Section 8.4 to obtain a Õ(n
√
m) time

algorithm. At last, in Section 8.5, we show which small modification must be performed to
replace the slower log-barrier based IPM with the faster leverage score based IPM of Section 4.3.
This is also where we prove Theorem 8.1.

8.1 Primal Sampling

Our first task is to implement the random sampling of Line 11 of Algorithm 2. Let A ∈ Rm×n,
g, g′ ∈ Rm≥0, and h ∈ Rn, then for the random sampling we want to sample each i ∈ [m] with
some probability qi such that

qi ≥ min{1,
√
m((GAh)2

i /‖GAh‖22 + 1/m) + C · σ(G′A)i log(m/(εr))γ−2},

where C is some large constant and γ = 1/ polylogn. As this sampling is performed in each
iteration of the IPM, it would be prohibitively expensive to explicitly compute the leverage
scores σ(G′A) or the vector GAh, as that would require Ω(m) time. Consequently, instead we
will use the data structure of Lemma 5.1 to efficiently perform this sampling.

Lemma 8.2. Consider a call to SamplePrimal(K ∈ R>0, D
(sample,σ), D(sample), h ∈ Rn) (Al-

gorithm 7). Let GA be the matrix represented by D(sample) (Lemma 5.1), and G′A be the matrix
represented by D(sample,σ) (Lemma 5.1), then each Ri,i is 1/qi with some probability qi and zero
otherwise, where

qi ≥ min{1,K
√
m((GAh)2

i /‖GAh‖22 + 1/m) + C · σ(G′A)i log(m/(εr))γ−2}

for some large constant C > 0. Further, w.h.p., there are at most

Õ(n log(m/(εr)) logW +K
√
m)

non-zero entries in R which is also a bound on the complexity of SamplePrimal. Here W is
the ratio of largest to smallest (non-zero) entry in G and in G′.

Proof. We start by analyzing the vector u, v, w. Afterwards we analyze the distribution of the
matrix R. At last we bound the number of non-zero elements in R and the complexity of the
algorithm.
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Algorithm 7: Sampling Algorithm for the IPM
1 procedure SamplePrimal(K ∈ R>0, D

(sample,σ), D(sample), h ∈ Rn)
/* D(sample,σ), D(sample) instances of Lemma 5.1 */

2 Iu ← D(sample,σ).LeverageScoreSample(3C log(m/(εr))γ−2)
3 Iv ← D(sample).Sample(h, 3K

√
m · (16 log8(n)))

4 Iw ⊂ [m], where P[i ∈ Iw] = 3K/
√
m independently for each i.

5 I ← Iu ∪ Iv ∪ Iw
6 Let u, v, w be ~0m.

/* Set vi = P[i ∈ Iv], ui = P[i ∈ Iu], wi = P[i ∈ Iw] for i ∈ I */
7 vI ← D(sample).Probability(I, h, 3K

√
m · (16 log8(n)))

8 uI ← D(sample,σ).LeverageScoreBound(3C log(m/(εr))γ−2, I)
9 wi ← 3K/

√
m for i ∈ I

10 R ← 0m×m
11 for i ∈ I do
12 Ri,i ← 1/min{1, ui + vi + wi} with probability min{1,ui+vi+wi}

1−(1−ui)(1−vi)(1−wi)
13 return R

Distribution of vectors u, v, w By guarantee of Lemma 5.1 the methodsD(sample).Probability
andD(sample,σ).LeverageScoreBound return the sampling probabilities used byD(sample).Sample
and D(sample,σ).LeverageScoreSample. Thus the vectors u, v satisfy

ui = P[i ∈ Iu] with probability P[i ∈ I] and 0 otherwise.
vi = P[i ∈ Iv] with probability P[i ∈ I] and 0 otherwise.

Further by Lemma 5.1 we have

P[i ∈ Iu] ≥ 3C · σ(G′A) log(m/(εr))γ−2 and P[i ∈ Iv] ≥ 3K
√
m(GAh)2

i /‖GAh‖22.

For the vector w note that we have wi = 3K/
√
m for each i ∈ I, and wi = 0 otherwise.

Here the set I is distributed as follows

P[i ∈ I] = P[i ∈ Iu ∪ Iv ∪ Iw]
= 1− (1− P[i ∈ Iu])(1− P[i ∈ Iv])(1− P[i ∈ Iw])
= 1− (1− ui)(1− vi)(1− wi).

Distribution of matrix R Note that we have

P[i ∈ I] ≥ min{1,max{ P[i ∈ Iu], P[i ∈ Iv], P[i ∈ Iw] }}
≥ min{1, (P[i ∈ Iu] + P[i ∈ Iv] + P[i ∈ Iw])/3 }
= min{1, (ui + vi + wi)/3 },

thus the probability used in Line 12 is well defined (i.e. at most 1). Hence Line 12 ensures that

P [Ri,i 6= 0] = P[i ∈ I] · min{1, (ui + vi + wi)/3}
1− (1− ui)(1− vi)(1− wi)

= min{1, (ui + vi + wi)/3 }

Further, the non-zero Ri,i are set to exactly the inverse of that probability and we have

min{1, (ui + vi + wi)/3}

≥ min
{

1, Cσ(G′A)i log(m/(εr))γ−2 +K/
√
m+K

√
m(GAh)2

i /‖GAh‖22
}

so R has the desired distribution.
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Sparsity of R and complexity bound The number of nonzero entries of R can w.h.p. be
bounded by

Õ(n log(m/(εr))γ−2 logW ) +O(K
√
m logn) +O(K

√
m logn)

= Õ
(
n log (m/(εr)) logW +K

√
m
)
,

via Lemma 5.1 and C = O(1).
The complexity is dominated by the two sample methods of Lemma 5.1 whose complexity

is bounded by
Õ
(
n log (m/(εr)) logW +K

√
m
)
.

8.2 Log Barrier Short Step

Here we show how to efficiently implement the log barrier based IPM, formalized by Algorithm 2.
Note that, Algorithm 2 does not specify how to perform the computations, rather it simply
specifies a sufficient set of conditions for the method to perform as desired. Consequently, in
this section we show how to implement these computations using our data structures.

To be more precise, consider Line 4 of Algorithm 2, which specifies to find some s ≈ε s.
The algorithm does not explain how to find such an approximation, so we must implement this
ourself. Note that in Algorithm 2, s is defined incrementally via

s(new) ← s+ γAH−1A>X∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2

for any H ≈ A>XS−1A and v ≈ xs/µ. However, here h′ := γA>X∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2 is exactly
the return value of QueryProduct, promised by the data structure of Theorem 7.7. So we
can efficiently compute h′ in each iteration of the IPM by using Theorem 7.7.

Next, we must compute h′′ := H−1
h′. This can be done by first sparsifying the weighted

Laplacian matrix L := (A>XS−1A) via leverage score sampling16. This sampling can be per-
formed efficiently via the LeverageScoreSample method of the data structure of Lemma 5.1.
After sparsifying the Laplacian L we can apply a Laplacian solver (Lemma 2.1) to compute h′′
efficiently.

At last, we must compute s+Ah′. Note however, that Algorithm 2 never requires the exact
vector s, and it always suffices to just know some element-wise approximation s ≈ s. Hence
the problem we actually need to solve is to maintain an element-wise approximation of the sum
s = s(init) +∑T

t=1 Ah′′(t) (this represents the vector s after T steps of the IPM), for a sequence of
vectors h′′(1), ..., h′′(T ) ∈ Rn. That is exactly the guarantee of the data structure of Theorem 6.1.

The only thing left to do is to maintain a similar approximation x ≈ x of the primal solution
via Theorem 7.7. Then we have an efficient implementation of Algorithm 2.

A formal description of this implementation can be found in Algorithm 8 and we are left
with proving that this algorithm does indeed implement all steps of Algorithm 2. It is difficult
to analyze the complexity per call to Algorithm 8, as many complexity bounds of the used
data structures only bound the overall time over several iterations. Consequently, we defer
the complexity analysis to the next section, where we analyze the overall complexity of several
consecutive calls to Algorithm 8. For now we only prove the correctness of Algorithm 8 in
Lemma 8.3.

Lemma 8.3. Algorithm 8 implements Algorithm 2, assuming the data structures are initialized
as stated in Algorithm 8.

16From a graph perspective this might also be known as sampling by the effective resistances.
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Algorithm 8: Implementation of Algorithm 2
1 global variables

/* Imported from Algorithm 9 */
2 D(x,∇) instance of Theorem 7.7, initialized on

(A, x(init), γx(init), x(init)s(init)/µ(init), γ/16)
3 D(s) instance of Theorem 6.1, initialized on (A, s(init), γ/16)
4 D(sample) instance of Lemma 5.1, initialized on (A, 1/s(init))
5 D(sample,σ) instance of Lemma 5.1, initialized on (A,

√
x(init)/s(init))

6 ∆ ∈ Rn maintained to be A>x− b
7 µ, µ ∈ R progress parameter µ of the IPM and its approximation µ ≈γ/8 µ
8 x, s ∈ Rm element-wise approximations x ≈γ/8 x and s ≈γ/8 s
9 γ accuracy parameter

10 procedure ShortStep(µ(new) > 0)
/* Update µ and data structures that depend on it. */

11 if µ 6≈γ/8 µ(new) then
12 µ← µ(new)

13 for i ∈ [m] do D(x,∇).Update(i, γxi, (xisi)/µ);
/* Leverage Score Sampling to sparsify (A>XS−1A) with γ/2 spectral

approximation */
14 Iv ← D(sample,σ).LeverageScoreSample(cγ−2 logn) for some large enough

constant c > 0
15 v ← D(sample,σ).LeverageScoreBound(cγ−2 logn, Iv)
16 vi ← 1/vi for i with vi 6= 0

/* Perform ShortStep (Algorithm 2) */
17 h′ ← D(x,∇).QueryProduct() // h′ = γA>X∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2
18 h′′ ← solve (A>VA)−1(h′ + ∆) with γ/2 accuracy via Laplacian Solver.

// h′′ = H−1(h′ + (A>x− b)), δr = S−1Ah′′

19 R ← SamplePrimal(1, D(sample), D(sample,σ), h′′)
20 x(tmp), Ix ← D(x,∇).QuerySum(−RXS−1Ah′′)
21 s(tmp), Is ← D(s).Add((A>VA)−1h′, γ/16)
22 ∆← ∆ + h′ −A>RXS−1Ah′′ // Maintain ∆ = A>x− b

/* Update x, s and data structures that depend on them. */
23 for i ∈ Ix ∪ Is do
24 if x(tmp)

i 6≈γ/16 xi or s
(tmp)
i 6≈γ/16 si then

25 xi ← x
(tmp)
i , si ← s

(tmp)
i

26 D(x,∇).Update(i, γxi, (xisi)/µ)
27 D(sample).Scale(i, 1/si)
28 D(sample,σ).Scale(i,

√
xi/si)

Proof. As Algorithm 8 uses many different data structures that share similar variable names
(e.g variable g occurs in Lemma 5.1 and Theorems 6.1 and 7.7), we will use the notation D.var
to refer to variable var of data structure D. For example D(sample).g refers to variable g of data
structure D(sample) (which is an instance of Lemma 5.1).
Assumptions By Line 2 to Line 8 of Algorithm 8, we assume that the following assumptions
hold true at the start of the first call to ShortStep (Algorithm 8).

x ≈γ/8 x, s ≈γ/8 s, µ ≈γ/8 µ (61)
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∆ = A>x− b (62)
D(x,∇).g = γx, D(x,∇).z = γxs/(µ), D(x,∇).ε = γ/16 (63)

D(sample,σ).g =
√
xs−1 (64)

D(sample).g = s−1 (65)

We prove further below that these assumptions also hold true for all further calls to ShortStep
(Algorithm 8). However, first we prove that, if these assumptions are satisfied, then ShortStep
(Algorithm 8) performs the computations required by the IPM of Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 8 implements Algorithm 2 We argue the correctness line by line of Algo-
rithm 2. Line 4 (Algorithm 2) is satisfied by assumption (61). Line 5 and Line 6 (Algorithm 2)
asks us to compute

g ← −γ∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖

for v ≈γ xs/µ. While we do not compute g, our implementation does compute AXg as follows:
Line 17 of Algorithm 8 computes

h′ = γA>X∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2 = −A>Xg

for some v ≈γ/2 D(x,∇).z = xs/(µ) ≈γ/2 xs/µ by the guarantees of Theorem 7.7 and assumptions
(63).

By Line 7 and Line 8 of Algorithm 2 we must obtain a matrix H ≈γ A>XS−1A. In our
implementation Algorithm 8 this is done in Line 16, where a vector v is constructed with

vi = 1/pi with probability pi ≥ min{1, c · σ(X1/2S1/2A)i logn} and vi = 0 otherwise.

by the guarantee of Lemma 5.1 and assumption (64). Thus with high probability (A>VA) ≈γ/2
(AXS−1A), so by applying a γ/2-accurate Laplacian Solver (Lemma 2.1) (i.e. in Line 18) we
are able to represents some

H−1 ≈γ (A>XS−1A)−1

For A := X1/2S1/2A, W := µ−1XS, Line 9 of Algorithm 2 wants us to compute

δr = W−1/2AH−1A>W1/2
g

+ µ−1/2W−1/2AH−1(A>x− b)

This is done implicitly in Line 18 of our implementation Algorithm 8. By assumption (62) we
have ∆ = A>x− b, thus Line 18 computes h′′ with

h′′ = H−1(h′ + A>x− b),

so

S−1Ah′′ = S−1AH−1(h′ + A>x− b)

= S−1AH−1(γAX∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖+ A>x− b)

= (XS/µ)−1/2(X1/2S−1/2A)H−1(X1/2S−1/2A)>(XS/µ)1/2∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖

+ µ−1/2(XS/µ)−1/2(X1/2S−1/2A)H−1(A>x− b)

= W−1/2AH−1A>W1/2∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖

+ µ−1/2W−1/2AH−1(A>x− b)
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=: δr.

Thus we have access to δr via S−1Ah′′.
Line 11 of Algorithm 2 wants us to construct a random diagonal matrix R where Ri,i = 1/qi

with probability qi and Ri,i = 0 otherwise, where

qi ≥ min{1,
√
m((δr)2

i /‖δr‖22 + 1/m) + C · σi(X
1/2S−1/2A) log(m/(εr))γ−2}

By assumption (65) and (64) we have D(sample).g = s−1 and D(sample,σ).g =
√
xs−1, so by

Line 19 Line 19 of Algorithm 8 returns R with the desired properties.
Line 12 and Line 14 of Algorithm 2 wants us to compute

x(new) ← x+ X(g −Rδr).

By Theorem 7.7 and assumption (63) Line 20 of our implementation Algorithm 8 computes
x(tmp) with

x(tmp) ≈γ/16 x+ Xg −RXS−1Ah′′ = x+ X(g −Rδr).

Line 13 and Line 14 of Algorithm 2 asks us to compute

s(new) ← s+ Sδp

δp := W−1/2AH−1A>W1/2
g

By Theorem 6.1 and assumption (61) Line 21 of our implementation Algorithm 8 computes
s(tmp) with

s(tmp) ≈γ/16 s+ AH−1
h′ = s+ AH−1A>Xg

= s+ S(XS/µ)−1/2(X1/2S−1/2A)H−1(X1/2S−1/2A)>(XS/µ)1/2g

= s+ S W−1/2AH−1A>W1/2
g = s+ Sδp

Assumption on x, s, µ: Previously we assumed x ≈γ/8 x, s ≈γ/8 s, and µ ≈γ/16. Here we
show that this assumption is true by induction, that is, if it was true before calling ShortStep,
then it is also true after executing ShortStep.

We previously argued that x(tmp) ≈γ/16 x
(new) and s(tmp) ≈γ/16 s

(new). So by the FOR-loop
of Line 23 we have x ≈γ/16 x

(tmp), and thus x ≈γ/8 x(new). Likewise s ≈γ/8 s(new).
The assumption µ ≈γ/16 is true by Line 11.

Assumption on D(sample,σ), D(sample), and D(x,∇): All data structures that depend on x
and s are updated, whenever an entry of x or s changes (see Line 23). So the assumption
that D(sample,σ).g =

√
x/s, D(sample).g = 1/s, D(x,∇).z = xz/µ and D(x,∇).g = γx, are all still

satisfied after the execution of ShortStep.
Likewise, whenever µ changes we set D(x,∇).z = xz/µ.

Assumption ∆ = A>x − b: If ∆ = A>x − b initially, then after Line 22 we have ∆ =
A>x(new) − b for x(new) = x+ Xg−RXS−1Ah′′. Thus we always maintain A>x− b, whenever
x changes.
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Algorithm 9: Implementation of Algorithm 1
1 global variables
2 D(x,∇) instance of Theorem 7.7
3 D(s) instance of Theorem 6.1
4 D(sample) instance of Lemma 5.1
5 D(sample,σ) instance of Theorem B.1
6 A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rn linear constraints A>x = b

7 ∆ ∈ Rn maintained to be A>x− b
8 µ, µ ∈ R progress parameter µ of the IPM and its approximation µ
9 x, s ∈ Rm element-wise approximations of x and s

10 ε, λ, γ, r ∈ R+ accuracy parameters
11 procedure PathFollowing(x(init), s(init), µ(init), µ(end))
12 ε← logn

80 , λ← 36 log(240m/ε2)
ε , γ ← ε

100λ , r ←
εγ√
m

13 ∆ = A>x(init) − b
14 µ← µ(init), µ← µ(init), x← x(init), s← s(init), τ ← τ

/* Initialize data structures */
15 D(x,∇).Initialize(A, x(init), x(init), x(init)s(init)/µ(init), γ/16)
16 D(s).Initialize(A, s(init), γ/16)
17 D(sample).Initialize(A, 1/s(init))
18 D(sample,σ).Initialize(A,

√
x(init)/s(init))

/* Follow the Central Path */
19 while µ 6= µ(end) do
20 for i = 1, 2, ..., εr do
21 µ← median(µ(end), (1− r)µ, (1 + r)µ)
22 ShortStep(µ)
23 p1 ← D(x,∇).Potential()
24 p2 ← ∆>(A>GA)−1∆, where g is a leverage score sample from D(sample,σ).
25 if p1 > exp(3λε

4 −
1
3) or p2 > γε

√
µ exp(−1/3) then break;

26 if p1 > exp(λε4 −
1
3) or p2 > γε

√
µ exp(−1/3) then

27 Revert iterations of previous for loop
/* Compute and return exact result */

28 x← D(x,∇).ComputeExactSum(), s← D(s).ComputeExact()
29 return x, s

8.3 Path Following Algorithm

Here we implement the path following procedure Algorithm 1 using our data structures. Note
that Algorithm 1 consists of essentially a single FOR-loop, which calls ShortStep (Algo-
rithm 8), so the main task for the implementation is just the initialization of the data struc-
tures used in Algorithm 8. Lemma 8.4 then analyzes the complexity of Algorithm 9, i.e. our
implementation of Algorithm 1.

Lemma 8.4. The time complexity of Algorithm 9 is

Õ
(
n
√
m · | logµ(end)/µ(init)| · (logW + | logµ(end)/µ(init)|)

)
,

where W is an upper bound on the ratio of largest to smallest entry in both x(init) and s(init).

Proof. We analyze the overall complexity by first bounding the time for the initialization. Then
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we bound the total time spend on the most inner FOR-loop, which also includes all calls to
ShortStep (Algorithm 8).
Initialization Algorithm 9 starts by computing ∆ = A>x− b, which takes Õ(m) time. The
subsequent initializations of the data structures of Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 and lemma 5.1, require
Õ(m) as well.
Last line In the last line of Algorithm 9, we compute the exact x and s values, which by
Theorem 7.7 and Theorem 6.1 require Õ(m) time.
FOR-loop The most inner loop (Line 20) is repeated a total of

K := O(r−1| logµ(end)/µ(init)|) = Õ(
√
m| logµ(end)/µ(init)|)

times by Lemma 4.4. We now analyze the cost per iteration.
The cost for D(x,∇).Potential() is bounded by O(1). Computing ∆>(A>GA)−1∆ can

be implemented via Laplacian Solver (Lemma 2.1), so the complexity is bounded by obtaining
the leverage score sample g, which also bound the number of nonzero entries. By Lemma 5.1
the complexity is bounded by Õ(n logW ′), where W ′ is the ratio of largest to smallest entry in√
x/s. By Lemma 4.41 we can bound logW ′ by Õ(logW + | logµ(end)/µ(init)|). Thus computing

∆>(A>VA)−1∆ requires Õ(n(logW + | logµ(end)/µ(init)|)) time.
We are left with analyzing the cost of ShortStep (Algorithm 8).

Updating the data structures PerformingD(x,∇).Update for all i ∈ [m] in Line 11 of Algo-
rithm 8 takes O(m) time, but it happens only once every O(r/γ) = Õ(

√
m) calls to ShortStep,

because µ changes by an (1 ± r) factor between any two calls to ShortStep. The total cost
of this call to D(x,∇).Update over all calls to ShortStep together can thus be bounded by
Õ(
√
mK).
Next consider the calls to Update and Scale of our various data structures in Line 24 of

Algorithm 8. Note that throughout K calls to ShortStep, the entries of s can change at most
O(K2/γ2) times by a factor of (1±γ/16), because ‖S−1δ1‖22 < 1/2 by Lemma 4.6. On the other
hand, the entries of x can change at most Õ(Kn(log(W ) + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|) +K2/γ2) times
by a factor of (1 ± γ/16). This is because x changes by γX∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2 − RXS−1Ah′′,
where for the first term we have ‖X−1γX∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2‖2 < 2γ and the second term has at
most Õ(n(log(W ) + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)) non-zero entries.

So the total number of times the condition in Line 24 is satisfied can be bounded by
Õ(Kn(log(W )+| log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)+K2/γ2). Thus the cost for all calls to Scale and Update
of the data structures is bounded by Õ(K2 + Kn(log(W ) + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)), as each call
to Scale and Update of any of the used data structures costs Õ(1), and γ = Ω̃(1).
D(sample) and D(sample,σ) data structure As argued before, the ratio of largest to smallest
weight of x and s can be bounded via Lemma 4.41. Hence performing the leverage score
sample to obtain v in Line 14 to Line 16 of Algorithm 8 requires at most Õ(n(log(W ) +
| log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)) time by Lemma 5.1. Likewise, each call to SamplePrimal in Line 19
of Algorithm 8 requires at most Õ(n(log(W ) + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)) time by Lemma 8.2, which
is also a bound on the number of non-zero entries in matrix R. This results in a total of
Õ(nK(log(W ) + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)) time after all K calls to ShortStep.
D(x,∇) data structure The total cost of D(x.∇).QueryProduct and QuerySum is bounded
by

Õ(Kn+Kn(log(W ) + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|) +K2)
by Theorem 7.7. This is because (i) the number of non-zero entries in −RXS−1Ah′′ is bounded
by Õ(Kn(log(W ) + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)), and (ii) the vector v(`) and x(`−1) in Theorem 7.7 are
exactly the vectors γX∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2 and x in Algorithm 8 during the `-th call to Short-
Step. By x ≈γ/8 x we have ‖X−1γX∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2‖2 = O(γ) which yields the complexity
bound above.
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Algorithm 10: Minimum cost perfect b-matching algorithm
1 global variables
2 procedure MinimumCostPerfectBMatching(G = (U, V,E), b ∈ ZU∪V , c ∈ ZE)

/* Given minimum cost perfect b-matching instance on bipartite graph
G with cost vector c. */

3 Construct G′ = (U ∪ V ∪ {z}, E′), x, s, c′, d′ as in Lemma 8.7.
4 Let c′′ ∈ RE′ with c′′u,v = cu,v and c′′u,z = c′′z,v = ‖b‖1‖c‖∞ for all u ∈ U , v ∈ V .
5 Modify cost vector c′′ as in Lemma 8.10 to create unique optimum.
6 Let A be the incidence matrix of G′ and rename d′ to b.

/* Solve the linear program min c′′>x for A>x = b and x ≥ 0. */
7 x, s← PathFollowing(x, s, 1, 45‖c′‖∞‖b‖∞)
8 s← s+ c′′ − c′
9 x, s← PathFollowing(x, s, 45‖c′‖∞‖b‖∞, 1

24n·12m2(‖b‖∞‖c′′‖∞)3 )
10 x← feasible solution via Lemma 8.9.

/* x is now a feasible flow with c′′>x ≤ OPT + 1
12m2(‖b‖∞‖c′′‖∞)3 . */

11 Round entries of x to the nearest integer.
12 return x

D(s) data structure The total of all calls to D(s).Add require at most

Õ(K2‖S−1δs‖22 +Kn(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|))
= Õ(K2 +Kn(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|))

by Theorem 6.1 and ‖S−1δs‖2 = O(1) by Lemma 4.6.
Updating ∆ Updating ∆ in Line 22 takes O(n+‖R‖0) = Õ(n(log(W )+ | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|))
time, where we bound ‖R‖0 via Lemma 8.2. The same bound holds for computing RXS−1Ah′′
in Line 20. After all calls to ShortStep this contributes a total cost of Õ(Kn(log(W ) +
| log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)).
Total complexity In summary, the time for all calls to ShortStep together is bounded by

Õ(K2 +Kn(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)
= Õ(n

√
m · | log(µ(end)/µ(init))| · (logW + | log(µ(end)/µ(init))|)).

This also subsumes the initialization cost.

8.4 Õ(n
√

m)-Time Algorithm

In this section we use the implemented IPM (Algorithm 9) to obtain an algorithm that solves
minimum weight bipartite b-matching in Õ((n

√
m) log2W ) time. More accurately, we will prove

the following theorem.

Theorem 8.5. Algorithm 10 finds a minimum weight perfect bipartite b-matching. On a graph
with n nodes, m edges, and edge cost vector c ∈ Zm, the algorithm runs in Õ(n

√
m log2(‖c‖∞‖b‖∞))

time.

Outline of Theorem 8.5 Algorithm 10 can be outlined as follows: first we reduce the
problem to uncapacitated minimum cost flows, so that we can represent the problem as a linear
program of the form

min
A>x=b,x≥0

c>x,
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where A ∈ Rm×n is an incidence matrix and b ∈ Rn are is a demand vector.
We must then construct an initial feasible flow x ∈ Rm and a feasible slack s ∈ Rm of a

dual solution, such that xisi ≈ µ for all i ∈ [m] and some µ ∈ R. Unfortunately, we are not
able to construct such an initial pair (x, s) for the given edge cost vector c ∈ Rm. So instead,
we construct an initial pairs for some other cost vector c′ ∈ Rm (Lemma 8.7).

We then use the IPM (Algorithm 9) to move this initial solution away from the optimal
solution towards the center of the polytope. Once our intermediate solution pair (x, s) is suf-
ficiently close to the center, then it does no longer matter which cost vector was used.So we
are then able to switch the cost vector c′ with the actual cost vector c (Lemma 8.8). After
switching the cost vector, we then use the IPM (Algorithm 9) again to move our solution pair
(x, s) towards the new optimal solution induced by c.

Note that the obtained primal solution x is not feasible. Lemma 4.4 only guarantees that
x is close to a feasible solution. So we then use Lemma 8.9 to turn x into a nearby feasible
solution x′.

The obtained solution x′ is an almost optimal fractional solution. Via the Isolation-Lemma
8.10, we can simply round each entry of x′ to the nearest integer to obtain an optimal integral
solution.

Reduction to uncapacitated minimum flow We start the formal proof of Theorem 8.5
by proving the reduction of minimum-cost bipartite b-matching to uncapacitated minimum cost
flows. Given a bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) and vector b ∈ NV , we construct the following flow
instance.

Definition 8.6. Let G = (U, V,E) be a bipartite graph and b ∈ ZU∪V a vector with
∑
u∈U bu −∑

v∈V bv = 0 (i.e. a b-matching instance).
We define the corresponding starred flow graph as G′ = (V ′, E′) with nodes V ′ = V ∪ {z},

and directed edges E′ = E ∪ {(u, z), (z, v) | u ∈ U, v ∈ V } and demand vector d′ ∈ RV ′ with
dv = bv for v ∈ V , du = −bu for u ∈ U and dz = 0.

The reduction for minimum cost b-matching to uncapacitated minimum cost flow is now
trivially given. Given a cost vector c ∈ RE for the bipartite b-matching instance, we can define
a cost vector c′ ∈ RE′ for the starred flow graph G′, where c′u,v = cu,v, c′u,z = c′z,v = ‖b‖1‖c‖∞
for all u ∈ U and v ∈ V . Then any integral minimum cost flow on G′ with cost less than
‖b‖1‖c‖∞ for cost vector c′ results in a minimum weight perfect b matching on G. On the other
hand, if no such flow exists, then G has no perfect b-matching.

Initial point Next, we use the following Lemma 8.7 to construct an initial point (x, s) for
the IPM Algorithm 9 with xisi = µ for some µ ∈ R and all i ∈ [m]. Lemma 8.7 is proven in
Appendix A.1.

Lemma 8.7. We are given a minimum weight perfect b-matching instance on graph G =
(U, V,E) with cost vector c ∈ RE.

Let G′ = (V ′, E′) with demand vector d′ be the corresponding starred flow graph (see Defi-
nition 8.6) and let n be the number of nodes of G′ and m the number of edges.

For τ(x, s) := 1, we can construct in O(m) time a cost vector c′ ∈ RE′ for G′ and a feasible
primal dual solution pair (x, s) for the minimum cost flow problem on G′ with cost vector c′,
where the solution satisfies xs = τ(x, s). The cost vector c′ satisfies

‖b‖−1
∞ ≤ c′ ≤ n.

Switching the cost vector Lemma 8.7 returns some cost vector c′ that differs from c. As
outlined before and as can be seen in Line 8 of Algorithm 10, we will switch the cost vectors
once our point (x, s) is far enough away from the optimum. Lemma 8.8, which formally shows
that this switching is possible, is proven in Appendix A.2.
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Lemma 8.8. Consider the function τ(x, s) and a uncapacitated min-cost-flow instance as con-
structed in Lemma 8.15 or Lemma 8.7 and let A be the incidence matrix of the underlying graph
G′. Let c be the cost vector constructed in Lemma 8.15 and let c′ be any other cost vector with
‖c′‖∞ ≥ 1.

Assume we have a primal dual solution pair (x, s) for cost vector c and demand d with
‖Ax− d‖(AXS−1A)−1 ≤ √µ/4 and xs ≈ε/3 µτ(x, s) for any ε ≤ 1 and µ ≥ 45‖c′‖∞‖d‖∞ε.

If we replace the cost vector c with cost vector c′ then (x, s+ c′− c) is a primal dual solution
pair for the new min-cost-flow instance with cost vector c′ and we have x(s + c′ − c) ≈ε/2
µτ(x, s+ c′ − c).

Rounding to an optimal integral solution After running the IPM for the cost vector c
(i.e. Line 9 of Algorithm 10) we obtain a near optimal and near feasible fractional solution
x. The following Lemma 8.9 shows that we can convert this near feasible solution to a truly
feasible solution that is still near optimal. The proof is deferred to Appendix A.3.

Lemma 8.9. Consider any ε > 0 and an uncapacitated min-cost flow instance on a starred
flow graph (Definition 8.6) with cost vector c ∈ RE, demand vector d ∈ RV and the property
that any feasible flow f satisfies f ≤ ‖d‖∞.

Assume we are given a primal dual solution pair (x, s), with xs ≈1/2 µτ(x, s) and

1
µ
· ‖Ax− d‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 ≤

1
10

for µ ≤ ε
24n .

Let δ = ε2

12(‖c‖∞‖d‖∞m)2 , then in Õ(m log δ−1) time we can construct a feasible flow f with
c>f ≤ OPT + ε, where OPT is the optimal value of the min-cost flow instance.

At last, we convert the feasible near optimal fractional solution x to a truly optimal integral
solution via the Isolation-Lemma of [DS08]. Lemma 8.10 below shows that, if the flow instance
is integral and the set of optimal flows has congestion at mostW (where the congestion of a flow
refers to the maximum flow value over all edges), then we can obtain an optimal feasible flow
by (i) slightly perturbing the problem, (ii) solving the perturbed problem approximately with
1/poly(mW ) additive error, and (iii) rounding the flow on each edge to nearest integer. We
show in Appendix A.4 how Lemma 8.10 is obtained via the Isolation-Lemma of [DS08, KS01].

Lemma 8.10. Let Π = (G, b, c) be an instance for minimum-cost flow problem where G is
a directed graph with m edges, the demand vector b ∈ {−W, . . . ,W}V and the cost vector
c ∈ {−W, . . . ,W}E. Further assume that all optimal flows have congestion at most W .

Let the perturbed instance Π̃ = (G, b, c̃) be such that c̃e = ce + ze where ze is a random
number from the set

{
1

4m2W 2 , . . . ,
2mW

4m2W 2

}
. Let f̃ be a feasible flow for Π̃ whose cost is at most

OPT(Π̃) + 1
12m2W 3 where OPT(Π̃) is the optimal cost for problem Π̃. Let f be obtained by

rounding the flow f̃ on each edge to the nearest integer. Then, with probability at least 1/2, f
is an optimal feasible flow for Π.

Proof of Theorem 8.5 We start by proving the correctness of Algorithm 10 in Lemma 8.11 by
using the previously stated Lemmas 8.7 to 8.10. Then we analyze the complexity of Algorithm 10
in Lemma 8.12. Lemma 8.11 and Lemma 8.12 together form the proof of Algorithm 10.

Lemma 8.11. With high probability Algorithm 10 returns an optimal minimum weight perfect
bipartite b-matching.

Proof. Given the bipartite graph G and vector b, Lemma 8.7 constructs the corresponding
starred flow graph with demand vector d ∈ Rn, a cost vector c′ ∈ Rm, and a feasible primal
dual pair (x, s) with xs = 1. Thus PathFollowing in Line 7 returns x, s with

xs ≈ε/3 45‖c′‖∞‖b‖∞ =: µ, and
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µ−1/2‖A>x− b‖(AXS−1A)−1 ≤ εγ < 1/4

by Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5. By Lemma 8.8 we can switch the cost vector c′ with c′′, such
that xs ≈ε/2 τ(x, s). Then PathFollowing in Line 9 returns x, s with

xs ≈ε/3
1

24n · 12m2(‖b‖∞‖c′′‖∞)3 =: µ′, and

µ′−1/2‖A>x− b‖(AXS−1A)−1 ≤ εγ < 1/10

by Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5. Lemma 8.9 turns the given x into a feasible flow on graph G′,
with

c′′>x ≤ OPT + 1
12m2(‖b‖∞‖c′′‖∞)3 .

Further we know that every optimal flow on that graph can have congestion at most ‖b‖∞, as
the congestion is bounded by the demand of the incident nodes. Thus by Lemma 8.10, we can
round the entries of x to the nearest integer and obtain an optimal solution for the minimum
cost flow with cost vector c′′. Since c′′u,z = c′′z,v = n‖c‖∞, the optimal solution will not use any
of the edges (u, z) or (z, v) for any u ∈ U or v ∈ V . Thus the obtained flow x can be interpreted
as a perfect b-matching, because the demands d′u = −bu and d′v = bv match the given b-vector.
Note that we only obtain the optimal solution with probability at least 1/2, but we can repeat
the algorithm O(logn) times and return the minimum result, which is the optimal solution with
high probability.

Lemma 8.12. Algorithm 10 runs in Õ(n
√
m log2(‖c‖∞‖b‖∞)) time.

Proof. Constructing the initial point via Lemma 8.15 takes O(m) time. Next, moving away
from the optimal solution, switching the cost vector, and then moving towards the optimal
solution takes O(n

√
m log2(‖c‖∞‖b‖∞)) time by Lemma 8.4, as both | logµ(end)/µ(init)| and

logW are bounded by Õ(log(‖c‖∞‖b‖∞)). At last, we construct a feasible x via Lemma 8.9 in
Õ(m log(‖c‖∞‖b‖∞)) time and rounding each entry of x to the nearest integer takes only O(m)
time.

8.5 Nearly Linear Time Algorithm for Moderately Dense Graphs

In this section we improve the previous Õ(n
√
m)-time algorithm of Theorem 8.5 to run in

Õ(m+ n1.5)-time instead. For that we will modify the ShortStep algorithm (Algorithm 8) to
use the faster improved IPM of Section 4.3 (Algorithm 3).

Note that Algorithm 3 (leverage score based IPM) is very similar to Algorithm 2 (log barrier
based IPM). Hence when implementing Algorithm 3, we can start with the implemention of
Algorithm 2 from Section 8.2 and perform a few modifications. The main difference is that
Algorithm 3 uses (∇Φ(v))[(τ) for v ≈ xs/(µτ(x, s)) where τ(x, s) = σ(

√
XS−1A) + n/m, while

Algorithm 2 uses ∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2 for v ≈ xs. Previously, Algorithm 8 (the implementation
of Algorithm 2) used Theorem 7.7 to maintain ∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2. We now replace this data
structure by Theorem 7.1 to maintain (∇Φ(v))[(τ) instead.

The next difference in implementation is, that we must have an accurate approximation
τ ≈ τ(x, s). Note that, while Lemma 5.1 does provide upper bounds on the leverage scores, it
does not yield a good approximation. So we must use a different data structure for maintaining
τ ≈ τ(x, s). Such a data structure was previously given by [BLSS20], and we state these results
in Appendix B. This data structure requires that x, s are very accurate approximations of x, s,
so another difference is that we use much smaller accuracy parameters than before. However,
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the accuracy is smaller by only some polylog(n)-factor, so it will not affect the complexity
besides an additional Õ(1)-factor.

Algorithm 11 gives a formal description of our implementation of Algorithm 3 and Lemma 8.13
shows that this implementation is indeed correct.

Afterward, we show in Lemma 8.14 that the complexity of Algorithm 9 improves when using
this new implementation of the faster IPM.

Lemma 8.13. Algorithm 11 implements Algorithm 3.

Proof. Note that the only difference between Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 is the gradient.
While in Algorithm 2 we use ∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2 for v ≈γ xs/µ, the faster Algorithm 3 uses
(∇Φ(v))[(τ̃) for v ≈γ xs/(µτ(x, s)) and τ̃ ≈γ τ(x, s).

Likewise Algorithm 11 is almost the same as Algorithm 8. The main difference being that
we replaced the data structure of Theorem 7.7 for maintaining ∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2 by the data
structure of Theorem 7.1 for maintaining (∇Φ(v))[(τ). The next difference is that we now use
Theorem B.1 to maintain the leverage scores.

Given that the rest of the implementation (Algorithm 11) of the LS-barrier method is iden-
tical to the implementation (Algorithm 8) of the log-barrier method, we only need to verify that
these modifications maintain the desired values with sufficient accuracy.

Leverage Scores Note that Line 22 makes sure that Theorem B.1 always uses g = (x/s)1−2α.
As D(x,∇) and D(s) return γ/(105 log2 n) approximations and we change x, s whenever these ap-
proximations change by some γ/(105 log2 n) factor, we have (x/s)1−2α ≈4γ/(105 log2 n) (x/s)1−2α.
This then implies

τ ≈γ/2 σ(X1/2−αS−1/2−αA) ≈4γ/(105 log2 n) σ(X1/2−αS−1/2−αA) =: τ(x, s),

assuming D(τ) (Theorem B.1) is initialized with accuracy γ/4. Hence Theorem B.1 maintains
τ ≈3γ/4 τ(x, s).

Gradient In Line 10, Line 22 and Line 30 we make sure that Theorem 7.1 uses z = xs/(µτ).
Hence the data structure maintains (∇φ(v))[(τ̃) for v ≈γ/16 z = xs/(µτ) ≈15γ/16 xs/τ(x, s), so
v ≈γ xs/(τ(x, s)). Further, τ̃ ≈γ/(105 log2 n) τ ≈3γ/4 τ(x, s), so τ̃ ≈γ τ(x, s).

We now show that the complexity of Algorithm 9 improves when using Algorithm 11 for the
ShortStep function.

Lemma 8.14. We can improve Algorithm 9 to run in

Õ
(
(m+ n1.5) · | logµ(end)/µ(init)| · (logW + | logµ(end)/µ(init)|)

)
time, where logW is a bound on the ratio of largest to smallest entry in x(init) and s(init).

Proof. The main difference is that we run Algorithm 11 (the LS-barrier) for ShortStep in-
stead of Algorithm 8 (the log-barrier). For that we must first initialize Theorem B.1 via
D(τ).Initialize((x(init)/s(init))1/2−α, γ/4). This additional initialization takes Õ(m) time. We
also run Theorem 7.1 instead of Theorem 7.7 to maintain (∇Φ(v))[(τ̃) instead of∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2,
but the complexities of these two data structures are the same. Note that we must initialize
D(x,∇) and D(s) for a higher accuracy (γ/(105 log2 n)) than in the previous log-barrier imple-
mentation (which had accuracy γ/16). However, this increases the complexity by only a Õ(1)
factor.
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Algorithm 11: Implementation of Algorithm 3
1 global variables
2 Same variables as in Algorithm 8, and additionally
3 D(x,∇) instance of Theorem 7.1 using γ/(105 log2 n) accuracy
4 D(s) instance of Theorem 6.1 using γ/(105 log2 n) accuracy
5 D(τ) instance of Theorem B.1 with accuracy γ/2
6 τ ∈ Rm element-wise approximations of τ(x, s)
7 T ≥

√
n upper bound on how often ShortStep is called

8 α = 1
4 log( 4m

n
)

9 procedure ShortStep(µ(new) > 0)
/* Update µ and data structures that depend on it. */

10 if µ 6≈γ/8 µ(new) then
11 µ← µ(new)

12 for i ∈ [m] do D(x,∇).Update(i, γxi, (xisi)/(µτ i));
/* Leverage Score Sampling to sparsify (AX/SA) with γ/2 spectral

approximation */
13 Iv ← D(sample,σ).LeverageScoreSample(cγ−2 logn) for some large enough

constant c > 0
14 v ← D(sample,σ).LeverageScoreBound(cγ−2 logn, Iv)
15 vi ← 1/vi for i with vi 6= 0

/* Perform ShortStep (Algorithm 3) */
16 h′ ← D(x,∇).QueryProduct() // h′ = γAX∇Φ(v)/‖∇Φ(v)‖2
17 h′′ ← solve (A>VA)−1(h′ + ∆) with γ/2 accuracy via Laplacian Solver

(Lemma 2.1). // h′′ = H−1(h′ + (A>x− b)), δr = S−1Ah′′

18 R ← SamplePrimal(c1(
√
m/n) · Tγ log2 n log(mT ), D(sample), D(sample,σ), h′′) for

some large enough constant c1 > 0 such that x ≈γ/(105 log2 n) x̂ via Lemma 4.37
19 x(tmp), Ix ← D(x,∇).QuerySum(−RXS−1Ah′′)
20 s(tmp), Is ← D(s).Add((A>VA)−1h′, γ/16)
21 ∆← ∆ + h′ −A>RXS−1Ah′′ // Maintain ∆ = A>x− b

/* Update x, s and data structures that depend on them. */
22 for i ∈ Ix ∪ Is do
23 if x(tmp)

i 6≈γ/(105 logn) xi or s
(tmp)
i 6≈γ/(105 log2 n) si then

24 xi ← x
(tmp)
i , si ← s

(tmp)
i

25 D(x,∇).Update(i, γxi, (xisi)/(µτ i))
26 D(sample).Scale(i, 1/si)
27 D(sample,σ).Scale(i,

√
xi/si)

28 D(τ).Scale(i, (xi/si)1−2α) // So τ ≈ σ(X1/2−αS−1/2−α) + n/m

/* Update τ and data structures that depend on it. */
29 Iτ , τ ← D(τ).Query()
30 for i ∈ Iτ do
31 D(x,∇).Update(i, γxi, τ i, (xisi)/(µτ i))

Complexity of Algorithm 11 The main difference to the previous analysis from Lemma 8.4
is that now ShortStep is called only K = Õ(

√
n| log(µ(init)/µ(end))|) times. We will now list

all the differences compared to the previous analysis of Lemma 8.4. Note that Algorithm 11
assumes a global variable T ≥

√
n, which is an upper bound on how often ShortStep is called.
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So we modify Algorithm 9 to set T = K = Õ(
√
n| log(µ(init)/µ(end))|). Further note that as

before, we can bound the ratio W ′ of largest to smallest entry in x and s throughout all calls
to ShortStep by logW ′ = Õ(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|) via Lemma 4.41.

Sampling the primal We scale the sampling probability for SamplePrimal by Õ(
√
mK/n).

The complexity per call thus increases to

Õ(n(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|) +Km/n)

by Lemma 8.2. Further note that by Lemma 4.37 the sampling probability is large enough for
our sequence of primal solutions x(1), x(2), ... to be close to some sequence x̂(1), x̂(2), ..., such that
x(t) ≈γ/(105 log2 n x̂

(t) and ‖(X̂(t−1))−1(x̂(t) − x̂(t−1))‖τ for all t.

D(x,∇) data structure The number of times µ changes is now bounded by Õ(K/
√
n), so

the total cost of updating D(x,∇) in Line 10 is now bounded by Õ(Km/
√
n). The cost of

D(x,∇).QueryProduct and QuerySum is bounded by

Õ(Kn+Kn(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|) +K · ‖X(∇Φ(v))[(τ)/x‖22)
= Õ(Kn+Kn(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|) +K ·m/n),

by Theorem 7.1, where we use that

‖X(∇Φ(v))[(τ)/x‖22 = O(1) · ‖∇Φ(v))[(τ)‖22 = O(m/n) · ‖∇Φ(v))[(τ)‖τ
= Õ(m/n) · ‖∇Φ(v))[(τ)‖τ+∞ = Õ(m/n)

D(s) data structure The complexity of calls to D(s).Add (Theorem 6.1) is now bounded by
Õ(K2 ·m/n + Kn(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)), because ‖S−1δs‖22 ≤ O(m/n)‖S−1δs‖2τ(x,s) =
O(m/n).

D(τ) data structure Any change to τ causes Õ(1) cost in Line 30. The number of times any
entry of τ changes is bounded by the Query complexity of Theorem B.1. This complexity can
be bounded by Õ(K2m/n+Kn(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)), when applying Lemma 4.41 and
the fact that we scale the sampling probability for SampleProbability by Õ(

√
mK/n). Note

that this complexity bound only holds when for the given input sequence g(t) := (x(t)/s(t))1−α,
there exists sequence ĝ(t) ≈γ/(2·16·144 log2 n) g

(t) which satisfies (70) and (71). This is satis-
fied because of the accuracy of x ≈2γ/(105 log2 n) x, s ≈2γ/(105 log2 n) s, the stability property
‖S−1δs‖τ ≤ 2γ (Lemma 4.19), and the stable sequence x̂(t) ≈γ/(105 log2 n) x

(t) that exists accord-
ing to Lemma 4.37. So the sequence ĝ(t) := (x̂(t)/s(t))1−2α satisfies ĝ(t) ≈γ/(2·16·144 log2 n) g

(t) =
(x(t)/s(t))1−2α, (70) and (71).

Updating the data structure The number of times that any entry of s changes now bounded
by Õ(K2m/n), because ‖S−1δs‖22 = O(m/n). Likewise the number of times that any entry of
s changes is bounded by Õ(Kn(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))| + K2m/n) because x changes by
X(∇Φ(v))[(τ) −RXS−1Ah′′, where for the first term we have ‖X(∇Φ(v))[(τ)/x‖22 = O(m/n)
and the second term as only at most Õ(n(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|) + Km/n) non-zero
entries. So updating all the data structures via calls to Update and Scale in Line 22 now
takes Õ(Kn(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|) +K2 ·m/n) time.

Total Complexity The total complexity is thus

Õ(m+K2m/n+Kn(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|))
= Õ((m+ n1.5)| log(µ(init)/µ(end))|(logW + | log(µ(init)/µ(end))|)).
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Note that Lemma 8.7, as used in our Õ(n
√
m)-time algorithm, only provides an initial point

(x, s) with xs = µ for some µ ∈ R. For the faster IPM, however, we require xs ≈ µτ(x, s) with
τ(x, s) := σ(x, s) + n/m as defined in Definition 4.13. The following Lemma 8.15 shows that
such a point can be constructed, and it is proven in Appendix A.1.

Lemma 8.15. We are given a minimum weight perfect b-matching instance on graph G =
(U, V,E) with cost vector c ∈ RE.

Let G′ = (V ′, E′) with demand vector d′ be the corresponding starred flow graph (see Defi-
nition 8.6) and let n be the number of nodes of G′ and m the number of edges.

For τ(x, s) := σ(x, s) + m/n and for any ε > 0 we can construct in Õ(mpoly(ε−1)) time a
cost vector c′ ∈ RE′ for G′ and a feasible primal dual solution pair (x, s) for the minimum cost
flow problem on G′ with cost vector c′, where the solution satisfies

xs ≈ε τ(x, s). (66)

The cost vector c′ satisfies
n

4m(1 + ‖b‖∞) ≤ c
′ ≤ 3n.

We now obtain Theorem 8.1 by replacing the slow
√
m-iteration IPM, used in Algorithm 10,

with the faster
√
n-iteration IPM.

Theorem 8.1. For b, c ∈ Zm, we can solve minimum weight perfect bipartite b-matching for
cost vector c in Õ((m+ n1.5) log2(‖c‖∞‖b‖∞)) time.

Proof. This follows directly from Algorithm 10 (Theorem 8.5), when we use the faster variant
of Algorithm 9 (Lemma 8.14 instead of Lemma 8.4). To construct the initial point we now use
Lemma 8.15 instead of Lemma 8.7.

8.6 More Applications to Matching, Flow, and Shortest Paths

In this section, we apply known reductions and list applications of our main results (see Fig-
ure 2). In Section 8.6.1, we show that we can obtain exact algorithms for many fundamental
problems when all the numbers from the problem instance are integral. For a history overview
for some of these problems see Tables 4 and 5. Then, in Section 8.6.2, we show that even when
the numbers are not integral, we can still (1 + ε)-approximately solve all the problems with
log2(1/ε) dependency in the running time.

Vertex-capacitated 

min-cost 𝑠-𝑡-flow

Transshipment

Bipartite perfect

min-cost 

𝑏-matching

Bipartite 

max-weight

𝑏-matching

Negative-weight 

shortest paths

Figure 2: Reductions between problems
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Year Author Reference Complexity Notes
1955 Shimbel [Shi55] O(n4)
1956 Ford [Net56] O(Wn2m)
1958 Bellman, Moore [Bel58] [Moo59] O(nm) *
1983 Gabow [Gab85] O(n3/4m logW )
1989 Gabow and Tarjan [GT89] O(

√
nm log(nW ))

1993 Goldberg [Gol93] O(
√
nm log(W )) *

2005 Sankowski; Yuster and Zwick [San05], [YZ05] Õ(Wnω)
2017 Cohen, Madry, Sankowski, Vladu [CMSV17] Õ(m10/7 logW )
2020 Axiotis, Madry, Vladu [AMV20] Õ(m4/3+o(1) logW ) *
2020 This paper Õ((m+ n1.5) log2W ) *

Table 4: The complexity results for the SSSP problem with negative weights (* indicates
asymptotically the best bound for some range of parameters). The table is extended from
[CMSV17]

Year Author Reference Complexity Notes
1931 Egervary [Ege31] O(Wn2m)
1955 Khun and Munkers [Kuh55],[Mun57] O(Wn2m)
1960 Iri [Iri60] O(n2m)
1969 Dinic and Kronrod [DK69] O(n3)
1970 Edmonds and Karp [EK72] O(nm+ n2 logn) *
1983 Gabow [Gab85] O(n 3

4m logW )
1989 Gabow and Tarjan [GT89] O(

√
nm log(nW )) *

1999 Kao, Lam, Sung and Ting [KLST99] O(W
√
nm)

2006 Sankowski [San06] O(Wnω)
2017 Cohen, Madry, Sankowski, Vladu [CMSV17] Õ(m10/7 logW )
2020 Axiotis, Madry, Vladu [AMV20] Õ(m4/3+o(1) logW ) *
2020 This paper Õ((m+ n1.5) log2W ) *

Table 5: The complexity results for the minimum-weight bipartite perfect matching
problem (* indicates asymptotically the best bound for some range of parameters). The table
is extended from [CMSV17].

8.6.1 Exact Algorithms for Integral Problems

In this section, we define several problems such that the numbers from the problem instance
are integral, and show how to solve them exactly. We will later allow fractions in the problem
instance in Section 8.6.2, and show how to solve those problems approximately.

Definition 8.16 (b-matching). For any graph G = (V,E), a demand vector b ∈ ZV≥0, and a cost
vector c ∈ ZE, a b-matching is an assignment x ∈ ZE≥0 where

∑
e3v xe ≤ bv for all v ∈ V . We

say that x is perfect if ∑e3v xe = bv for all v ∈ V . The cost/weight of x is c>x = ∑
e∈E cexe.

When b is an all-one vector, the b-matching is referred to simply as a matching. We say that x
is fractional if we allow x ∈ RE≥0. Similarly, b is fractional if b ∈ RV≥0.

In the maximum weight bipartite b-matching problem, given a bipartite graph G, a demand
vector b, and a cost vector c, we need to find a b-matching with maximum weight. In the
minimum/maximum weight bipartite perfect b-matching problem, we need to find a perfect b-
matching with minimum/maximum weight or report that no perfect b-matching exists. Below,
we show a relation between these problems. We let W denote the largest absolute value used
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for specifying any value in the problem (i.e. bv ≤ W for all v ∈ V and −W ≤ cu,v ≤ W for all
(u, v) ∈ E).

Equivalence of variants of perfect b-matching. Most variants of the problems for perfect
b-matching are equivalent. First, we can assume that the cost is non-negative by working with
the cost vector c′ where c′(e) = c(e) +W for all e ∈ E. This is because the cost of every perfect
b-matching is increased by exactly W · ‖b‖1/2. Second, the maximization variant is equivalent
with the minimization variant by working with the cost c′(e) = −c(e) because the cost of every
perfect b-matching is negated.

Maximum weight non-perfect b-matching → Maximum weight perfect b-matching.
We can reduce the non-perfect variant to the perfect one. Given a problem instance (G, b, c)
of maximum weight bipartite b-matching where G = (U, V,E) is a bipartite graph, b is a
demand vector and c is a cost vector, we construct an instance (G′, b′, c′) of maximum weight
bipartite perfect b-matching as follows. First, note that we can assume that all entries in c
are non-negative since we never add edges of negative cost to the optimal maximum weight
non-perfect b-matching. Next, we add new vertices u0 into U and v0 into V . Set b′u0 = ∑

v∈V bv,
b′v0 = ∑

u∈U bu, and b′x = bx for all x ∈ U ∪ V . We add edges connecting u0 to all vertices in
V (including v0) and connecting v0 to all vertices in U . The cost of all these edges incident
to u0 or v0 is 0. It is easy to see that, given a perfect b′-matching x′ in G′, we can obtain
a b-matching x with the same cost in G simply by deleting all edges incident to u0 and v0.
Also, given any b-matching x in G, there is a perfect b′-matching x′ in G′ with the same cost
that is obtained from x by “matching the residual demand” on vertices in U and V to v0 and
u0 respectively. More formally, we set x′e = xe∀e ∈ E, x′(u0,v) = bv −

∑
(u,v)∈E x(u,v)∀v ∈ V ,

x′(u,v0) = bu −
∑

(u,v)∈E x(u,v)∀u ∈ U , and x′(u0,v0) = ∑
(u,v)∈E x(u,v). It is easy to verify that x′

is a perfect b′-matching with the same cost as x.
From the above discussion, we conclude:

Proposition 8.17. Consider the following problems when the input graph has n vertices and
m edges, and let W denote the largest number in the problem instance:

• minimum weight bipartite perfect b-matching (with positive cost vector),

• minimum weight bipartite perfect b-matching, and

• maximum weight bipartite perfect b-matching.

If one of the above problems can be solved in T (m,n,W ) time, then we can solve the other
problems in T (m,n, 2W ) time. Additionally, we can solve the maximum weight bipartite b-
matching problem in T (m+O(n), n,O(Wn)) time.

Definition 8.18 (Flow). For any directed graph G = (V,E), a demand vector b ∈ ZV where∑
v∈V bv = 0, and a cost vector c ∈ ZE, a flow (w.r.t. b) is an assignment f ∈ ZE≥0 such that,

for all v ∈ V ,
∑

(u,v)∈E f(u,v) −
∑

(v,u)∈E f(v,u) = bv. The cost of f is c>f = ∑
e∈E cefe. We say

that f is fractional if we allow f ∈ RE≥0.
An s-t flow f is a flow such that bv = 0 for all v ∈ V \ {s, t}. So bs = k = −bt for some

k ∈ R. We say that k is the value of the s-t flow f . Let ~cap ∈ ZV \{s,t}>0 denote vertex capacities.
We say that f respects the vertex capacity if

∑
(u,v)∈E f(u,v) ≤ ~capv for all v ∈ V \ {s, t}.

In the uncapacitated minimum-cost flow problem (a.k.a. the transshipment problem), given
a directed graph G = (V,E), a demand vector b, and a cost vector c, we need either (1) report
that no flow w.r.t. b exists, (2) report that the optimal cost is −∞ (this can happen if there is
a negative cycle w.r.t. c) or (3) find such flow with minimum cost. We will need the following
observation:
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Claim 8.19. If there is a feasible solution for the transshipment problem and the optimal cost
is not −∞, then the optimal cost is between [−W 2n3,W 2n3].

Proof. If the optimal cost is not −∞, there is no negative cycle. So an optimal flow f can be
decomposed into a collection of paths. The total flow value summing overall flow paths is exactly∑
v∈V

||b||1
2 . So the flow value on every edge is at most ∑v∈V

||b||1
2 . Therefore, the cost of f is at

least ∑v∈V
||b||1

2 ×mine∈E ce×|E| ≥ −W 2n3 and at most ∑v∈V
||b||1

2 ×maxe∈E ce×|E| ≤W 2n3

.

In the vertex-capacitated minimum-cost s-t flow problem, given a directed G and a pair of
vertices (s, t), a target value k, a vertex capacity vector ~cap, and a cost vector c, we either
report that no such s-t flow with value k respecting vertex capacities ~cap exists, or find such
flow with minimum cost.

Below, we show the equivalence between these two problems and the minimum weight perfect
b-matching problem.

Minimum weight perfect b-matching → Transshipment. Observe that minimum
weight bipartite perfect b-matching is a special case of the transshipment problem when we
only allow edges that direct from vertices with positive demands (for the transshipment prob-
lem) to vertices with negative demands.

Transshipment → Vertex-capacitated minimum-cost s-t flow. Given a transshipment
instance (G = (V,E), b, c), we can construct an instance (G′, k, ~cap, c′) for vertex-capacitated
s-t flow as follows. First, we add a special source s and t into the graph. For each vertex v with
positive demand bv > 0, we add a dummy vertex sv and two edges (s, sv) and (sv, v). For each
vertex v with positive demand bv < 0, we add a dummy vertex tv and two edges (v, tv) and (tv, t).
Let G′ denote the resulting graph. The vertex capacity of each sv is ~capsv = bv. The vertex
capacity of each tv is ~captv = −bv. For original vertices v ∈ V , we set ~capv = 3n3W 2 +n||b||1/2.
We set the cost c′e = ce for all original edges e ∈ E, otherwise c′e = 0 for all new edges e. Lastly,
we set the target value k = ∑

v:bv>0 bv = ||b||1/2.
First, we claim there is an s-t flow in G′ with value k if and only if there is a flow in G

satisfying the demand b. To see this, consider any s-t flow f ′ with value k respecting vertex
capacities in G′. Observe that the vertex capacities of all sv must be exactly saturated, because
there are k units of flow going out from s, but the total capacities of all sv are at most k.
This similarly holds for all tv. Therefore, for all original vertices v ∈ V , ∑(u,v)∈E f

′
(u,v) −∑

(v,u)∈E f
′
(v,u) = bv. Observe that, by deleting all non-original vertices in G′, f ′ corresponds to

a flow f (w.r.t. b) in G with the same cost as f .
Therefore, if the algorithm for solving vertex-capacitated s-t flow reports that there is no

s-t flow in G′ with value k, then we just report that there is no flow in G satisfying the demand
b. Otherwise, we obtain an s-t flow f ′ in G′ with value k.

We claim that the cost of f ′ is less than −W 2n3 if and only if there is a negative cycle w.r.t. c
in G. If the cost of f ′ is less than −W 2n3, then there is a flow in f satisfying the demand b
with the same cost by the above argument. So, by Claim 8.19, the optimal cost of flow in G
must be −∞ and, hence, there is a negative cycle in G. In the other direction, suppose there
is a negative cycle C in G, then it suffices to construct a s-t flow f ′1 in G′ with value k with
cost less than −W 2n3. Start with an arbitrary s-t flow f ′2 in G′ with value k such that f ′2 can
be decomposed into a collection of paths only (no cycle). We know that f ′2 exists because f ′
exists. Observe that the flow value in f ′2 is at most k on every edge and at most kn on every
vertex. So the cost of f ′2 is at most k×maxe∈E ce×|E| ≤ n3W 2. Now, f ′1 is obtained from f ′2 by
augmenting a flow along the negative cycle C with value 3n3W 2. Note that this augmentation
is possible because the capacity of every original vertex v ∈ V is nk+ 3n3W 2. So the cost of f ′1
is at most n3W 2 − 3n3W 2 ≤ −2n3W 2.
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By the above argument, we simply check the cost of f ′. If it is less than −W 2n3, we
report that the optimal cost for the transshipment problem is −∞. Otherwise, we return the
corresponding flow f from the discussion above.

Vertex-capacitated minimum-cost s-t flow → Minimum weight perfect b-matching.
We show a reduction that directly generalizes the well-known reduction from minimum-cost
vertex-disjoint s-t paths to minimum weight perfect matching (see e.g. Section 3.3 of [San09]
and Chapter 16.7c of [Sch03]).

Suppose we are given an instance (G = (V,E), k, ~cap, c) for the vertex-capacitated minimum-
cost s-t flow problem (possibly with negative costs). First, we assume that s has no incoming
edges and t has no outgoing edges. To assume this, we can add vertices s0 and t0, and edges
(s0, s) and (t, t0) both with zero cost. Set ~caps = ~capt = ∑

v∈V \{s,t} ~capv. By treating s0 and t0
as the new source and sink, our assumption is justified.

Next, we construct a bipartite graph G′ = (L,R,E′), a cost vector c′ ∈ ZE′ , a demand vector
b′ ∈ ZL∪R as follows. For each v ∈ V \ {t}, we create a copy vl ∈ L. For each v ∈ V \ {s}, we
create a copy vr ∈ R. For v ∈ V \{s, t}, add an edge (vl, vr) ∈ E′ with cost c′(vl,vr) = 0. For each
e = (u, v) ∈ E, add (ul, vr) ∈ E′ with cost c′e = ce. (Note that here we exploit the assumption
that s/t has no incoming/outgoing edges.) We assign the demand vector b′ as follows: b′sl = k,
b′tr = k, and, for every v ∈ V \ {s, t}, b′vl = b′vr = ~capv.

Observe that every perfect b′-matching x in G′ corresponds to a set C of cycles in G∪{(t, s)}
where each vertex v is part of at most ~capv cycles and (t, s) is part of exactly k cycles. Hence,
C in turn corresponds to an s-t flow f in G of value k that respect the vertex capacities ~cap.
Moreover, the cost of x is exactly the same as the cost of f .

From the above three reductions, we conclude:

Proposition 8.20. Consider the following problems when the input graph has n vertices and
m edges, and W denotes the largest number in the problem instance:

• minimum weight bipartite perfect b-matching,

• uncapacitated minimum-cost flow (a.k.a. transshipment), and

• vertex-capacitated minimum-cost s-t flow.

If one of the above problems can be solved in T (m,n,W ) time, then we can solve the other
problems in T (m+O(n), O(n), O(n3W 2)) time.

Negative-weight single-source shortest paths → Transshipment / Dual of minimum
weight perfect b-matching. We also consider the negative-weight single-source shortest path
problem. In this problem, we are given a graph G = (V,E), a source s ∈ V , and a cost vector
c ∈ ZE , the goal is to compute a shortest path tree rooted at s w.r.t. the cost c, or detect a
negative cycle.

The problem can be reduced to the transshipment problem as follows. First, by performing
depth first search, we assume that the source s can reach all other vertices. (The unreachable
vertices have distance ∞ and can be removed from the graph.) Next, we make sure that the
shortest path is unique by randomly perturbing the weight of each edge (exploiting the Isolation
lemma as in, e.g., [CCE13, Section 6]). Then, we set the demand vector bs = n−1 and bv = −1
for all v 6= s. As s can reach all other vertices, we know that there exists a flow satisfying the
demand b. Finally, we invoke the algorithm for solving the transshipment instance G with this
demand b. If the algorithm reports that the optimal cost is −∞, then we report that there is a
negative cycle. Otherwise, we obtain a flow f that can be decomposed into s-v paths Pv for all
v ∈ V \ {s}. Observe that Pv must be a shortest s-v path. Since the shortest paths are unique,
we have that the union of Pv over all v ∈ V \ {s}, which is exactly the support of f , form a
shortest path tree. Therefore, we simply return the support of f as the answer.
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Minimum mean cycle, deterministic MDP→Negative-weight single-source shortest
path. Given a cost function c on edges, the mean cost of a directed cycle σ is c(σ) = 1

|σ| ·∑
e∈σ c(e). The minimum mean cycle problem is to find a cycle of minimum mean cost. The

deterministic markov decision process (MDP) problem [Mad02] is the same problem except that
we want to find a cycle with maximum mean cost. These two problems are clearly equivalent
by negating all the edge cost.

Given a subroutine for detecting a negative cycle, Lawler [Law72] shows that we can also
solve the minimum mean cycle problem on a graph of size n by calling the negative cycle
subroutine O(log(nW )) times on graphs with the same order.

Plugging Algorithms to Reductions. Fianlly, by plugging the main algorithm from The-
orem 8.1 into the above reductions, we immediately obtain several applications.

Corollary 8.21 (Exact Algorithms for Integral Problems). There are algorithms with running
time Õ((m+ n1.5) log2W ) for solving the following problems exactly:

• minimum weight bipartite perfect b-matching,
• maximum weight bipartite perfect b-matching,
• maximum weight bipartite b-matching,
• uncapacitated minimum-cost flow (a.k.a. transshipment),
• vertex-capacitated minimum-cost s-t flow, and
• negative-weight single-source shortest path,
• minimum mean cycle, and
• deterministic MDP

when the input graph has n vertices and m edges, and W denotes the largest absolute value used
for specifying any value in the problem. Here, we assume that all numbers used for specifying
the input are integral.

8.6.2 Approximation Algorithms for Fractional Problems

Generally, for each the problem considered in the previous section, we can consider the same
problem where the values that describe the input might not be integral. We say that an
algorithm solves a problem with additive approximation factor of ε if it always returns a solution
whose cost is at most OPT + ε where OPT is the cost of the optimal solution.

Corollary 8.22 (Approximation Algorithms for Fractional Problems). There are algorithms
with running time Õ((m+n1.5) log2 W

ε ) for solving the following problems with additive approx-
imation factor of ε:

• minimum weight bipartite perfect b-matching (a.k.a. optimal transport),
• maximum weight bipartite perfect b-matching,
• maximum weight bipartite b-matching,
• uncapacitated minimum-cost flow (a.k.a. transshipment),
• vertex-capacitated minimum-cost s-t flow, and
• negative-weight single-source shortest path,
• minimum mean cycle, and
• deterministic MDP

when the input graph has n vertices and m edges, and W denotes the ratio of the largest non-
zero absolute value to the smallest non-zero absolute value used for specifying any value in the
problem.

We note that the optimal transport problem (a.k.a. the transportation problem) is the same
as the minimum weight bipartite perfect b-matching problem except that we allow all vectors
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to be fractional, including the demand vector b, the cost vector c, and the solution vector x.
Several papers in the literature assume that the input graph is a complete bipartite graph. We
do not assume this.

The idea of the proof above is to round up all the values from the description of the input to
(integral) multiple of 1/ poly(nW/ε) which takes O(log(nW/ε)) bits. Then, we solve the rounded
problem instance exactly using the algorithm Corollary 8.21 for integral problems. Consider an
optimal solution S with cost OPT before rounding. Observe that after rounding, the rounded
cost of this optimal solution S can increase by at most n2 ×maxe∈E c(e) × 1

poly(nW/ε) ≤ ε. So
the optimal cost in the rounded instance has cost at most OPT + ε.
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Appendix

A Initial Point and Solution Rounding

In this section we discuss how to construct the initial point for our IPM and how to convert
fractional to integral solutions.

In Appendix A.1 we show how to construct a feasible primal solution x and a feasible dual
slack s, such that xs ≈ τ(x, s), as required by the IPM. Unfortunately, for a given minimum cost
b-matching instance we are not able to construct such an initial point. Instead, we replace the
given cost vector c by some alternative cost vector c′. The idea is to then run the IPM in reverse,
so that our solution pairs (x, s) becomes less tailored to c′ and further away from the constraints,
i.e. the points move closer towards the center of the polytope. Once we are sufficiently close
to the center it does not matter if we use cost vector c or c′, so we can simply switch the cost
vector. That switching the cost vector is indeed possible is proven in Appendix A.2. After
switching the cost vector, we then run the IPM again as to move the point (x, s) closer towards
the optimal solution.

Our IPM is not able to maintain a truly feasible primal solution x, instead the solution is
only approximately feasible. Thus we must discuss how to turn such an approximately feasible
solution into a truly feasible solution, which is done in Appendix A.3. Further, the solution
we obtain this way might be fractional, so at last in Appendix A.4 we show how to obtain an
integral solution.

A.1 Finding an Initial Point (Proof of Lemmas 8.3 and 8.13)

We want to solve minimum cost b-matching instances. In order to construct an initial point,
we reduce this problem to uncapacitated minimum cost flows. For the reduction we first con-
struct the underlying graph for the flow instance from a given bipartite b-matching instance as
described in Definition 8.6. We are left with constructing a feasible primal solution x, a cost
vector c′ and a feasible slack s of the dual w.r.t. the cost vector c′, such that xs ≈ τ(x, s) as
required by our IPM.

In Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 we present two different IPMs, where the first uses τ(x, s) = 1
and the second uses τ(x, s) = σ(x, s) + n/m where σ(x, s) := σ(X1/2−αS−1/2−αA) for α =

1
4 log(4m/n) . Hence we will also present two lemmas for construct the initial point, one for each
option of τ(x, s).

Lemma 8.7. We are given a minimum weight perfect b-matching instance on graph G =
(U, V,E) with cost vector c ∈ RE.

Let G′ = (V ′, E′) with demand vector d′ be the corresponding starred flow graph (see Defi-
nition 8.6) and let n be the number of nodes of G′ and m the number of edges.

For τ(x, s) := 1, we can construct in O(m) time a cost vector c′ ∈ RE′ for G′ and a feasible
primal dual solution pair (x, s) for the minimum cost flow problem on G′ with cost vector c′,
where the solution satisfies xs = τ(x, s). The cost vector c′ satisfies

‖b‖−1
∞ ≤ c′ ≤ n.

Proof. We first construct the primal solution x, then we construct the dual slack s, and at last
we construct a cost vector c for which there is a dual solution y with slack s.

Primal solution (feasible flow) Let n,m be the number of nodes and edges in G′. For our
primal solution x ∈ RE′ be define the following flow

xu,v = 1
n

for u ∈ U , v ∈ V ,(u, v) ∈ E,
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xu,z = bu −
degG(u)

n
for u ∈ U ,

xz,v = bv −
degG(v)

n
for v ∈ V .

Here we have x > 0 because bv ≥ 1 and degG(v) < n for all v ∈ V ∪U . The flow also satisfies the
demand d, because for every u ∈ U there is a total amount of ∑(u,v)∈E 1/n+ bu− degG(u)/n =
bu = du leaving u, and likewise a total flow of bv reaching v ∈ V . Further, the flow reaching
and leaving z is 0, because∑

u∈U
(bu − degG(u)/n) = (

∑
u∈U

bu) + |E|/n

= (
∑
v∈V

bv) + |E|/n

=
∑
v∈V

(bv − degG(v)/n),

where the first term i the flow reaching z and the last term is the flow leaving z. Thus in
summary, the flow x is a feasible flow.

Dual slack and cost vector Now, we define the slack s and the cost vector c′. The slack of
the dual are of the form su,v = c′u,v − yu + yv for (u, v) ∈ E′. We simply set y = ~0n and su,v =
c′u,v = 1/xu,v for every (u, v) ∈ E′, so then xs = 1. As 1/n ≤ xu,v ≤ bu − degG(u)/n ≤ ‖b‖∞,
we get ‖b‖−1

∞ ≤ c′ ≤ n.

Lemma A.1 ([CP15], Theorem 12 of [BLSS20]). Given p ∈ (0, 4), η > 0 and incidence matrix
A ∈ Rm×n w.h.p. in n, we can compute w ∈ Rm>0 with w ≈ε σ(W

1
2−

1
pA)+η~1 in Õ(mpoly(1/ε))

time.

We remark that the complexity stated in [BLSS20] is Õ((nnz(A) + nω) poly(1/ε)), because
it is stated for general matrices. However, when using a Laplacian Solver (Lemma 2.1) the nω
term becomes Õ(m).

Lemma 8.15. We are given a minimum weight perfect b-matching instance on graph G =
(U, V,E) with cost vector c ∈ RE.

Let G′ = (V ′, E′) with demand vector d′ be the corresponding starred flow graph (see Defi-
nition 8.6) and let n be the number of nodes of G′ and m the number of edges.

For τ(x, s) := σ(x, s) + m/n and for any ε > 0 we can construct in Õ(mpoly(ε−1)) time a
cost vector c′ ∈ RE′ for G′ and a feasible primal dual solution pair (x, s) for the minimum cost
flow problem on G′ with cost vector c′, where the solution satisfies

xs ≈ε τ(x, s). (66)

The cost vector c′ satisfies
n

4m(1 + ‖b‖∞) ≤ c
′ ≤ 3n.

Proof. We first construct the primal solution x, then we construct the dual slack s, and at last
we construct a cost vector c for which there is a dual solution y with slack s.

Primal solution (feasible flow) The construction of the primal solution x is the same as
the one constructed in the proof of Lemma 8.7, and its feasibility follows the same argument.
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Dual slack Let A be the incidence matrix of graph G′ and define A′ := XA. We construct
a vector s′ with the property

s′ ≈ε σ(S′−1/2−αA′) + n

m
,

This construction is done via Lemma A.1.
Next, define s := s′/x, so the vectors x and s satisfy

xs = s′ ≈ε σ(S′−1/2−αA′) + n

m
= σ(S′−1/2−αXA) + n

m

= σ((XS)−1/2−αXA) + n

m
= σ(X1/2−αS−1/2−αA) + n

m
= τ(x, s)

Thus the vector s satisfies xs ≈ε τ(x, s) and we are only left with making sure that s is indeed
a slack vector of the dual.

Constructing cost vector We define the cost vector c′ := s and consider the dual solution
y = ~0n. The dual problem of the uncapacitated min-cost-flow is

c′u,v ≥ yu − yv for (u, v) ∈ E′.

So by setting y = ~0n the dual slack is exactly c′ = s, i.e. the vector s is indeed a slack of the
dual problem. As c′ := s, we can bound

c′i ≤ eετ(x, s)/xi ≤ 3n and

c′i ≥ e−ετ(x, s)/xi ≥
n

3m‖d‖∞
,

where x ≤ ‖d‖∞ comes from the fact that any edge incident to u ∈ U or v ∈ V can carry at
most |du| or |dv| units of flow, because all edges are directed away from u and towards v.

A.2 Switching the Cost Vector (Proof of Lemma 8.8)

The construction of our initial point replaces the given cost vector by some other cost vector.
We now show that it is possible to revert this replacement, provided that our current point
(x, s) is far enough away from the optimal solution. Below we restate Lemma 8.8.

Lemma 8.8. Consider the function τ(x, s) and a uncapacitated min-cost-flow instance as con-
structed in Lemma 8.15 or Lemma 8.7 and let A be the incidence matrix of the underlying graph
G′. Let c be the cost vector constructed in Lemma 8.15 and let c′ be any other cost vector with
‖c′‖∞ ≥ 1.

Assume we have a primal dual solution pair (x, s) for cost vector c and demand d with
‖Ax− d‖(AXS−1A)−1 ≤ √µ/4 and xs ≈ε/3 µτ(x, s) for any ε ≤ 1 and µ ≥ 45‖c′‖∞‖d‖∞ε.

If we replace the cost vector c with cost vector c′ then (x, s+ c′− c) is a primal dual solution
pair for the new min-cost-flow instance with cost vector c′ and we have x(s + c′ − c) ≈ε/2
µτ(x, s+ c′ − c).

Proof. Let y be the dual solution with Ay + s = c, and let s′ := s + c′ − c be the slack vector
when replacing cost vector c by c′. Then Ay + s′ = Ay + s+ c′ − c = c′, so if s′ ≥ 0, then it is
indeed a valid slack vector.

In order to show that s′ ≥ 0 and xs′ ≈ε/2 µτ(x, s′), we will bound the relative difference
between s and s′, i.e. we want an upper bound on

s′ − s
s

= c′ − c
s

.
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This relative difference is small, when s is large. So we want to lower bound s. By xs ≈1/2
µτ(x, s) we have

si ≥
µτ(x, s)i

2xi
≥ µn

2mxi
for all i, (67)

where we used that τ(x, s) ≥ m/n. In order to bound this term, we must first find an upper
bound on x.

By Lemma 4.38 and the assumption ‖Ax − d‖(AXS−1A)−1 ≤ √µ/4 we have that there is a
feasible x′ with ‖x−1(x′ − x)‖∞ ≤ 1/2. For this feasible x′ we know that x′ ≤ ‖d‖∞ and thus
x ≤ 1.5‖d‖∞.

By (67) we have
si ≥

µn

2mxi
≥ µn

1.5‖d‖∞
which in turn implies

‖s
′ − s
s
‖∞ ≤ (‖c′‖∞ + ‖c‖∞)1.5‖d‖∞

µn
≤ (‖c′‖∞ + 3n)1.5‖d‖∞

µn
≤ 4.5‖c′‖∞‖d‖∞

µ

Thus for µ ≥ 45‖c′‖∞‖d‖∞ε we can bound∥∥∥∥s′ − ss
∥∥∥∥
∞
≤ ε

10 .

This then implies xs′ ≈ε/2 µτ(x, s′).

A.3 Rounding an Approximate to a Feasible Solution (Proof of Lemma 8.9)

Our IPM is not able to maintain a feasible primal solution x, instead we can only guarantee
that 1

µ‖A
>x− b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 is small. We now show that this is enough to construct a feasible

solution that does not differ too much from the provided approximately feasible solution. We
further show how small the progress parameter µ of the IPM must be, in order to obtain a small
additive ε error compared to the optimal solution. Below we restate Lemma 8.9.

Lemma 8.9. Consider any ε > 0 and an uncapacitated min-cost flow instance on a starred
flow graph (Definition 8.6) with cost vector c ∈ RE, demand vector d ∈ RV and the property
that any feasible flow f satisfies f ≤ ‖d‖∞.

Assume we are given a primal dual solution pair (x, s), with xs ≈1/2 µτ(x, s) and

1
µ
· ‖Ax− d‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 ≤

1
10

for µ ≤ ε
24n .

Let δ = ε2

12(‖c‖∞‖d‖∞m)2 , then in Õ(m log δ−1) time we can construct a feasible flow f with
c>f ≤ OPT + ε, where OPT is the optimal value of the min-cost flow instance.

In order to prove Lemma 8.9, we will first prove a helpful lemma that bounds ‖A>x− b‖2
with respect to 1

µ‖A
>x− b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 .

Lemma A.2. Let G′ be a uncapacitated flow instance for demand d and cost c where for every
feasible flow f we have f ≤ ‖d‖∞. Let A be the incidence matrix of G′. Given a primal dual
pair (x, s) with infeasible x and xs ≈1 τ(x, s), define

δ := 1
µ
· ‖A>x− d‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 .

Then
‖A>x− d‖2 ≤ 6m‖d‖2∞δ
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Proof. By Lemma 4.38 we know that there is a feasible x′ with ‖x−1(x′ − x)‖∞ ≤ 3δ.

‖A>x− d‖22 ≤
1

λmin((A>XS−1A)−1)‖A
>x− d‖2(A>XS−1A)−1

= λmax(A>XS−1A)µδ
≤ max

i
{xi/si}λmax(A>A)µδ

≤ 2nmax
i
{xi/si}µδ

Because of xs ≈1 µτ(x, s) and x ≤ ‖d‖∞ we have

si ≥
µτ(x, s)

3xi
≥ nµ

3m‖d‖∞

which implies

xi
si
≤ 3m‖d‖2∞

nµ

and thus

‖A>x− d‖22 ≤ 6m‖d‖2∞δ.

We can now prove Lemma 8.9.

Proof of Lemma 8.9. The algorithm works as follows. First we compute

x′ = x+ XS−1AH−1(d−A>x)

for some H−1 ≈δ (A>XS−1A)−1. This can be done in Õ(m log δ−1) time via a Laplacian solver.
Then for every u ∈ U with (A>x′)u > du we reduce the flow on some edges incident to u

such that the demand of u is satisfied. We also do the same for every v ∈ V with (A>x′)v < dv.
Let x′′ be the resulting flow. After that we route (A>x′′)u − du flow from u ∈ U to z and
likewise dv − (A>x′′)v flow from z to v ∈ V . Let f be the resulting flow, then f is a feasible
flow as all demands are satisfied. Constructing f from x′ this way takes Õ(m) time.

Optimality We are left with proving claim c>f ≤ OPT + ε. By Lemma 4.38 the vector x′
satisfies

‖A>x′ − d‖2(AXS−1A)−1 ≤ 5δ · ‖A>x− d‖2(AXS−1A)−1 ≤
δµ

2 , and (68)

‖X−1(x− x′)‖2∞ ≤
5
µ
· ‖Ax− b‖2(A>XS−1A)−1 ≤

1
2 (69)

So by Lemma A.2 we have

‖A>x′ − d‖22 ≤
6m‖d‖2∞‖A>x′ − d‖2(AXS−1A)−1

µ
≤ 3m‖d‖2∞δ.

As this bounds the maximum error we have for the demand of each node, this also bounds how
much we might change the flow on some edge, i.e. we obtain the bound

‖x′ − f‖2 ≤ ‖d‖∞
√

3mδ.
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Thus we have
c>f ≤ c>x′ + ‖c‖2‖x− f‖2 ≤ c>x′ +m‖c‖∞‖d‖∞

√
3δ.

We are left with bounding c>x′. For this note that the duality gap of (x′, s) can be bounded by∑
i∈[m]

x′isi ≤ 2
∑
i∈[m]

xisi ≤ 6µ
∑
i∈[m]

τ(x, s)i ≤ 12µn,

where we use (69), xs ≈1 µτ(x, s), and ∑i∈[m] τ(x, s)i = 2n. As the duality gap is an upper
bound on the difference to the optimal value, we have

c>x′ ≤ OPT + 12µn

so for µ ≤ ε
24n and δ ≤ ε2

12(‖c‖∞‖d‖∞m)2 we have

c>f ≤ OPT + 12µn+m‖c‖∞‖d‖∞
√

3δ ≤ OPT + ε.

A.4 Rounding to an Integral Solution (Proof of Lemma 8.10)

In Appendix A.3 we showed how to obtain a feasible nearly optimal fractional solution. We
now show that we can also obtain a feasible truly optimal integral solution by rounding each
entry of the solution vector x to the nearest integer. This only works, if the optimal solution
is unique. In order to make sure that the optimal solution is unique, we use a variant of the
Isolation-lemma. In high-level, this lemma shows that by adding a small random cost to each
edge, the minimum-cost flow becomes unique. Below we restate Lemma 8.10.

Lemma 8.10. Let Π = (G, b, c) be an instance for minimum-cost flow problem where G is
a directed graph with m edges, the demand vector b ∈ {−W, . . . ,W}V and the cost vector
c ∈ {−W, . . . ,W}E. Further assume that all optimal flows have congestion at most W .

Let the perturbed instance Π̃ = (G, b, c̃) be such that c̃e = ce + ze where ze is a random
number from the set

{
1

4m2W 2 , . . . ,
2mW

4m2W 2

}
. Let f̃ be a feasible flow for Π̃ whose cost is at most

OPT(Π̃) + 1
12m2W 3 where OPT(Π̃) is the optimal cost for problem Π̃. Let f be obtained by

rounding the flow f̃ on each edge to the nearest integer. Then, with probability at least 1/2, f
is an optimal feasible flow for Π.

A variant of Lemma 8.10 was proven in [DS08] via the following result from [KS01].

Lemma A.3 ([KS01, Lemma 4]). Let C be any collection of distinct linear forms in variables
z1, ..., z` with coefficients in the range {0, ...,K}. If z1, ..., z` are independently chosen uniformly
at random in {0, ...,K`/ε}, then, with probability greater than 1 − ε, there is a unique form of
minimal value at z1, ..., z`.

Here we prove Lemma 8.10 via a similar proof to the one in [DS08].

Proof of Lemma 8.10. We start by proving that Π̃ has a unique optimal solution. We then show
that rounding a nearly optimal fractional matching results in the optimal integral matching.
Unique Optimal Solution Let C ⊂ RE be the set of optimal integral flows. Then we can
interpret each f ∈ C as a linear form z 7→ 〈f, z〉 in the variables z1, ..., zm. Further we have
0 ≤ fe ≤W for all f ∈ C and e ∈ E.

Now consider z ∈ Rm where each zi is an independent uniformly sampled element from
{0, ...,K`/ε}. By Lemma 8.10 the minimizer argminf∈C〈f, z〉 is unique with probability at least
1/2. As 〈f, c〉 = 〈f ′, c〉 for all f, f ′ ∈ C, we have that for c′ := c+ z/(4m2W 2) there also exists
a unique f ∈ C that minimizes 〈f, c′〉. Further note that 〈f, c′〉 < 〈f, c〉+ 1 so this f is also the
unique optimal solution to Π̃.
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Rounding to the optimal integral matching Since we added random multiples of 1
4m2W 2

to each edge cost, the second best integral matching f ′ has cost at least OPT(Π̃) + 1
4m2W 2 .

Now assume we have some feasible fractional matching f̃ . As every feasible fractional
matching is a convex combination of feasible integral matchings, we can write tf = λf+(1−λ)g,
where λ ∈ [0, 1], f is the optimal (integral) matching, and g is a feasible fractional matching
with cost at least OPT(Π̃) + 1

4m2W 2 (i.e. g is a convex combination of non-optimal feasible
integral matchings).

If f̃ has cost at most OPT(Π̃) + 1
12m2W 3 , then λ ≥ 1− 1

3W and thus ‖f̃ − f‖∞ ≤ 1/3. So by
rounding the entries of f̃ to the nearest integer we obtain the optimal flow f .

B Leverage Score Maintenance

In this section we explain how to obtain the following data structure for maintaining approximate
leverage scores via results from [BLSS20].

Theorem B.1. There exists a Monte-Carlo data-structure, which works against an adaptive
adversary, that supports the following procedures:

• Initialize(A ∈ Rm×n, g ∈ Rm, ε ∈ (0, 1)): Given incidence matrix A ∈ Rm×n, scaling
g ∈ Rm and accuracy ε > 0, the data-structure initializes in Õ(mε−2) time.

• Scale(I ⊂ [m], u ∈ RI): Sets gI = u in Õ(|I|ε−2) time.

• Query(): Let g(t) ∈ Rm be the vector g ∈ Rm during t-th call to Query and assume
g(t) ≈1/32 g(t−1). W.h.p. in n the data-structure outputs a vector τ̃ ∈ Rm such that
τ̃ ≈ε σ(

√
G(t)A) + n

m
~1. Further, with probability at least 1

2 the total cost over K steps is

Õ
(
K2 · ε−4 ·m/n+K(nε−2 + nε−1 logW )

)
,

where W is a bound on the ratio of largest to smallest entry of any g(t).

Let g(k) be the state of g during the k-th call to Query and define τ(g) := σ(
√

GA) + n
m
~1.

Then the complexity bound on Query holds, if there exists a sequence g̃(1), ..., g̃(K) ∈ Rm where
for all k ∈ [K]

g
(k)
i ∈

(
1± 1

16 · 144ε log2 n

)
g̃

(k)
i for all i ∈ [m], and (70)

1
ε2
‖G(k)−1(g(k+1) − g(k))‖2τ(g(k)) + ‖(T(g(k))−1(τ(g(k+1))− τ(g(k)))‖2τ(g(k)) = O(1). (71)

We use the following Lemma B.2 from [BLSS20] which describes a data structure for main-
taining approximate leverage scores. Note that the complexity scales with the Frobenius norm
of some matrix. We obtain Theorem B.1 by combining Lemma B.2 with another data structure
that guarantees that this norm bound is small.

Lemma B.2 ([BLSS20, Theorem 8, Algorithm 7, when specialized to incidence matrices]).
There exists a Monte-Carlo data-structure, which works against an adaptive adversary, that
supports the following procedures:

• Initialize(A ∈ Rm×n, g ∈ Rm, ε ∈ (0, 1)): Given incidence matrix A ∈ Rm×n, scaling
g ∈ Rm and accuracy ε > 0, the data-structure initializes in Õ(mε−2) time.

• Scale(i ∈ [m], u ∈ R): Given i ∈ [m] and u ∈ R sets gi = u in Õ(ε−2) time.
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• Query(Ψ(t) ∈ Rn×n,Ψ(t)
(safe) ∈ Rn×n): Let g(t) ∈ Rm be the vector g ∈ Rm during t-th call

to Query, assume g(t) ≈1/32 g
(t−1) and define H(t) = A>G(t)A ∈ Rn×n. Given random

input-matrices Ψ(t) ∈ Rn×n and Ψ(t)
(safe) ∈ Rn×n such that

Ψ(t) ≈ε/(24 logn) (H(t))−1,Ψ(t)
(safe) ≈ε/(24 logn) (H(t))−1

and any randomness used to generate Ψ(t)
(safe) is independent of the randomness used to

generate Ψ(t), w.h.p. in n the data-structure outputs a vector τ̃ ∈ Rm independent of
Ψ(1), ...,Ψ(t) such that τ̃ ≈ε σ(

√
G(t)A) + n

m
~1. Further, the total cost over K steps is

Õ
(( ∑

t∈[K]
‖
√

G(t)AΨ(t)A>
√

G(t) −
√

G(t−1)AΨ(t−1)A>
√

G(t−1)‖F
)2
· ε−4m/n

+K
(
TΨ(safe) + TΨ + nε−2 + nε−1 logW

) )
where TΨ, TΨ(safe) is the time required to multiply a vector with Ψ(t) ∈ Rn×n and Ψ(t)

(safe) ∈
Rn×n respectively (i.e. in case the matrices are given implicitly via data structures).

The initialization, scale and query complexity of [BLSS20, Theorem 8, Algorithm 7] are
larger by a factor of n compared to the complexities stated in Lemma B.2. This difference in
complexity is because the data structure of [BLSS20] was proven for general matrices A which
may have up to n entries per row, while in Lemma B.2 we consider only incidence matrices with
only 2 entries per row. The proof of [BLSS20, Theorem 8, Algorithm 7] works by reducing the
problem of maintaining leverage scores to the problem of detecting large entries of the product
Diag(g)Ah, for some vectors g ∈ Rm≥0, h ∈ Rn. This is exactly what our data structure of
Lemma 5.1 does. By plugging our data structure of Lemma 5.1 into the algorithm of [BLSS20]
and observing the sparsity of A, we obtain the faster complexities as stated in Lemma B.2 for
incidence matrices A.

We combine Lemma B.2 with the following Algorithm 12. The data structure of Algo-
rithm 12 guarantees that the Frobenius norm (as used in the complexity statement of Lemma B.2)
stays small. The properties of Algorithm 12 are stated in Lemma B.3 and Lemma B.4, where
the latter bounds the change of the Frobenius norm.

Lemma B.3 ([BLSS20, Theorem 10, Algorithm 8]). There exists a randomized data-structure
that supports the following operations (Algorithm 12)

• Initialize(g ∈ Rm, τ ∈ Rm, ε): Preprocess vector g ∈ Rm, τ ∈ Rm and accuracy parameter
ε > 0 in O(m) time. Returns two vector g̃, v ∈ Rm.

• Update(I ⊂ [m], s ∈ RI , t ∈ RI) Sets gI ← s, τ I ← t in Õ(|I|) time. Returns set J ⊂ [m]
and two vectors g̃, v ∈ Rm. Here g̃ is returned via pointer and J lists the indices i where
g̃i or vi changed compared to the previous output.

If the update does not depend on any of the previous outputs, and if there is some matrix
A ∈ Rm×n with τ ≈0.5 τ(G1/2A), then g̃, v satisfy following two properties: (i) with high
probability ‖v‖0 = O(nε2 logn). (ii) g̃ ≈ε g, and with high probability A>VA ≈ε A>GA.

Lemma B.4 ([BLSS20, Lemma 11]). Let g(k), τ (k) ∈ Rm, g̃(k), v(k) ∈ Rm be the vectors g,
τ , g̃, v right before the k-th call to Update of Lemma B.3. Assume there exists a sequence
g(1), ..., g(K) ∈ Rm and matrix A ∈ Rm×n with

g
(k)
i ∈ (1± 1/(16ε logn))g(k)

i , τ
(k)
i ∈ (1± 1/(16 logn))τ(G(k)A)i,∀i ∈ [m]
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Algorithm 12: Pseudocode for Lemma B.3, based on [BLSS20, Algorithm 8].
1 members
2 g̃, g, τ̃ , τ , ε, v, y, γ := c logn for some large constant c.
3 procedure Initialize(g, τ , ε)
4 g ← g, g̃ ← g, τ ← τ , τ̃ ← τ , ε← ε, y ← ~0m
5 vi ← g̃i/min{1, γε−2τ̃i} independently for each i ∈ [m] with probability

min{1, γε−2τ̃i} and vi ← 0 otherwise.
6 procedure Update(I ⊂ [m], s ∈ RI , t ∈ RI)
7 gI ← s, τ I ← t
8 yi ← 8

ε (gi/g̃i − 1) and yi+n ← 2(τ i/τ̃i − 1) for i ∈ I
9 Let π : [2n]→ [2n] be a sorting permutation such that |yπ(i)| ≥ |yπ(i+1)|

10 For each integer `, we define i` be the smallest integer such that ∑j∈[i`] τπ(j) ≥ 2`.
11 Let k be the smallest integer such that |yπ(ik)| ≤ 1− k

2dlogne J ← ∅
12 for each coordinate j ∈ [ik] do
13 Set i = π(j) if π(j) ≤ n and set i = π(j)− n otherwise
14 g̃i ← gi, τ̃i ← τ i, yj ← 0, J ← J ∪ {i}

15 vi ←
{
g̃i/min{1, γε−2 · τ̃i} with probability min{1, γε−2 · τ̃i}
0 otherwise

16 return J , g̃, v

and

ε−2‖(G(k))−1(g(k+1) − g(k))‖2τ(g(k)) + ‖(T(k))−1(τ (k+1) − τ (k))‖τ(g(k)) = O(1)

for all k ∈ [K − 1], then

E

 ∑
k∈[K−1]

∥∥∥∥√G̃(k+1)A(A>V(k+1)A)−1A>
√

G̃(k+1) −
√

G̃(k)A(A>V(k)A)−1A>
√

G̃(k)
∥∥∥∥
F


is at most O(K log5/2 n).

The complexity of Update in [BLSS20, Lemma 11] is a bit higher since they consider dense
matrices. Here we show that for sparse matrices the amortized update time is nearly linear in
the input size.

Lemma B.5. The function Update can be implemented to run in amortized Õ(|I|) time.

Proof. We maintain a balanced binary search tree to sort the y. This takes Õ(|I|) amortized
time. Then use that binary search to tree as a prefix data-structure, i.e. each node is marked by
the sum of it’s children to the left. Then the prefix of first i elements is obtained by going from
the root down to the ith element and adding the value of a node whenever we take the right edge.
When removing/inserting a node, updating these partial sums takes only O(depth) = Õ(1) time.
Hence the amortized time for maintaining this structure is Õ(|I|).

The rest of Update simply uses that data-structure, and can find the right value for i` and
k via binary-search. Note that every index i for which the loop of Update is executed, has
been part of some input set I before and will not be included in that loop again, unless it is
part of another future input set I. Hence we can charge the cost of the loop to previous calls
to Update. So we obtain O(|I|) amortized cost for the loop per call to Update.

By combining Lemma B.2 with Lemma B.3 to get a good bound on the Frobenius norm via
Lemma B.4 we then obtain Theorem B.1.
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Algorithm 13: Pseudocode for the data structure of Theorem B.1
1 members
2 D(stable), D(τ), g̃ ∈ Rm, v ∈ Rm
3 procedure Initialize(A ∈ Rm×n, g ∈ Rm, ε ∈ (0, 1))
4 τ ← compute σ(

√
GA) + n/m.

5 g̃, v ← D(stable).Initialize(g, τ , ε/(144 logn)) (Lemma B.3)
6 D(τ).Initialize(A, g̃, ε/10) (Lemma B.2)
7 procedure Scale(I ⊂ [m], u ∈ R|I|)
8 J, g̃, v ← D(stable).Update(i, u)
9 D(τ).Scale(i, g̃i) for all i ∈ J .

10 procedure Query()
11 Ψ← Laplacian Solver for (A>VA)−1

12 Ψ(safe) ← Laplacian Solver for (A>WA)−1 where w ∈ Rm is a leverage score sample
from τ .

13 I, τ ← D(τ).Query(Ψ,Ψ(safe))
14 return I, τ

Proof of Theorem B.1. The algorithm is given by Algorithm 13. We will first prove correctness,
and then bound the complexity.

Correctness Note that by Line 6 and Line 9, the data structure D(τ) always maintains the
leverage score of

√
g̃A, where g̃ is the vector maintained by D(sample) (Lemma B.3). We will

argue that D(τ) maintains τ ≈ε/2 τ(
√

G̃A). By g̃ ≈ε/4 g this then implies τ ≈ε τ(GA).
For Lemma B.3 to return a good approximation, we require that (i) Ψ ≈1/(48 logn) AG̃A, (ii)

Ψ(safe) ≈1/(48 logn) AG̃A, and (iii) the randomness of Ψ(safe) does not depend on the randomness
in Ψ.

By Lemma B.3 the vector v satisfies A>VA ≈ε/(144 logn) AGA, and g̃ ≈ε/(144 logn) g. So
for a ε/(144 logn) accurate Laplacian Solver (Lemma 2.1) we have Ψ ≈ε/(48 logn) AG̃A. Thus
condition (i) is satisfied.

We assume that the result of the last call to D(τ).Query satisfied τ ≈ τ(
√
g̃A). Then by

the assumption g(t) ≈1/32 g
(t−1) (i.e. the vector g does not change too much between two calls

to Query) we have that any entry of τ(
√

GA) can change by at most a constant factor between
any two calls to Query. As g̃ ≈ g, this means that this old τ from the previous iteration is still
a constant factor approximation of the new τ(

√
g̃A). So we can use the old τ of the previous

iteration for the leverage score sampling in Line 12 to obtain a good approximation of AG̃A.
Note that the approximation can be arbitrarily (i.e. δ > 0) close by sampling O(nδ−2 logn)
entries. Hence we can have a Laplacian solver with Ψ(safe) ≈ε/(48 logn) AG̃A. Also note that the
randomness of Ψ(safe) depends only on τ , which by Lemma B.2 does not depend on Ψ. Thus
(iii) is also satisfied.

Complexity The complexities for Initialization and Scale come directly from Lemma B.2
and Lemma B.3. So let us consider Query instead.

By assumption (71) and (70) the requirements for Lemma B.4 are satisfied and we have

E

 ∑
k∈[K−1]

∥∥∥√G(k+1)A(A>V(k+1)A)−1A>
√

G(k+1) −
√

G(k)A(A>V(k)A)−1A>
√

G(k)
∥∥∥
F


is at most O(K log5/2 n).
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Note that the Laplacian Solver for (A>V(k)A)−1 can be made δ > 0 accurate at cost
O(log δ−1) (Lemma 2.1), so by choosing some δ = O(ε/poly(n)), we can bound

E

 ∑
k∈[K−1]

∥∥∥√G(k+1)AΨ(k+1)A>
√

G(k+1) −
√

G(k)AΨ(k)A>
√

G(k)
∥∥∥
F

 ≤ O(K log5/2 n).

By Markov inequality we thus have with probability at least 1/2 that the queries to Lemma B.2
have total complexity Õ(K2 · ε−4 ·m/n + K(nε−2 + nε−1 logW )), where we used that both Ψ
and Ψ(safe) can be applied in Õ(nε−2) time, because of the sparsity of v and w.

C Degeneracy of A

For all our data structures and the final algorithm from Section 8, for simplicity we always
assumed that the constraint matrix A ∈ Rm×n of the linear program is the incidence matrix of
some directed graph. However, this comes with some other problem: Note that the rank of such
a matrix is at most n− 1, so A is a so called degenerate matrix, and the Laplacian L = (A>A)
is singular, i.e. L−1 does not exist. However, the IPM presented in Section 4 assumes that the
constraint matrix is non-degenerate and that (A>A)−1 exists. So technically it is not clear if
the IPM can indeed be used to solve the perfect b-matching problem as we did in Section 8. We
outline here how we can assume that A is indeed non-degenerate and what small modifications
must be performed to our data structures to handle the new matrix A.

Assume A is the incidence matrix of some minimum weight perfect bipartite b-matching
instance, and the corresponding formulation as a linear program is minA>x=b,x≥0 c

>x. Instead
of using the incidence matrix A and cost vector c, we use

A′ =
[

A
In×n

]
, and c′ =

[
c

‖b‖1‖c‖∞ ·~1n.

]
That is, we add an n× n identity block to the bottom of A and add a large cost at the bottom
of c to make sure the optimal solution of minA′>x′=b,x′≥0 c

′>x′ has x′k = 0 for all m < k ≤ m+n,
so that the first m coordinates of x′ are an optimal solution for the original linear program.

After this modification, the matrix A′ is full rank and the IPM from Section 4 can be
applied. However, the matrix A′ is no longer an incidence matrix, so we have to modify our
data structures that assume A is an incidence matrix.
Lemma 5.1: We can detect the large entries of A′h by using Lemma 5.1 for the first m entries
and simply computing the bottom n entries of A′h explicitly. This additional cost of O(n) is
subsumed by Lemma 5.1. We can handle the sampling in Sample the same way by computing
the impact of the bottom n entries of A′h to the norm by computing the bottom n entries
explicitly. For the upper bound on the leverage scores and the leverage score sample, note that
adding more rows to A only decreases the leverage score of the original rows. Hence we can
use the previous upper bound for the top m rows and simply use 1 as an upper bound on the
leverage scores of the bottom n rows.
Laplacian Solvers: We use Laplacian solvers in several algorithms. While A′>GA′ is no
longer a Laplacian matrix, it is still an SDDM (symmetric diagonally dominant matrix) and
solving systems in such matrices also has fast nearly linear time solvers.
Other data structures All other data structures do not require any special structure to the
matrix A′ besides of very sparse rows. While results such as Theorem 6.1 state that A must be
an incidence matrix, this is only because it uses Lemma 5.1 internally, which has already been
covered. Likewise, Lemma B.2 is obtained via a reduction from [BLSS20] to the data structure
Lemma 5.1.
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Initial Points Finding initial points is even easier now, as we no longer have to add a star
to the bipartite graph. To construct a feasible x′, we again route 1/n flow on each edge of the
bipartite graph, and then set the bottom n coordinates of x′ such that we satisfy A′>x′ = b.
The slack of the dual is constructed in the same way as before in Lemma 8.15 and Lemma 8.7.
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